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New Hampshire; A Source Book of Instructional Ma«
terlals is not a unit of study to be followed by tbe
teacber In teaching tne suggested units on New Has^sblre
In tne state program of studies. Rather^ It Is as the
title Indicates^ a ready source of materials covering
the suggested topics. The Individual teacher will choose
the Items that fit Into her particular grade and \inlt.
The present-day teacher who Is responsible for guiding
the youngsters of New Hampshire through worth while units
of study on *'Our Home State” are in much the same plight
as one of their fellow citizens of a former day because
New Hampshire's first mountain climber. Darby Field, needed
a guide book in 1642. Had one been at his disposal, he
would not have made the mistake, uncorrected for thirty
years, of thinking he saw an endless lake north of the
White Mountains when he was looking at a low sea of clouds.
John Josselyn had no guidebook at hand when he wrote his
“New England Rari tie s Discovered” (1672), but he came
nearer to the truth when he wrote ”Beyond these hills
Northward is daunting terrible, being full of rocky hills,
as thick as Molehills in a Meadow and clothed with
infinite thick woods'*.^
^Federal Writers* Project, New Hampshire, A Guide to the
Granite State, Houghton Mifflin Co*, Boston, 1938, p.ix.
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^Qi.: Ignolj-oj:;^^e0X lo JJooa oo'tifoQ A ;&»ilrtecjflrH v/eP!
e-OJ 5©woJ.io‘I ©cf ocT ^jtxix; a cron ex eXfiXtoct
I
©iitu?,<3tnsH -^en no ejlxin be^se^sne ©rid’ jjfilrioaocr nX neiioeed
Gricr BB eX dX ,ieride)i .e©X/)x/d8 lo ma'iso-xq edade ©ad rii
Sal-ievoo aleXiedem lo oo^iaos \bBei e .BednoXXnl ©Ijid
©Bocrio XIXw leriDBsd XswXlvXi'nX ©riT .eoXqod bedBOggae ©rid
, dXiixf bnfl ©bBTig isXaoXd'iBq rceri odnX dll darid eniedl ©rid
giiXJblxfg ^ol ©XriiRnoqBeTi eX oxlv/ T[orioB©d ^flJb-drieee'xq ©xlT
sdxna ©XXxlw ridrcow rigaortrid s'lIrisqiai^H well lo e'^^odsgnxco-^j ©xid
driglXq ©iifla ©rid rioaiii nl ©‘la ”edada emon 'laO" no \;£adB lo
©Baaoed -^bX) ‘iQiH'iol b lo EnesXdlo woXXel 'ii©rid lo ©no sn
b©Xe©n ^JbXeri T^d-^iBa .^edmlXo aladnaoici daill a * ©‘xIiIeqmsH weW
©ri iXfieoqsib slri da need ono 5bH .SCi^oX al jlood eblx/g a
\;d‘ilrid 'lol bodos'^x'ioanx* .©siBdsXm ©rid absun ovQd don bXxf07»
orij lo ridTcon o?iftX saeXfcn© xib v/eb ori ^n.Lliirid io tBTB©Y
.erinolo lo Bse woX b de !P>nl:^ooX bbw eri a©ri« enJLBdm.oM ©dlrfv.
alii odo*iw eri noxlw bxtBxi jb nooueblxoa on Xwri nijXeeeoT, nrioli,
eiOBo eri dad ,(SiV8I) ‘’beicvooBia S: dl.'daX'sefl ^naXgna woW”
eXIlil eaerid bno^.sfi'‘ ©do*iw ©ri i.’eriw :'ida''xd ©liCJ od ‘le'xaen
,aXXIri -^xiooi lo XXal gnled toXdlTxod goldnaBb aX b-xevvrid'ioPI
ridX'V X)0x1joIo bns wobseM s nX aXXXrieXoM eb rioXrid eb
'^-/‘sboow 2ioXrid edXaXlnX
/
3ricr od .-©bXaC A .©TlriaqniBH weM .doetoi^ » E*i‘edI^\toeF6'^i'^
,xX.q ^eS'^JX ^nodaod t.oO nXXllXM xiodrigaoH ^odBdg ©dXne'xX)
This paper has three major divisions of materials.
First will he found background information for the teacher
which will assist her in securing the factual information
necessary for a sense of security in leading the children
through their daily participation in socisJ. living as it
relates to New Hampshire. It is not an outline and one
teacher or class will not use all the facts given. They
are offered to relieve the teacher of the tiresome task
of research, thereby giving valuable time to be used in
preparation for presentation.
There is a suggested list of activities for children.
Such things as interests of the children, past experiences
of the class, age and maturity of those taking an active
part, and the materials available at the time will deter-
mine largely the number of activities that any one group
will engage in.
In the third division will be found material for
children.
"In stimulating activities which further the
Ideals we wish and in creating a workshop atmosphere
in which activity is encouraged, a richness and
variety of materials are essential, in addition
to the concrete manipulative ma terials--references
for factual information and books for purely recrea-
tional reading should be made available, and audio-
visual aids to learning should be many and varied.
These should include mounted pictures, films, film-
strips, slides, maps and charts, and educational
recordings.
"The practice of confining reading materials
I
•
"io eno.talvlD ‘JloI,/?-!:: eoidct e^ri 'xeqaq alilT
' larioae^ ecW 'lol noIcrBrniolul bauo*i'^ADB<S bnuol ed Xilw Jta'ii''!
i
no±^>3ffn:ol£ii LQi'iojs'i ed;i gal'll ooa ni i&d cTsisaa XIX’a' ilolflw
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i: ne‘xLIli.lo erict gnlfcsel ai asnee b 'lo'l ^'isssaoc/i
ii ctl SB gaJtvix Lalooe aX no IX eqXol;J*isq xLLBt ‘lisrfX xiiino'ixlX
I,
©no i)ftB eaXXXiJO hb Xon eX XI . ©‘iXrieqiiiBH oX aoXBldT;
''trtilT .aevXg eJo.iil oxlX lie oea Xon XXlw p.ssXo *10 ‘isxIobgX
iiafiX ©mosOTEiX erfX lo lorioBoX ©fCX evelleT: cX gtb
nX bepa ed oX oaiXX eldsaXav giiivXg ^du^ioriX ^dOTEssee*! lo
.nolXsXnees'xq nolXB'iaqe'iq
‘
.a&^bLldo 101 eotXivXXo.e lo XeXI JbeXssggira b sX o-todT'
ssonelTEoqxe Xasq tneiiJlIdo ©rfX lo eXseTeX/xX sc sgi'iXdX iioaS
’ avXXoB OB gni^iflX eeodX lo ^XX^uX-ara bn& ©gB tSsaXc sdX lo
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to that foiind In one book has long been recognized
as unsound, and for the textbook of former years,
there has been substituted a variety of reading which
is interesting and stimulating to activity. The
daily newspaper (local and state) is an excellent
source of information.
’’The teacher should not disregard the source
of the most vital materials of learning— the immedi-
ate community of which the children are a part--for
the wealth of information to be found in the community
should be ve]w helpful and will imcover Invaluable
materials” 2/
Background information for the teacher will be quite
inclusive, but, of necessity, the materials for the chil-
dren will be bibliographical by nature, however, it should
be very helpful in showing just what is applicable.
Having had the responsibility of teaching ”Our Home
State”, first as a grade teacher in the state of Maine and
now in the state of New hampshire, the writer realizes
the great need for an Inclusive treatment in a single
volume of the instructional materials that one can use
in such classes. Much material is available, but the
teacher has neither the time nor the references and re-
search materials at hand, it is the purpose of this paper
to provide a wealth of materials with which teachers, who
have the task of introducing the youngsters of New
Hampshire into the opportunities and benefits of theAr own
state, may challenge their classes.
l/iileanor C. Delaney, Latin America} A Source Book of
Instructional Materials. Bureau of Publications. Teacher
s
college, Columbia University, New York (1943;, p. 15.
j
JLx&ilnSOooTC iiaecf 3/10! e^d ^ood 6ao nX Jtfu/ol ctecUi od
I' tB-iii&i 'lemol lo 3;ooc^v^xeX edct 'lo'i boB ^hJrwotl^^u cjj
doJtd.^ jjn.f.L/c©'! Xo a noacf erM
' ©xlT .y;d-XvXJof3 oi snlX©Xi/nitJe hui ^niXee-xecf/i.^ oI
XaeXXoo.xo fiG £.1 (eis.^3 i>rf« CaooX) loqti^iWsjn
.not^Gia*xo'inl lo 00*1x103
eo'ix/os oifJ' f/t«30*islb Xon jbX>70 ii3 lodoBect oxlT**
-Xi euiuii.t oilX
—
3iiIm;QeX lo eX'^X ia.fa^a Jeom eris^ lo
io‘i--^ijBq B OTce rfexbXXri*) t»xlX dol'd-^ lo ^^inxittnioo ocJja
oilct nl baLOl ed oS noXlidirrto ini; *io xWXbow edi
Dj.rfwnlavaX ‘xovooiur CXl.v bn^ Xt^qloxl od bijjoda
\£ *V*; CtiinolBrn
odltfp od XXX.7 lOxloBed oJlX *rol noX^aii'iolfix Idi/o tgsfaaa
-Xirio odd 'xol sXaXniedjEjfa ©dd ^^IXeaeoan lo ^Xx/d ^evlsiflonl
1; bliiode XI ,*itov 9woh ,o*iuXan ^d looldqa'isoildld ed XXIw ne-^ib
II
.eXdEoiXqqs el X.-;ilw dent, snlwoxls nl ^nlqlaci '^•lev ed
exao'u *itro*’ gnldoaeX lo '\rXIXldir.»ioqB©‘i wild bad galvaH
** tna ©aL-’.;il lo odd nl *iedoeoX ebnig e bb dr.*xll /'©dado
3o:;;iX.eo'X 'ledi'iw sdd tO-ciaequiBri vfeK lo ©dadfci exid nl won
;l
I
oIgx*l8 s nl dnsjudae*!* ovlenlonl ne *iol boon da8*X3 ©dd
&Gfj itao ©iiO darid eleiasdara lanoldoxiidenl s*5 ild lo orauXov
end djju tddaXixjVfi el lalnadBca donk .^e^ealo dons nl
'
-en ixijs eeono'xel&'i edd ‘ion erald ©rid *xeridloa e/vi *^redoBed
*i©qoq ei£ti lo o.joq'ioq ©rid el di .bncri ds elBbrod/ici. rloanoa
oriw t e ‘lexloood rioiriw ridl?/ eXaliodam lo £idXao\? s eJblvo*iq od
t/e
.1 lo 8 *i 6dS3nnoY: odd gnlouJbc'idnl lo ita»d ©nd ©ved
nwo ‘jt-ixid lo adllartid bns eeldlnnd'ioq io edd odnl o*iirlaqiitaK
jj
.sokbbXo ilodd o^itoIXaiio >iSBt .ed^dB
' lo :^'oog oo*tno3 ( ifloi^xeiaA nld^d ^ijenaXeG .C 'lor.nela^
I, s'ledoB©!’ , a'noXdaolXdnq lo jj-iwinH »elB.l*i6d7M iBncldoiT^danl
.dX .q ^Tjdlo-xdvinU .yluj^mloO t&gelioo
Tiie necessity for su ch a wealth of materials is
pointed out by nileanor Delaneyi/ when she says»
”ln choosing the activities in which they wish
to engage while undertaking a unit, the children will
be Influenced by the richness or poverty of the ma-
terials available to them, and therefore, the wise
teacher will provide a wide offering of materials for
their exploration, 'fhese materials should go beyond
the more usual reference and manipulative materials
and should include the materials in the home and in
the community—radio, moving pictures, community
institutions, stores, factories, travel agencies,
piers and warehouses. It is tbiough the use of all
these materials for purposes real to themselves that
children will grow in understanding and appreciation
of their own commdnlty and state."
J^hleanor C* Delaney, Latin America; A Source Book of In-
structional Materials * Bureau of PubllcationaV ^Pea^kei?
Allege, Columbia University, New York. (1943) p. 10.
eJ: 'lo a do sjt. iol oxl'p
0£l8 iioxiw ^^T;r0nBX8G 'totii-jf X«i vcf sti/o b^^nXoQ
iieXw x^d:i ilolxiv/ aX BeXctXvXw-toe artel' gnJUiOorio nl”
XXlw ridxi)Xi.rtn 3 rtJ a gni^lBd'X^iDnx; dXlrt-« agBgxe;*
- )*K arid" lo '^i'lsvoq *ig i.aenrtoX’1 fertJ -jd £>eon©jyXlnX eo
ealvr o£lJ Xr.e I'd© in' cej sXdBXiev.} pXo-e‘T©d
‘lol slBl'idda^'i lo gnl'io'i'io eblw a ©{sXvo^q XXlw
XHC^acf og ixluori?'} elel'irtjfjui oaertT .noid(?*toXqxd ‘ildri^
clsl’ied '^*<’1 ©vldalwqlxiB/ri bits wOiia'ie'l©*! Xaxi«t> e'lom ©rtd
nl biia t-GJOiX ortX nl aXiil-taXi^ 9xid ©bx/Xoiii dldode bxio
’^ 3'ixixirj'^JOo ^ 88‘X)Lf.*tolq grilvom orld
teeldfxdgja Xov<5'xd tadl^ioXds'x .enoidx.fdlde»-'i
XXe 1o oajj ©rtd rigi/air£t el di .e.9ax.rofiei.6^ bn« e-xsiq
JiiXid eavlaaindjil o^l" Xae/x ©©acQ-xt/cj; rto'l sXal'^xodaiu asarid
nold.HloG'iqqB bne gnUbnads’isliiif fll jfOfs?;i XXlw Ae'ibXlrto
•’.©Jale. -Oii-a iAiifiiici&o iiwo dlaxiJ 'id
lo >',ooG oo'ii.'o3 A. : r.oMQmA rtl 1 aj ^'^eneXau -a loaBO
TaHoITsyTrjjJ t >0 WBe-xxrfi ^ e X
1
|gil.X^
.OX *rr (Gf^QX) . ;Xi6y v/eVi ^llB'xovltiO olamiriuO ^agbiiOJ
CHAPTER I
Teaching Local and State History, Geography, and Governiaant
“Modern social relations and probably those of
the immediate future place upon the teachers the
duty of matching tnelr own live modern t±iought with
their best methods, and like competent sailors, of
keeping their * weather eye‘ out for 'procedure* by
which pupils may more efficiently be led to think
clearly .about their own social duties and opportuni-
ties."^
Tne term local or state as it is used in this paper
should be made clear.
"To some this means the geographical area im-
mediately surrounding the school. Others may expand
their conceptions to include a section of the city,
the entire urban area, the county, or possibly even
the state, latter will be understood, in this
paper whenever the word community is used^ This
point of view tends to limit instruction to such
factors as mountains, rivers, roads, houses, fire
departments, museums, libraries, factories, and town
halls, concreteness then largely becomes a matter
of geographical and physical aspects of life.
"Others extend their conception of it to in-
clude also the people who have many social and econ-
omic relationships within those physical surroundings.
With this broadening of view there are possibilities
that pupils will acquire new meanings for such con-
cepts as foreigner, laborer, banker, policeman,
parents, businessmen, doctors, mayor, alderman, poli-
tician. By observing these persons in their daily
activities the student may gain a better understand-
ing of and sympathy with the contribution of each
to modem society.
"A third and less tangible aspect is made up of
the opinions, attitudes, prejudices, biases, and pur-
poses of people, por exaii^le, it is one thing to
know that the city has sixteen playgrounds; it is an
l/i’rogram of studies Recommended for the public Schools
of New Hampshire, Fifth Edition, Social Studies , State
Board of jiducation. Concord, New Hampshire (l^40;
.
p. 11.
ctncmg'.T’^v ux) tap. ^yd u&-ipjje\] t^aoJel-jn tna IhooI y n/tlc.-'eT
'lo BuofU '^l<i&QO'tq_ bnR enolctiiion Xaioon ^3^0^"
sa>l )vx ' ' iofiQi? ©ri>^ cxoqu eijalq ©'iiiiJj'). j
lUIs i i^^roiiy moifum .-, vix n-vo Tien.'! j^nxiioctsi' 'lo x^sjb
lo ."^gect-^atROo oiliX bn© taocrf;j9iu cfsed -liodA
Xd ’ s‘^i.<booO‘i' ' *TOl ctoo ‘ ev;© ‘TariXBtsW* ‘ilftflJ gnXaoe>I
iLiTXiia b::^! od "^X^iioX oXTio O'lOai ^«ira fcixqx/q rioXfivr




*i©qfiq clrW nX jb©£j; :j.l jX d '• ©d e 'to X-20C.X m'ie>d 6f;x
.'2:^eXo ©beiu ocf bXiJOria
-HiX eo'xa IPoirlqf5‘i;;p3^ eriJ Gnst^m odiob ol**
X'liii'ixo Tj^sni jj'ierlXO .Xoorf.OH; aii^r 5^£iXbj'UiO‘i'ii/«
t’^.'tXo arid- lo fioXXoac ^ ..XLlimX od s-xoXuqjonoo 'xXt.iiJ
neve \jI(iX7=>.aOq no ^x^curoo ed,i afjd'iu c-ni.’tn© odx
sifiit nX.'rioodonoXnn @d tXtv .eXa-^r and
bXtIT ^^beaxr aX og tnow oxlX 'levenoiiw noqeq
rXons o:. noXXo:/n^*i?f'^-f.iX'*X oX aXnoX -voXv lo Xnioq
G*xXl taoi^ifori t-.i'y.on ^r-i, . vXn ,r,c.I:aXnx;om as BioXoal
xTDtfoX JDTiB t -wXnOoots’i ,.'. -XniindXX ^ eirxrosw/Ti Xnaiydnaq-i)
nejjain a aemcoocf Ylo/'.nal nexiX peetiojenonoO .sXXaxl
.olXX lo ojooqt".fi I;:vXav.:-q x:-n3 X^oXriqanaoes lo
-nl oX XX Ic noXXqeono.o nXwfij bnoXxo E'lejrfjO”
-nooe bns XaXooa evxai orivv olqosq ©riX oaX-'. eXnXo
. B^nXbjfHfO'ini.rs IcoXavdq eaoiiJ' niilXivir aqXxIanoiX^jIsn oXcio
'
^ iXiXXdxasocx on.« eneiw vfvlv lo ^'ftlnebaond aX'-v*' cldX't.
“CiOo ciosjB 'lol p.gninaoni v/en enXi/poB XI X'^ r.XXCi.oq cJarlX
^njaniooXIoq ^loinad ^nsnoop.X ^nei^Xenol ee sXqeo
~XXoq .‘xemn't^oXi*. t ^oxfur, ,?.‘ToXocb i r.a-'nXer'cf .rilno'xaq
^XXbX ‘iXari-j' nX arioeneq aaaxt'l -^fi.iv'ieedo x^- . t.-iloXo
-XnaXc'ioXxixf ’red^od b nXng ofl-l aeXj.tvXitoe
riot^e lo noxXodX'xXnoxj aflX fijlw rrf^3qxu\:a bn.- lo ^al
.
r^eJtoOB iriobom
lo qn fc Jba'a al itosiica '^XdXgnBo aeeX fcnp Lnlxfl -
••‘urq bf) -3 ,aOP,feid ^<;0oXJbirtc>'.cq exid
oJ sxilXd ©no n/- IX ^Glqra'^xs 'tox . :txqoeq lo p.aeoq
Oij bX dl : y '.iLifO‘^i^x?-Sq nei'lxXd sgrl v,r!’Xo c lil /;Oa>l
Bxoorfol i.'.LrXf/ , ' aril nol bebne.aruooeX eoXbojo uuj igo'i '"\X
4-.:i 03a X-.-Xpoi; ..;otXXK_ v/ei: lo
.II ,q . ;Oi'^F©^^e ..v.bH w-v: , b*K or«oO ,aoidiiO*3i.; lo r-i xoa
advantage to know that these playgrounds are admin-
istered by a park commission consisting of a given
number of citizens chosen for so many years; it is
even a further advance in understanding to know the
recreational program that has been projected to
make the playgrounds contribute to the lives of the
citizens.
**In brief, then, it ^[tiie community- atatj^ Is
not limited to the bricks, stones, mud, and elements
out of which its physical manifestations are con-
structed. Nor is it limited to the people mho live
in the geographical area and who perform more or
less useful social services, it Includes a third
aspect, the climate of opinion. Individual alms, and
social purposes which guides and motivates the lives
of the citizens, if, then, pupils are to have a
genuine understanding of their environment, they
must be given the opportunity to examine and evaluate
the intangible processes of group life as well as .
the tangible social machinery and insti tut ions. “i/
State and Local history . The attention to what is
now frequently designated as local history (in this
paper it means history, geography, and government) was so
slight during the fifty years following 1830 that one
can speak of it as non-existent as far as the country as
a whole was concerned.
"During the 1880* s and the whole of the 1890*
s
the advocates of the teaching of state history seemed
to have centered most of their attention on the
grades below high school, which, at that time, in-
cluded the seventh and eighth. Their success when
judged in terms of local enactments was by no means
discouraging. As early as 1903, thirteen states
had laws requiring the teaching of state history
in the traditional elementary school. During the
twenty-five years that followed .this date, the num-
ber increased to twenty-five.
1/Department of Superintendents, N. E. A., Fourteenth
yearbook (1936) The Social Studies Curriculum, pp. 248-249.
^T. K. Flanders, Legislative Control of the Elementary
Curricul^
, New York Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-
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fcaosiS.Lo
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-noo ^"19 RnoiSftjaaiXnBiti i.volayaq ?,Si: doi'diw lo Soo
©711 OxTwr eXcjOecx ®S beSJUrtiX SI 2 I 'loH ,i?t>SoiMSs
*10 s^iom xrnco'iacjq oriw Jbras <-<> 1 ,?. Ipolnqjp'iif'^-^j
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3& vlX ©itt BdS 9Vl.;ora I;n€ aorldg itolii’' •’. J..ii;i.OB
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ftft XXew aa ;^*UI qao'i?^ *10 e©!-:aeoo^q ©IoI^a«Sr;i edo’
\£” . 'snoiSid ISanI bna yt-jaldo ati XbIoop. •3ldIj.a--S e.rlS
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At the present time there are no less than thirty-
five states in which teaching of state history is either
required by law or by the state department of education.
That the movement succeeded as far as legal requirements
are concerned is beyond any shadow of a doubt.
There are four favorable reasons for that success:
1.
“The traditional belief in tne significance of
the state in the history of our country—a belief
greatly held in south of the Mason Dixon Line.
2.
The educational philosophy somewhat generally ex-
tant after 1900 which placed heavy emphasis on
the utilization of the local environment in the
education of children.
3.
The never-ceasing agitation of well-organized
state historical societies for the introduction
of state history into the schools.
4, The movement in curriculum making in history and
more emphasis on the history of the United States.
Evidence is very clear that the teaching of state
history is quite common. Is it worth while? According
to Franklin,-?^it is not as reported by teachers. Further
more, he found that over one-half claimed that the work
wasn*t enjoyed by either the teacher or the pupil.
At present, there is no evidence to indicate that
there has been any systematic campaign for the Introduction
of the subject into the traditional high school. The two
Vr. M. Tryon, “The Teaching of Local and btate History,**
Sixth Yearbook , National Council for the Social Studies #
N.E.A., elements of the social Studies program, 1936, p.l32.
^L* Riley Franklin, ”Is State History Worthwhile?** The
History Teacher* s Magazine, II (1911) p. 157.
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outstanding facts concerning the teaching of state history
In the high school are (1) the small amount of considera-
tion given to it and (2) the absence of any signs in the
horizon of the present curriculum revision movement that
the subject will receive increased attention in the near
future
/
Textbook Writers and State History * When state his-
tory is taught independently of the national story, much
of its value is lost. This fact has long been realized
by writers of textbooks in state history* In an effort
to avoid treating their subjects in a vacuum, some authors
have deliberately emphasized the national aspects of their
story. For exan5)le,^in a textbook on Virginia in 1922
as much as 81.71 per cent of the story was devoted to
the national aspects of Virginia *s history. A text in use
in Georgia at the same date alloted 60.12 per cent of the
content to the national elements of the story, and for
other states we find the following percentages; South
Carolina, 52.96; Florida, 26.11; Kansas, 36.93; Kentucky,
17.71; Louisiana, 40.70; Mississippi, 4407; New Mexico,
33.46; Oklahoma, 16.87; Texas, 29.41; Tennessee, 47.36;
West Virginia, 17.27; and Idaho, 7.43.
1/r. M. Tyron, “The Teaching of Local and State History,"
Sixth Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies,
N.E.A. (1936) Elements of Social Studies Program, p. 136.
2/Henry L. Harm, "some Aspects of the Present Status, De-
fects and Progressive Tendenciss of State History Techniques
in Elementary Grades," Unpublished Masters* Theses , Univer-
Of Chicago, 1925, p. 88.
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Why Should State History Be Taught ? Several people
have given us answers. Calkins ,i/for example, says that
"the history of a state, county, township, city or of
people within a section is a phase of local history. It
is a story of what happened at home, and it may he the
means of making courses in American History absorbing to
teachers and students alike."
1. state history serves as a basis for the develop-
ment of an Intelligent and elevating state pride.
2. c>tate History puts the pupils in touch with local
political, social, and Industrial development and
furnishes him tne background knowledge necessary
for Interpreting them.
3. State History furnishes the pupils with concrete
Illustrations and materials which aids him in
securing an adequate understanding of national
History.
4. State history supplies the opportxmlty for the
pupil to come face to face with historical material,
thus creating in him a feeling of historical reality
and giving him training in handling sources.
5. state history supplies the teacher with many oppor-
tunities to make teaching conform to modem edu-
cational principles of preceding from the concrete
to the abstract and from the known to the unknown.
3/Homer L. Calkins, “Local History: A Means of Better
understanding of u. S. History," school Review , 60:53
June 1942.
^R. M. Tryon, "The Teaching of Local and State History,"
Sixth yearbook. National Council for the social Studies,
N.B.A. (19o6) Elements of Social Studies program
, p. 139.
in his article lists five reasons for teaching
state history and five for disregarding it
.
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Against
1. People think and act In terms of a cosmopolitan
area instead of a state when certain national
attitudes and policies are to be determined.
2. economic, social, and industrial conditions in a
state are not always determined or explained in
terms of state boundaries, but rather in terms
of certain physical features.
5. Due to the fact that a number of persons live,
work, and vote in a state other than the one in
which they were educated, the effort to develop
pride in a particular state is apt to be impractlcal|
4. The teaching of state history violates idiat some
consider a fundamental principle of learning,
namely, preceding from the whole to the part.
5. if the state's part in national events is sufficient
emphasized, there will be no fundamental reason for
the teaching of state history as such.
J-y
Then we find Petersen i/ saying “the study of local
history in any state clearly affords a rich opportunity
for teachers of the social studies to become more effective
and interesting instructors, and in humanizing and vitaliz-
ing the American scene through the application of local,
state, and regional illustrations, they will doubtless
strike a spark not only in the pupil, but also in the parent
of young America.** Kilned in his article on the teaching
of local and state government (considered in this paper
s
as part of history; states that it is the duty of the
l/wllllam J. Petersen, “The Use of Local History as a Tool in
Studying American History,'* Ninth yearbook. National Council
for the social Studies, N.E.A. 19o6, Utilization of communit
Resources in Social Studies, p. 110.
^Gilbert L. Kline, “Teaching Local and State Government,"
Social Studies, 36:265, October 1945.
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schools to prepare their pupils to participate In life,
and he feels that this can best be accomplished by trying
to find and utilize life-like situations and that the
nearer (local and state) the pupils are to it the better
they will analyze it and the better they will be as citizens
Another important value to local history as tne writer
sees it is that it brings the period under study home to
the individual in a way that no other history can. iiven
the most casual experiences are etched deeply in the chlld^s
memory, if the child participates even in a small way in
some original research into local history, he will gain
valuable insight into the task of the historian, perhaps
the most important value of local history is that its study
and appreciation can be an activity jointly shared by
school and community.
What Can Be Done ? “In the construction of curriculum
materials the elementary school seems to operate on
the theory that the grass is greener in some distant
place than it is at home. There are three reasons
for this neglect of the local community: (1) fallacies
in the idea that children already know about it, (2)
teachers do not know the needed Information, and (3)
failure to give more than lin service to the philosophy
of first hand experiences. “1/
Nevertheless, in some places where much work has been
d one on the records, both national and local, over a long
period of years, a considerable amount of material is at
hand for us to use in the schools, in other areas, however,
]^Mary P. Sanders, "Producing Curriculum Materials About the
Community,” Elementary School Journal , Vol. XLIII, June 1943
p . 601 .
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it is clear tlaat In the present state of local studies it
will be difficult, if not impossible, to teach local history
effectively for many years to come.
"The problem in its simplest terms is that no teacher
can teach what he himself does not know; and for many towns
and still more villages there is no comprehensive and
reliable history in print. "1/
Another reason, among many, for the scarcity of usable
materials is that local historians have often presented
their material in a way that would interest no one except
a confirmed antiquarian. They have piled up dry chronicles
of insignificant detail with a few nuggets hidden amongst
rubble. We need local and state historians who have a sense
of the economic and social basis of the early community,
rather than a merely chronological or genealogical approach •
writers with an eye to the needs of education.
"This lack of materials should not discourse us,
however. Whatever its quantity or quality there still
remains in our communities the old people, the diaries,
the photographs, and the public records, the old build-
ings and ruins. Out of these primary sources we can
imaginatively recreate the past. In so doing we will
provide the children with experiences in historical
research that make the past live for them.
Tibbetts—^ gives a good picture of this, in the town
of New Salem, New York, the seventh grade class carried on
l/Kathleen Major, "Local History and Local survey," Times
Education Supplement, 1600 :o21, December 29, 1945.
2/ibld .
Tibbetts, "History Comes Alive in Our Town," Parents
Magazine , 21:26-27, March 1946.
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the writing of a local history in booklet form. They
gathered the facts themselves. This project covered three
years with revisions made each year.
What can be done is ably summed up by Wesley and Adams^ ^
in their chapter on getting acquainted with the community.
1. “Know the United ^^tates . Paradoxical as it may
sound, tne first step in studying the community is
to know the total culture of the country... A knowl-
edge of national history— its politics, laws, migra-
tions, its democratic ideas, and its traditions-
-
is the minimum requirement for understanding a
particular community.
2 . Visit and talk with people . The teacher who has
curiosity and a friendly attitude can quickly learn
a great deal about the community, both its physical
aspects and its intangibles. The teacher ^ould tal
with typical patrons and individuals in addition
to colleagues, administrators, and school board
members. A somewhat random acquaintance tends to
free her from the prejudices and preconceptions
idilch she ml^t get by talking only with school
people.
k
5, Explore the community . Visit the stores, industries,
residential areas, and the surrounding countryside.
A visual picture of the community is a necessary
condition of understanding the environment in which
the people live.
4, Read the local newspaper . Prom it one can quickly
secure a definite idea of business and industry,
social life, and the place of the community in
relation to neighboring areas and cities.
6, Read the history that is available . In case a town
has no written history, one i^ould read a history
of the county. There are few counties in the united
states without some kind of written history. Many
local works are poor in quality, but even a poor
record is better than no record. This step is
3/Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A* Adams, Teaching the Social
Studies in the Elementary School. D. C. Heath and Co.
Boston, 194b, pp, 264-266.
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especially important for it will at once give
the teacher a sense of assurance, a kind of pro-
fessional advantage, for the typical citizen will
not have read its history.
6. Participate in community affairs . The teacher
should demonstrate her interest in the community
by becoming a practicing citizen as soon as possible.
Research studies show that elementary teachers are
behind high school teachers in this respect. The
elementary school teacher should lag behind no
group in civic participation. While the church
offers an Immediate and desirable avenue for par-
ticipation, the teacher should join clubs, serve
on committees, and participate in affairs which
touch the life of the whole community and not
merely a segment of it that is found within a
particular church.
7. single out unique features for special study . a1-
mosV every community prides Itself on some unusual
feature; it may be the birthplace or home of a well-
known person, the scene of a famous event, the pro-
duction center of a particular commodity, an imueual
location, a special achievement in government or
industry, or any one of a dozen ways in which it
seeks to establish its separate identity. The
teacher does well to recognize the feature or fea-
tures which are recognized as the pride of the
community. ji;ven if they are somewhat flimsy and
insubstantial, the teacher should take them as
seriously as truth and sincerely, for they are
avenues through which she can touch the life of
the community.**
Whatever work is undertaken should be adapted to the
experiences, interests, needs, and abilities of the chil-
dren. By this it is meant that content should be selected
that will take into account the differences in intelligence,
achievement, backgroxmd and emotional maturity of all indi-
viduals taking part in the study.
’’Examination of courses of study reveals that
far more consideration appears to have been given to
the selection of objectives, the choice of content.
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and tile development of units than to tne determina-
tion of optimum grade placement of the experiences
provided, similarly, the books and articles dealing
witii tne curriculum construction devote but little
space to the question. It is true that the earlier
influential reports in the field of the social studies
made specific recommendations for grade placement^
especially in the secondary school. But toese recom-
mendations were developed sub j actively. “2/
More recently (1936) we nave the Commission on the
Social Studies of the American nlstory Association making
their proposals more general in nature.^
"In the elementary school major attention would
be devoted to a study of the making of the community
and the nation, althougn materials bearing on the
development of world society and culture would by no
means be excluded, fhe program would begin with the
nei^borhood in which the child lives. Starting from
a first-hand study of the life, institutions, and
geography of the community, it would proceed to an
examinati. on of social changes taking place in the
locality, of the history of the place, of the civili-
zation of the Indian of the area, of the contrasting
elements of European and Indian culture and of early
and later American culture, jimphasls would be placed
througnout on actual participation in the social
activities of the school and the neighborhood, and
every part or pnase of tne program would begin and
end in the contemporary and surrounding community
which the child knows directly. Thus the pupil would
develop an active Interest in the fortunes of society
and acquire a stock of ideas which would enable him
to go beyond the immediate in time and space. He
would then be led by natural connections
—
genetic and
functional— to the study of the making of the region
and the nation. Through such an organization of
materials the elementary school would acquaint the
child as fully as possible with the evolution of
American culture—local and national—and to some
extent with the origins of American culture in the
2^Departmentof iiuperintendence, "Grade i^lacement in tne
Boclal Studies," The Social studies Curriculum, Fourteenth
Yearbook 1936, N.E.A.7 p« 165.
2/American Historical Association, Commission on the Social
Studies, Conclusions and Recommendations of the Commission .
Charles Scribner* s Sons, N.Y. , 1934, pp. 59-62.
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**In the secondary schools, the central theme
would be the development and the evolution of human
culture to the present with constant reference to
the present and to American civilization. This program
might culminate in the study, throu^ concrete and
living materials, of regional geography, of comparative
economics, government, and cultural sociology, of the
major movements in social thought and in action in
the modem world, of the most recent developments on
the International state--a study in ¥hich the experi-
ence, the knowledge, and the thou^t of all the pro-
ceeding years would be brought to bear, by means of
comparison and contrast, upon the emerging problems,
tensions, and aspirations, the evolving social programs
and philosophies of mankind and of the American people
in their rc^onal and world setting. Also special at-
tention would be given in the secondary school to the
reading of historical and social literature, including
newspapers and magazines, great historic documents,
classics of social thought, and to the achievement
of familiarity with the methods aid instruments of
Inquiry in the social sciences, with historical criti-
cism, an analysis, verification, and authentication,
xhis program should embrace both the junior and senior
division of the secondary school and reach into tne
years of the junior college. '*
Juddi/ suggests the need to organize history units
with due regard for the intellectual demands made on the
student, he proposedthree stages: first, ability to com-
prehend a coherent narrative of successive events without
much ejqplanation; second, ability to compare and associate,
to understand the physical facts which influence history;
third, mastery of evidences upon which history is based,
a critical comparison of the interpretations made by
different authorities.
X -
1>/Charles h. Judd, Psychology of hlgh-School Subjects.
Ginn and Co. Boston, pp. 4bo-^bY.
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All this d.oesn»t help inuch on just where to place
the material as far as the grade goes. Bruner^'^ found that
state history and geography have a total index of
45:4173/277 (43 courses out of 277 courses examined in
the field of social studies have the above topic devoting
4173 items to it). This relatively large unit can be
explained by the fact that a number of states require the
teaching of state history and geography. In grade seven
these topics total 11:1034/31 and in grade five, 12:600/41.
They occur in the same number of courses in grade four,
which has an index of 12:283/40, as in the fifth. The
low frequency of items indicates that the study is not
very detailed on either level.
2/Earap—' in his research found three reasons for the
present placement: (1) based on present practice (needless
to say, this is a very unsatisfactory basis), (2) difficul-
ties of the processes involved in a unit of stu(^, and
(3) the closeness of the unit of work to the time of its
use in life.
"Objective evidence is needed to answer many of
the questions which arise when the whole problem of
grade placement or learning sequence presents Itself.
Schools should experiment and try out a unit at
several different grade levels to discover where it
is most appropriate. A cycle of units is worth
trying where more than one grade is in a room. Until
^Herbert B. Bruner, What Our School s are Teaching . Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia, N.Y. 1941, p. 121
^Henry Harap, "Time Allotment and Grade Placement," Review
of Educational Research, 1:32-36.
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there is more research available, the grade placement
|
and learning sequence will remain a matter of opinion
|
and continue to be a moot question,**^
j
,1
Further help in this curriculum construction will be '
2/found in Michener * s'=bollection of fifteen individual curri-
cula organized as a whole that have been planned to be
1
administered that way. Several of these are already in
j
use and others represent composite practices, but each is 'j
il
essentially a workable plan. All were constructed by
individual leaders in the field of social studies*
I
Before constructing one»s own program, it would be I
3/
wise to become familiar with Wesley* s— basic principles
;|
governing curriculum construction. Then, too, one will finc3|
valuable help along these lines in the Fourth—/^ and Slxth^
Yearbooks of the National Council for the Social Studies,
which contain rational analyses of social studies curricu- !
la. Finally, one may gain some assistance from the brief
recommended content for American History courses in
American History in Schools and Colleges .i/
l/joy M. LacVj Teaching the Social Studies (In the Elemen-
tary School;. Burgess Publishing Co. Minneapolis, Minn*
1941. p. 51.
^Jsimes A. Mlchener (editor; The Future of the social
‘S^tudies * Curriculum Series: No. 1, The National Council for
the social Studies, Cambridge, Mass. 1941.
^Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the social Studies . D.C. Heath
CO., Boston (19oY; pp,
^Fourth Jtearbook, National Council for the Social Studies,
The social Studies Curriculum, Cambridge, Mass., 19o4.
^Sixth Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies,
Elements of the social Studies Program
. Cambridge, Mass *19S6.
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Method of Presentation , ”The practice of large
numbers of successful teachers indicates that the old-
time daily assignmentof a few pages in the text (for
an excellent word picture of this type of lesson oon^
trasted with the new method, see Thralls and ReederiO
followed later by questions designed and learned,
even when such assignment is accompanied by much review
and drill, is not so effective as the use of material
carefully and wisely organized into units which may
be approached in several ways, supplemented by the study
of many pertinent references, discussed in larger
connections and made to asstime a place in the lives
and thought of those who have done the work. This
organization of assignments into large units, of course^
requires more work and more accurate scholarship of 0/
the teacher but results in more effective learning.
A simple, but helpful article on working through the unit
assignment, including a sample unit, is i^ven in the intro-
duction to the New Hampshire Program of Studies.
l/Thralls and Reeder, Geography in the Elementary School ,
Rand, McNally and Co. fIntroduction)
.
2/Program of Studies Recommended for the Public Schools of
New Hampshire, Social Studies, 1940.
5/ Ibid .
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS
There is a great difference between education as a
way of social living in a democracy and from the point
of view which considers isolated facts as the core of
the curriculum. Nevertheless, an acceptance of the
challenge of guiding children in their day-by-day parti-
cipation in social living does not iB5>ly a disregard of
the factual background which must accompany understand-
ings. Children need sound information about New Hamp-
shire in order to understand the state.
An outline of Informational material is offered for
the convenience of the teacher. This is not an outline
to be followed by a class but is merely an overview for
the teacher.
The material is not presented as suitable for any
group of children at any level, but rather as a flexible
outline which may be adapted to the needs of the teacher
on her own level in building up her own background of
information of the State of New Hampshire,
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EARLY HISTORY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

I. HISTORY
Early History of New Hampshire
It took more than a hundred years after Columbus
discovered the new world for white men to work their
way to the shores of New Hampshire in 1614.
Before 1620 Martin Pring and Captain John Smith
explored the coast of what we now call New Hampshire.
On a map by Captain John Smith, dated 1614, it is called
•*North Virginia”. When the king saw this map which
showed only the river and the harbor, he changed the
name to ”New England".
The king, after a period of time and at the prob-
ab.l s "advice" of his friends. Sir Ferdinand Gorges and
Captain John Mason, decided to take possession of this
new land. He created the "Council of Plymouth" (Mason
was a resident of Plymouth, England), and the above
friends of the king were made leading directors of the
Corporation.
About this time the Puritans, religious refugees,
were causing the king considerable trouble, and he
Induced Gorges and Mason to allow them to colonize this
new land. (The king, no doubt, was more Interested in
getting rid of the disturbers than anything else.)
ZHoraiii .1 /
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As a result. Captain John Smith and 102 Pilgrims
set sail in the Mayflower and theoretically landed on
Plymouth Rock, This was on a cold and bleak December
morning, the 21st day of the month in the year 1620.
Before spring 53 of the group had died,
"As to New Hampshire we read that there were
* three moneyed merchants* in Plymouth, England,
who had a speculative style of mind, and who,
having heard weird yarns of fabulous wealth in
America, got hold of a young sea-going adventurer,
of Scottish lineage, and made a *hook-up* with him.
This fellow was named David Thompson. He was told
he could have a deed of land *free* if he would go
across and settle, and that he could make a lot of
money, David, a man of action, became all ‘pepped
up* for the scheme, although he had to convey a
part of his new land and a portion of his prospec-
tive profits to the three promoters in order to
secure enough financial assistance to make the
journey possible. So they let him have a goodly
ship, and they loaded it with supplies and neces-
sary things to keep him going after he arrived until
he could make his own way fishing, farming, and
trading. Finally, this young man, David, sailed
away with his young wife and a crew composed of a
few London fishmongers, Thompson had Smith* s map
of the Piscataqua before him,
**Let us explain that the ‘Council of Plymouth*
had conveyed to him *6,000 acres of land and an
island*. He was to select them, but they were to
be somewhere in the vicinity of this New Han^shire
river, as we interpret the deed. Gorges and Mason
had some sort of financial *line* on the situation.
It is not easy to figure out just what. The deed
to Thon5>son ran direct from the Corporation, yet
Gorges and Mason, at a little later date obtained
from the same Corporation a deed to all (not a
part) of New Hampshire and Maine with no reserva-
tions of the Thompson land. Gorges and Mason dis-
solved partnership. Mason taking for his share New
Hampshire, which was described as ‘from the Merri-
mack River to the Piscataqua*, and running back
indefinitely far. So, how about Thompson* s title?
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**In whatever way that tangle was unsnarled,
the fact is that David Thompson and his party ar-
rived in Portsmouth Harbor, as now called, and
dropped anchor in the early spring of 1623. He
selected for his *6,000 acres* the land on the
southwest side of the river. It appeared to be
pretty good. It had an acre or so of cleared land
for tillage, a spring of drinking water and a beach,
and near there was the * Great Island*, now New
Castle. So he began to unload and go to work. They
erected a house out of sea stones. The * Jonathan*
(his boat) has sometimes been styled the New Hampshire
Mayflower by historians.
"The * Manor House* was large enough for his
party to dwell in, but we have no record of the
number of Thompson* s party, or their names. They
erected a salt-making shop, a fish-house, and a
blacksmith shop. The fact is that this settlement
at just that spot nearly all * petered out* in the
course of some twenty years or more. But since
writers began to pen for us descriptions of it--
writers who actually saw and remembered the buildings,
and the ruins, and a small cemetery nearby—we have
available evidence to make certain that this settle-
ment was continuous until after other people settled
a mile further up* Mr. Thompson and his wife and
small child sailed away from there after some five
years and settled anew on an island in Boston harbor,
still called 'Thompson* s Island*. He must have
swapped New Castle for it.
"Of course, Thon^son had a hard time of it,
although he had an occasional visitor, as ancient
letters reveal. For instance. Captain Miles
Standi sh cruised up to visit him at least once.
Maybe he induced Thompson to go to Boston. Or maybe
that baby of his, whom Standish saw, was born up
there in the wilderness, and he wanted to bring up
'John* under better conditions, or maybe his wife
became ill. At all events, he went away from Pan-
naway but still left others behind, and still others
came until the colony grew to become Portsmouth.
"It looks as though landlord John Mason had a
mortgage on Pannaway, took it over, and then had to
send *new money after old*. So Mason sent one
Captain Neale to Pannaway to boost it, and gradually
the place grew and spread two miles to where Ports-
mouth now stands, for we read that Mason erected a
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•large house* up there later, near the Portsmouth
parade ground or Public Square.
"Thompson was the one who called the place
Pannaway but the name did not stick to it much longer
than he -did. It seems that farther up the river wild
strawberries grew profusely; so it happened that the
whole plantation became known as * Strawberry Bank*,
and most persistently it is so s tyled to this day.
"The Colonial Dames have marked the spot where
Thonqpson landed with a granite monument, recording
that they came for *God and Liberty*. This may be
true but they were not Puritan. They were Scotch
who came to trade with the Indians. Whatever they
came for we can imagine the three merchants lost
money on Thompson.
"But Thou^son managed well with the Indians.
That was to his credit. We read that a certain
Sagamore Chief presented him with an Indian slave,
and moreover, we find no record of massacres at
Pannaway.
"King James I and King Charles I were moat
anxious to effect settlement in America in order
to head off the French, and Mason was motivated
, /
a dream of huge wealth in American feudal estates. "ir
After this, settlements sprang up in various places.
Edward Hilton (1628) made a plantation at Dover Neck, a
village with a church, which remained to become Dover.
Then we find the flock of the religious leader. Rev.
John Wheelrlght, who were banished Pilgrims, settling at
Swamscot Falls and finally founding Exeter (1638). Also,
at this time another minister. Rev. Stephen Bachiller, a
Governor Winthrop Puritan, came over from Massachusetts
and staked out Hampton claiming it was in Massachusetts.
4/John Henry Bartlet, A Synoptic History of the Granite
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By 1641 these few plantations had been so harrassed
by the Indians that it was easy for the Puritan group to
bring them under their control, and there they stayed
until 1679.
Then, at long last, in 1679 the king took a hand
in the "general mix-up" and by a Royal edict made Mason’s
domain a real Royal Province. The people of Massachusetts
did not like this at all. Mason called the colony "New
Hampshire" after his own residence which was Portsmouth,
Hampshire County, England. John Cutts, an honorable and
wealthy citizen of Portsmouth, America, was served a
paper from the king telling him that he was to be
President of New Hampshire. Six other men of New Hamp-
shire constituted a "Council" (the executive branch of
the government).
There also was permitted an '^Assembily" (a legisla-
tive) to be composed of men elected from the towns. This
was a Puritan set-up. The people were granted religious
freedom and were permitted ostensibly to rule themselves.
However, in spite of how good all this seemed at first,
it was the king who appointed the majority of the council
and retained the right to veto all legislation. That was
the germ of future trouble.
New Haiq) shire remained a Royal Province for a hun-
dred years (1679-1775). At one time the English rulers
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experimented, unhappily, by putting all of New England
together as one ^domain’*, and then, after a lot of
Irritation, an open revolt against Andros In Boston,
the King again put New Hampshire hack to her status as
a Royal Colony.
The last of the royal governors was a Portsmouth
hoy who took the office at the age of 29* His record
shows him to have been a brilliant, noble, and consi-
derate man. He was loyal to the king, and because of
this, he was forced to flee from New Hamp^lre for his
own safety (August 25, 1775). This, only after he had
tried all possible means of appeasement. This man was
John Wentworth. Mayo*s^ book gives us an excellent
account of the person.
Prior to the revolution New Hampshire asserted It-
self In many ways. Fiery Bostonians, disguised as
Indians, threw 342 cases of tea overboard. Marylsmders
at Annapolis has a bonfire with their tea. But In New
Hampshire the more deliberate colonists merely held a
mass meeting in a church and voted not to receive or use
any tea or other merchandize from England. Yet, they
were not always consistent, because we read the 100 hogs-
heads of molasses disappeared mysteriously one night
^Lawrence Mayo, John Wentworth, Governor of New
Hampshire, (1767-1775 ), Cambridge, Mass., 1^21.
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from an English vessel in Portsmouth harbor, and "Indians”
were seen aboard.
There is also a thrill in the story about John
Sullivan, John Langdon, and other dignified citizens
rowing their fishing boats down Great Bay and Piscataqua
River by night, attacking Fort William and Mary, and
after overpowering the guards seizing 100 barrels of
powder and some guns, and unharmed returning to Durham
the same night* There they hid the stuff under a church,
and the next day they carried it to a place near Bunker
Hill where it was used to "fire the shot heard around
the world". This seizure was made possible by Paul
Revere *s ride to Portsmouth to tip off "Sullivan".*^
Then, of course. New Hampshire had its own way of
dealing with the Stamp Act. When George Meserve reached
the port of Portsmouth with his commission from England
to collect the tax imposed by this act, he was surrounded
by an angry mob, led to "Liberty Bridge" and there he
was forced to tear up his papers and toss them on the
tide to float back to England. He was also made to
resign.
"The people of New Hampshire entered upon the
active stages of the national movement for inde-
pendence with deliberation and with unanimity.
Perhaps no one of the colonies was so free of the
j^Esther Forbes, Paul Revere and the World in Which He
Lived, Houfzhton Mifflin Co.. Boston. Mass, fl942 )~»
ppT^48-249.
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so-called loyalist element as this state. The
* Association Test* put every man to the book,
either for or against the common cause* The record
of signatures In nearly all the towns is preserved
and the names of those who dissented or refused to
take a position constitutes a very meagre list*
The population in 1775 was 82,200* The capture of
the ammunition at Fort William and Mary (already
mentioned) was the first overt act*
“The passing of the royal authority in the
province was with very little commotion and com-
paratively no manifestation of violence* The
convention which met in July 1775 ordered a re-
organization of the militia^ and this served the
nation in the great fight.i/
"The stirring days of Lexington and Concord
in Massachusetts had their echos in the hills of
New Hampshire* The pioneer blood in the veins of
many of the early settler fairly boiled when news
came of these events* They, too, felt the oppres-
sion of unfair taxes put upon them by a King bxi^/
Parliament who did not understand their needs.
In New Hampshire officers in the militia gathered
volunteer soldiers and went to Boston without waiting for
orders when they received the news of the Battle of
Lexington and Concord in April 1775* John Stark, who
became one of New Hampshire *s greatest military figures,
was working in his mill in Derryfield when he heard the
news. He started for Boston and called to other men to
follow. Stark had won the trust of New Hampshire people
as an Indian fighter. By June there were several hun-
dred New Hanqp shire soldiers camped around Boston. They
j^George Franklin Willey (Editor), State Builders , New
Hampshire Publishing Company, Manchester, N.H* 1903, p.6*
^Skull-Hatch, Geography Supplement, New England
, p* 80*
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were organized into a single unit under General Stark.
New Hampshire continued to send soldiers and supplie
to General Washington even though most of the people of
the state didn* t get really excited about the war again
until the summer of 1777. Then they heard the news that
sent the tingles up and down their spines; the English
General Burgoyne was coming down through New York State,
and he had Indians with him. Every settler knew what
that mesuit. With the soldiers to protect them, the
Indians would range all over New England again, burning
and killing, carrying off captives. Hundreds of New
Hanqpshire men picked up their rifles, said good-bye
to their families and headed West for the Hudson valley,
determined to keep the Indians from their homes. Ben-
nington, Vermont, became the rallying point, and when
New Hampshire men arrived there, they found that General
John Stark, who had returned to his home after the first
battles of the war, was in uniform again as the commander
of the American soldiers.
”Stark organized his men into an army, and
when the English sent an expedition east to get
food and supplies. Stark was ready. He is said to
have vowed: *We*ll overcome the enemy, or Molly
Stark* s a widow.' Stark's men met the British
several miles west of Bennington and turned them
back. They remained in that area until Burgoyne
was finally defeated near Saratoga,
^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Young Folks , The
Sugar Ball press. Concord, N.H. (1946) pp. 88-91.
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After the battle of Saratoga, the war moved again to
the South. New Hampshire continued to send soldiers and
money. They kept three regiments in the field throughout
the whole war.
In spite of its short coastline. New Hampshire
played its part on the sea during the war. Potter,i/in
his military history of New Hampshire says,
“The Governor of the State is styled *The
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy*. The
title was given when we had an army and navy and
when it was doubtless thought we ml^t have still
larger and more efficient ones.
’’The attention of the * Committee of Safety*
was early sought to Initiate a system of priva-
teering which might grow more formidable and, at
least, greatly harass the enemy. Early in 1775
the armed schooner * Enterprise* was fitted out by
citizens of Portsmouth to cruise against the enemy,
and David Jackson was appointed her captain. Cap-
tain Jackson, for some reason, resigned his office,
and Captain Thomas Palmer was appointed. His ap-
pointment is recorded in the journal of the Com-
mittee:
•February 23, 1776. At the request
of the proprietors of the schooner
privateer, called Enterprise , we
have appointed Thomas Palmer com-
mander, in the room of Captain
Jackson, resigned.*
**The 'McClary, * another armed schooner, under
the auspices of the Committee of Safety, and com-
manded by Captain Robert Parker, sailed on a cruise
against the enemy. The * McClary* took many valuable
prizes, and among others, the 'Susanna', which for a
time was a source of much difficulty betwixt our
legislature and Congress. The 'Susanna' was brought
into Portsmouth and condemned as a lawful prize.
^Colonel ciiandler E. Potter, Military History of New
Hampshire , Adjutant General (1866-1868) p. 367.
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being an American vessel trading at an enemy port*
The owners brought the matter before Congress, and
the decision of our state court was reversed. This
procedure produced a most spirited remonstrance
from our legislature, vindicating state* s rights.
"John Paul Jones, though he was a Virginia planter
at the beginning of the war, may well be regarded as a
New Hampshire sailor. His * Ranger* sailed from Port-
smouth, and many of his most efficient men and offi-
cers under his command on the * Ranger* and the * Richard’
were of this state. It now transpires that George
Roberts, who threw the grenade into the Serapis, amid-
shlp, and exploded her magazine was a New Hampshire
sailor. In a recent number of the Granite Monthly
is an interesting sk e tch of Seaman Roberts. General
Whipple, Colonel Hackett, John Lsn gdon, and other
New Hsimpshlre leaders, were actively engaged at dif-
ferent periods in fitting out ships of war at Ports-
mouth. The services of ttiese men were Invaluable.
It is a desideratum long recognized in New Hampshire
history that her part in naval wars of the period
has never been accorded reasonable or adequate treat-
ment. In Bull*s recent *Life of Paul Jones*; in
Centennial History of the Navy Yard at Portsmouth by
Preble; in the printed proceedings on the occasion
of the dedication of the statue at Concord glin5)ses
at the abundance of material available to this pur-
pose are afforded.**
The people of New Hampshire, as soon as the war was
over, set out to frame and adopt a more perfect constitu-
tion than the hasty one under which they had been governed
during the war. 1/ In doing this they consumed over two
years In deliberation. The third draft was ratified
October 31, 1783, to be effective in 1784. (See unit on
Constitution of New Hampshire.) Meshech Weare, in poor
health, acted as President for the year 1784—by vote of
^Adapted from John H. Bartlet, A Synoptic History of the
Granite State . M.A. Donohue & Co. , Chicago. 1^S9.
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the Senate, without an election, since there is no record
of a popular election in 1784.
Mr. Weare had been acting as Chief Executive of the
colony for eight years during the war by vote of the
•committee of Safety" and also by vote of the "Council".
The new constitution styled the chief executive as "presi-
dent", and he actually presided over the State Senate
until the name was changed to "governor". In the event
that the Federal Constitution failed of ratification.
New Hampshire might have continued alone as a nation.
It was this idea that caused them to adopt the title
"president" instead of "governor‘1
In pursuance of the provision of the Federal Consti-
tution elections for president of the new nation were
held in all the newly created states, and the electoral
votes were messengered to New York City, where the first
U.S. Senate and House were to assemble. Althou^ March 4,
1789, was the date set for the inauguration of the presi-
dent under the Constitution, it was April 6 before a
quorum of the Senate and House arrived.
The first business transacted by the first Senate
was the choice of John Langdon, President pro tern of the
Senate. He took charge and found that General Washington
had been elected, and he caused the results to be sent
to Washington at his home in Mt. Vernon by a messenger.
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named Charles Thompson, who arrived there on April 14*
The great General accepted the office gravely. Through-
out his long journey to New York hy horse and buggy, he
was joyously greeted and acclaimed. Arriving on April 30,
he drove directly to Federal Hall, where, on the balcony
in the presence of the Senators, Congressmen, and a
cheering populace, the oath of office was administered
by Robert R. Livingston, chancellor of the State of New
York. John Langdon, because of the delay, was acting
as the ’'Number One Man” in the nation for 57 days. Was
he acting as President? If not, who was the Chief Execu-
tive of the United States during that Interval?
President George Washington had a place in his heart
as a result of, or more likely because of its own record,
for New Hampshire as is shown by his visit to the state
in October 1789.^
Early in the 1780 *s there was trouble with Vermont
when that state (not yet officially recognized) attempted
to Incorporate within Itself some of the western New
Hampshire towns, and there was some threat of actual
bloodshed, but this, happily, was averted.
3^John C. Pitspatrlck, The Diaries of George Washington .
Houghton Mifflin Co. 1925. Vol. 4.
also
Edwin L. Page, George Washington in New Hampshire ,
Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston. 1932.
^World Book Encyclopedia, ”Vermont Settlement,” p. 7500.
The Quarrie Corporation. Chicago. 1938.
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"There also was in New Hampshire a hint of the
unrest just after the Revolution that in Massachusetts
brought on Shay*s rebellion; and a body of armed men,
under officers of the Revolutionary army, on Septem-
ber 20, 1786, surrounded the church building at
Exeter where the Legislature was meeting. The
rebels tried to overthrow the Legislature and its
President, General John Sullivan, but Sullivan was
a man not easily frightened. He hastily summoned
the militia, and it was the rebels themselves who
were overawed. Two days later, the revolt was at an
end, and no one had been either killed or wounded.
To quote Sanborn: *It required a campaign of months
in Massachusetts to do what Sullivan, Gilley, the
Gilmans and Plumer accomplished in 24 hours *."i/
For a brief account of the early governonrs, see
Bartlet . After Langdon had served four terms, there
appeared a new leader, Jeremiah Smith, a Federalist, to
capture the first place, concurrent with Madison (1809).
In 1810-11 John Langdon "came back" again. William
plumer, a Republican, squeezed him out in 1812. Then
Boss John Gilman seasawed in again for 1813, 1814, 1815o
l/Edward J. Parshley, New Hampshire: A Historical Sketch .
New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission,
Concord, N. H. (1942) p. 10
^John J. Bartlet, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State . M. A. Donohue & Co. Chicago. 1939. pp. 43-44.
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Early History . “Settlers began to take up
plantations in what is now New Hampshire about 1623,
Emigrants from Massachusetts Bay were attracted by
the fertile fields along the Plscataqua River which
were suitable for livestock grazing. The most valu-
able contribution which came from New Hampshire was
the domestication of the grass, since known in New
England as herd*s grass and in the rest of the world
as tlmithy. Agriculture in early New Haii5)shire,
however, was more or less subordinated to commercial
activities with the colony achieving wealth from her
natural resources rather than from her soil,"i/
“For more than 200 years agriculture in New
England was a self-sufficient family enterprise.
Farm operations were planned with reference to
family needs, both as to food and clothing. Little
commercial farming existed, although certain portions
of the interior produced meats and cheese for the
West Indies trade. Every farmer distributed his farm
equally into pasturage, woodlot, and tillage, and
raised about the same crops and livestock. By 1748
dairying had become a flourishing Industry around
some parts.
“The first half of the century before the Civil
War was a period of great stress for the farmers of
New England. The New England Industrial Revolution
of 1810-1860 caused manufacturing to be spread over
the whole southern New England and even into New
Hampshire and Maine. This opened a market for the
agricultural products at the farmers* very doors, and
the self-sufficient family economy of the previous
years soon gave way to a commercial agriculture which
reached its peak in 1880 when 21 million acres were
under cultivation.
“The building of canals and railroads to the
West brou^t this region* s wool, meat, and cheese
into competition with the products of New England
farms. The invention of farm machinery, better
adapted to great level stretches, gave Western
l/The Role of ^riculture in New England , Research Unit.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, Boston,
Massachusetts, p. 8.
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farmers a marked advantage. More than tifco decades
of farm abandonment and agricultural readjustment
followed, in which more than half the improved land
of New .England passed out of the active agricultural
use. "2/
"in spite of the importance of industry in mod-
ern New Hampshire, it should not be forgotten that
many families still live on the land. And just as
the modern electric power system is a long way ahead
of the guttering candles of colonial days, so are
the present-day farms far ahead of the patches of
beans and corn planted among the tree stumps of
Pannaway. Farming today is a business or an occupa-
tion, not simply a way to live as it was in the early
days. Instead of trying to raise a little bit of
everything merely to supply their own wants farmers
now specialize in their efforts, some producing milk
and dairy products, others fruit, still others poul-
try or eggs or livestock, or vegetables for the city
market. Successful farmers hire help, keep books,
watch markets, do their work scientifically and ex-
pect to *make money* just as a manufacturer or busi-
ness man does. A well-conducted farm establishment
can have electricity, central heating, running water,
and all the other things city homes have. Not all
farms are alike, of course, but more and more people
on the land are learning how to make a good living
from it,
"New Hampshire farming has gone through many
ups and downs to reach its present fine stage of
development. In the days of the colonial land rush,
you will recall almost every acre of land which would
grow a sprout of grass was taken up by new settlers.
Much of this land was stony and poor and would pro-
duce little. When the rich farmlands of the Middle
West were opened to settlement in the early 1880* s,
many New Hampshire people abandoned their rocky hill
farms and went West. Later on others left unproduc-
tive farms to go into the cities and work in factories*
Some of the farms that were left were sold to others;
many were simply abandoned. This movement reached a
peak between 1910 and 1930 when farmland in the state
dropped from three and a half million acres to two
i/The Role of Afz;rlculture in New England , Research Unit
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, Boston,
Massachusetts, p. 9.
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million. People were much concerned about the
•abandoned farm* problem, especially town officials
who wondered what to do with so much property which
would yield no taxes. But nearly every problem has
a solution and this one proved to have two. Nature
took over some of these abandoned farms and turned
them back into forest land. The people began to
realize that some of this poor land was better for
growing trees than for any other use and protection
and conservation of forest land became a settled
policy of the state. The second solution of the
problem was provided by city people who wanted coun-
try homes. The automobile and electricity finally
made that kind of living attractive and in the past
20 years, thousands of small farms have been bought
by people who spend their summers on them. They fix
up the houses, clean up the land, put new buildings
and make other improvements all of which has been a
great help to the state as a whole.
**The weeding out of the poorer farms means
that those which are left are for the most part more
desirable than the average a few decades ago. The
land is good, the farms are well situated, and a
great proportion of them are capable of yielding
a good living. In addition to those advantages,
the state provides a good deal of 1bIp to the present
day farmer. One of the most important aids is a good
road system, which makes it possible for a farmer to
get his products to market in the shortest possible
time, summer and winter. The state established a
Department of Agriculture in 1913 which now has a
number of bureaus to provide all kinds of information
and help for New Hampshire farmers, and which seeks
in every way to improve the general level of agricul-
ture. The Farm Bureau Federation has offices in
each county to further spread agricultural information,
and the extension service of the University of New
Hairpshlre also helps in this respect. The agricul-
tural school of the university provides education for
boys who plan to be farmers, and the experiment
station of the school is constantly seeking new and
better ways to carry on all kinds of farming.
'
”^s a result of all this effort. New Hampshire
farjning has made a good deal of progress in the past
26 years and is due to make a good deal more. The
value of farm products has risen steadily, new lines
of products are being tried, more people are going
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SnibXr.iv, lo DXd':q'?.o axE aadd lo noldnoao'-tq dao-xg
t -;P3Bdn 'VI .1 as odd oj naXdXbb^ al .^nXvtX 0003 *i
dnapp'iq add od qXart lo Inab boog s eabXvo'iq edBda add
boo3 B kX abXr-? dnsd'ioqmX dsoai add lo anO .lap'r,?.!
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into farming as a career. And the man who has made
a success, if only a moderate one, will tell you
that there is no better way to live.^i/
Farming Areas . As a region, the White Mountain
non-agrlcultural area may be generally classified as non-
agrlcultural, but here and there one finds a fairly good
farm with many scattered submarginal farms.
The Eastern Uplands is a semi-agricultural area, a
region of contrasts. Good farms are located in the
valleys, some on the hills, but also it contains much
abandoned farm land and many submarginal farms.
(a) Dairy, part-time, forest products,
subsistence farms.
(b) Less agriculture than (a), higher
percentage subsistence, farms-forest product
(c) Similar to (a) but lower percentage of sub-
sistence farms* Forest products.
(d) Dairy farms, poultry, fruit, subsistence
farms
.
General, dairy, poultry, fruit, truck, and residence-
agriculture combinations are carried on in the Coastal
Lowland-Merrimack Valley Area.
In the Connecticut Valley Agricultural Area we find;
(a) Intensive dairy, maple, forest-products.
(b) Less intensive dairy, general.
(c) Similar to (b) with more general agriculture
3^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Little Folks . The
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, N.H., 1946, pp. 201-204.
2/state Planning in New Hampshire . Report of State
Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N.H*
(March 1935).
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Farm Types In subsistence or part-time farming
the occupant derives his major Income from outside sources
and supplements his Income by garden products raised on
his rural non-farm holding. There are relatively large
amounts of this type of farming in New Hampshire, and an
even greater increase may be expected as transportation
facilities are improved.
In the case of recreational-agricultural- subsistence
farming, the farm is occupied during the summer season,
and a nearby farmer is hired to do part-time work. This
type appears to be increasing rapidly.
Commercial or full-time farming requires the full
time and effort of the farmer, and he derives his major
income from the farm. In most cases these farms specialize
in dairying, poultry, fruit and vegetables.
Submarginal farming is the type of farming that
is exhaustive, demoralizing, and discouraging. It is on
this type farm that we find many stranded farmers who
have not given up hope, but who deserve to be and should
be rehabilitated.
Dairy Farming . Figures show that dairy farming is
the most extensive agricultural activity of New Hampshire.
Fluid milk represents a greater part of that.
l/state Planning in New Hampshire . Report of the State
Planning and Development CoWi ssion. Concord, N. H.
March, 1935
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During the period from 1880 to 1910 dairying under-
went a great change. Butter and cheese have a fairly
high value in relation to bulk, and, in addition, they
keep fairly well in transit. These two factors, coupled
with the tendency of farmers to concentrate on the more
lucrative fluid milk business, opened the butter and
cheese market to the Western farmer.
Fluid milk is bulky and perishable, and the dairy
cow is exceptionally well adapted to this region. Until
Western farmers can overcome these handicaps. Eastern
milk markets will be denied them, and the farmers of New
Hampshire will enjoy a high degree of protection in the
production of this basic commodity.
Production of milk at the present time is dependent
upon farming methods, the size of the forage crops pro-
duced, and the huge quantities of mill feeds which must
be imported from Southern and Western states. Success
in dairying depends upon ability to buy and handle these
materials, a knowledge of cattle, efficiency in growing
crops for animal consumption, and marketing skill and
general business acumen.
The Improvement in New England dairying activities
is likely to come first from improved marketing and
merchandising procedure. Once extremely individualistic,
the farmers are entering into closer business contact with
Vf
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fellow farmers, resulting in cooperative associations*
Poultry Farming * New Hampshire *s poultry industry
might be termed a "converter” type, in which the cereal
crop of the agricultural Middle West serves as the raw
material for the production of poultry and eggs for the
industrialized East* A recent census showed that New
Has^shire raised about 3*75 million chickens annually,
with a yearly egg production exceeding 14*25 million
dozen*1/
The supply of poultry products is greatly augmented
by back yard flocks in urban areas of New Hampshire, but
the extent of this contribution has not been estimated#
The types of poultry grown in this region include chickens,
turkeys, ducks and geese* In spite of this. New England
as a whole does not raise poultry supplies for its own
needs* Nearly two- thirds of the poultry supply and one-
half of the eggs are Imported from west of the Mississippi*
In the face of this, the farms of New Hampshire show a
decrease in this product*
The competition which the poultry growers of this
section face is the same kind that drove most of the meat
and butter production from this area. The cooperation of
farmer agencies—in solving egg problems of surplus,
^Adapted from Unit: The Role of Agriculture * The New
York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad, Boston, Mass* p*17.
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price, grades, advertising, and transportation—must be
encouraged. A study of market preferences and an atten5>t
to meet consumer demands may mark a possible way out of
the difficulty. A New Hampshire survey showed the pre-
ferences of White Mountain hotels for eggs with uniform
color of yolk and for poultry that was milk-fed, light-
colored and of heavy breeds. The West can produce eggs
more cheaply than they can be produced here, but there is
a growing market for high-quality eggs at fancy prices
open to farmers of this area.
The needs of poultry Industry in New Hampshire are
two; lower production costs and better control of in-
fectious diseases. The various agricultural organizations
and services are teaching poultry raisers the necessary
steps to meet these two problems. There is also evidence
that the efforts of these groups are achieving Improved
marketing practices, more uniform seasonal production,
and better methods of preparing poultry for market.
Fruit RaislnK . The apple industry, in common with
other agricultural enterprises, passes through cycles of
varying prosperity,
*'A fruit farm may be established under sod cul-
ture on the rolling hills of New Hampshire at a
relatively low cost. While production per tree and
per acre is not as high as in some sections, the
cost of the * sod nitrogen* typo of soil m??nagement
is correspondingly low. The great saving in ship-
ping and marketing this high-quality fruit makes this
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one of the most favorable sections for apple produc-
tion. It would seem to be sound economics consider-
ing the country as a whole to have more of this
bulky and perishable crop produced in New Hampshire
at points relatively close to the ultimate consumer.
”The two varieties which are pre-eminently well
adapted to New Hampshire are Baldwin and McIntosh.
At present time the Baldwin constitutes about 50
per cent of all the trees in New Hampshire commercial
orchards and the McIntosh about 20 per cent. During
recent years, the McIntosh has been planted to a
greater degree and crops of this variety are expected
to Increase at a relatively more rapid rate than those
of Baldwin.
”lt may be said that recent years have demon-
strated that the fruit grower of New Hampshire has
a real advantage over his competitors. For this
reason it may be advisable for fruit growers of
the section to extend their business on a moderate
scale even although producers in other sections may
find it necessary to retire from business. The
experience in marketing McIntosh in the last two or
three seasons would indicate that extensive markets
for this variety may be developed at prices i^ich
should be very profitable to the producer.
Raising Potatoes .^**Nothing in New Hampshire
agriculture offers a better future than the raising
of potatoes. Every farmer needs a cash crop said
potatoes is one of the best. I believe it is not
generally known that in this state we produce Just
as good potatoes as are raised in the famed Aroostook
County and produce them more economically.
”ln the first place, we are nearer markets#
fertilization is cheaper, labor is Just as cheap.
There are no freight rates, no commission to pay,
and potatoes can be placed on the market at lower
prices said in a better condition.
**It remains for New Hampshire growers to pro-
duce potatoes in sufficient volume to con5>ete with
1/ 0 . P. Potter, "Opportunities for Apple Orcharding in
New Haii^)shire". Farming in New H^p shire . State Publi-
city Bureau, concord, N.H. (1935) pp. 26-27.
^Herbert E. Webster, "Potato Raising", Farming In New
Hampshire. State Publicity Bureau, Concord, N.H. pp. 24-25.
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the wholesaler who can ship In unlimited quantities
but must pay the marketing costs.
"There are thousands of acres of river bottom
and upland fields in this state where potatoes can
be produced to compete in yield and quality with
other sections of the country. Our climate is as
favorable as that of Maine, our nearness to markets
more than offsets any possible advantages which
Aroostook may have.
"New Han^shire offers excellent possibilities
for potato growers who maintain the same production
methods of the intensive potato areas, and who ad-
just their marketing methods to meet the demands of
their consumers."
Problems of New Hampshire Agriculture .V The prob-
lems of New Hampshire agriculture are best understood in
terms of the region* s natural and social background and
the adjustments which climate, soil, and competition from
other areas have occasioned through the years.
Climatically and topographically. New Hampshire is
not suited to an extensive agriculture. The growing
season is short, varying from 120 days to 170 days. In
summer, local damage by thunderstorms, line squalls, and
hall storms is rather frequent. New Han^shire soils,
with the exception of a few isolated fertile areas, are
too light- textured to support a profitable agriculture.
The proximity of cities determines the farm wage
rate in New Hampshire. New England as a whole has higher
wage rates than the United States average, largely
3/Adapted from Unit: Role of Agriculture in New England .
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, Boston,
Massachusetts. (1945) pp. 27-30.
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because of the industrial influence. In 1941 the New
England rates were $71,57 per month without board, as
compared with a United States average of $44*95.
The source of farm supplies also has its effect on
state agriculture. The poultry industry is entirely
dependent on shipped- in feeds, and the dairy Industry
could not maintain its present status without them*
Real estates tax levies, per acre and per $100 of
value are higher than the United States. The New England
tax of 1938 was $1.02 per acre and $1.73 per $100 as com-
pared with 39 cents and $1.16 for the co\mtry.
The development of better transportation and refri-
geration facilities force New Hampshire agricultural
products to meet stiff competition from farm commodities
produced in other sections of the United States, Canada,
and Latin America. First evidenced in grains, livestock
and wool, this competition is now extended to include
meats, fruits, fresh vegetables, and dairy and poultry
products. If this area is to hold its own in markets for
agricultural products, there is need for Improvement in
marketing and merchandising methods. Farmers must main-
tain uniform grading standards and participate more
extensively in cooperative marketing associations.
Eggs, milk, and apple marketing improvements are
especially desirable. Considerable progress has already
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been made In the developing a standardization and labeling
program.
New England farmers must improve their production
techniques if they are to maintain or extend present
markets. The intelligent guidance of many agricultural
organizations and services is available. Variety, adapta-
tions, cropping systems, pasture improvements, diversifi-
cation, and dairy herd replacements must be introduced
or extended throughout the region.
In common with other eastern areas New Hampshire has
unprofitable abandoned farm lands which might become
economic assets as recreational areas, cordwood sites,
dairy pastures, or intensive croplands* There is great
need now for careful study of the whole question of land
utilization. Allied to the need for a study of land
utilization in New Hampshire is the need for more thorough
and more comprehensive soil surveys, A detailed knowl-
edge of the soils and their uses is indispensable if
agriculture is to survive*
The mobility of the labor supply is another prob-
lem, Proximity to industrial centers has its marketing
advantages, but it also creates a labor problem since
stimulated industrial periods cause farm labor to
migrate to factory centers where wages are higher.
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In conclusion
1. New Hampshire has no opportunity, because of
unfavorable physical characteristics, to compete on a
large scale with the predominantly agricultural regions
of the United States in the production of such basic
commodities as wheat, corn, and livestock.
2. New Hampshire agriculture is best suited to
produce for its own markets such commodities as dairy and
poultry products, fresh fruits, vegetables, and garden
truck.
3. The region is well suited to general farming.
4* Through soil and land- surveys New Hampshire
should discover opportunities for more effective utiliza-
tion of its agricultural lands.
5. There is need of a progressive program of agri-
cultural development to stress Improved production and
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Industry
Early History * The labors of the first people of
New Hampshire were of necessity devoted mainly to the
cultivation of the soil to supply a means of subsistence#
The early settlers, living in compact settlements for
protection from unfriendly Indians, found it difficult
to live by agricultural pursuits alone. The first indus-
try was home building— the first artisans were the car-
penters and blacksmiths. The first mills were the grist
and saw mills. The first highways were the rivers and
sea, and the ships settlers built from the forests, the
first system of transportation. The first products were
from the forests. Soon clapboards, pipestaves, hoops,
and rough, hewn lumber were sent not only to England but
to the West Indies as well.
Along with the development of lumber trade, the
fishing industry, and shipbuilding came domestic manu-
facturing for home consun5)tion. The spinning wheel was
an Important fixture in the home. The shore maker and
the tanner soon arrived.
Home industries that at first supplied the local
markets laid the foundation of the region* s later indus-
trial life. Almost every prominent Industry received its
original Impetus from a Yankee trader, who extended the
markets as he followed the tide of migration westwaixi.
lo ©iqoeq .JeiH lo 8‘iodel edT :X^ioa
eilj o;^ ^Iniufii boiov=?t \^JleE9osn. 'io 9*i&w ©'lirtBonsH *eW
. aodod siadirs 'io anayia s oi Cioa ©ilcf *lo riO-tdavXdli/©
adn9fli9ldd03 cfoeqmoa nl ^nlvll ‘^I'lee ©xlT
i
:tlJuoii*iJ:b di tnjjol ^an^iltal t-Cbnei-xlni; imotI nol^osdcnq
-iiubni da^Xl oriT . >noI.u ectlna'iirq la'i.uctljLrol'Xqa -^d evil oct
8il^ 9'XvHv/ acxeald'ia ds'ii'i ed;t--qi'ilbIXi;d ©iiiorl asw
»dai‘is edd^ 6‘X9w eXIlM .edT . add Jt/iiB:jioBld baa ads^nsq
bofl e‘^ievi ‘1 and' 9*i©w jaall ©dT .alllm v»sa bna
©dd t$ds©qol add jiio-r'i dlXxfd aield'dae aqixie ©dd briB tsoe
9 *i0w 8d-ojjijO‘xq da-tX/i ©fiT .nold’adaoqeas'id lo raode^a de‘iX*i
,8good t83v^da-qxq vab'caodgslo ndo£ .edee'io'i ©rid moa'i
d’lrd bnsXgnX od vXno don dnea ©aew aodniirX nw©/l ba«
. XXsvf ’ 3 >s -s&Xbnl ds©W ©dd od
©dd ^obBid ‘i£*ditjjX lo daomqoleveb and ridX'?*’ gnoXAt
-mum oldaemob etiao gxiibXix/dqlds bns I '^adeoraX gnXda tl
fiii’A? loariv/ gnxfLiiqs ©dT .roXdqmL'anoo ©mod aol 3nX‘indoVx
bnj3 aojlBCi ©aoda ©dT .©mod odd nX ©audxil dn^dioq/nl an
,b©'vi'i'ie nooe a©nnijd arid
XfiooX edd beXXqqns deaXl da dsrid aeX'rdax/bnX emoH
-axrXnX ‘ladel a’noXgai ©dd ‘io noidabrtuo'l ©dd bXsX ede^iaifli
sdX bovXaoea ijadai/bxi.C dnaainioaq ^*i©v© daomXA .©xXX Xsl'id
©dd i>6bxi©dx8 odw ^aebsid saxinsY a (noal BXXdeqmX XBuIsxao
.i/ii'.wds©’w noXdeagXm *io ©bid edd bewoCXol od qb ade^'iam
'‘Perhaps you might consider James Sanderson* s
carding mill, built in New Ipswich in 1801, the
state *s first factory. It was small, not like a
factory of today, and its purpose was to spin a
thread from the wool fibres. This had always been
done by hand by the women of the family, and it was
such a long, laborious Job to make enough cloth for
even one suit, that once a man had such a suit, he
wore it the rest of his life. A Sanderson spxm
thread by jnachinery and did it much faster and
easier. "1/
Prom this period on there was a steady increase in
the number and types of mills or factories started in
New Hampshire. For an excellent account of this see
Johnson,-^
Types of Manufacturing . That New Hampshire depends
primarily on Industry for its livelihood is not generally
understood. Of those in gainful occupations reported by
a late census, 45 per cent were directly employed by some
industry. This is interesting when compared with the
percentage of those occupied in agriculture, approximately
11 per cent, generally supposed to be the primary occupa-
tion, This percentage of 45 per cent is also hi^ in
coD5)arlson to the national figures, which show 30 per cent
gaining their living in Industry.
The principal groups of industries are:
textiles ^2% of workers
boots and shoes 25^ ” ”
lumber and wood products 11% ” ”
^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Young Folks .
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, New Hampshire. 1946, p. 107,
2/lbld, 107-120.
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The remaining groups are steel, with 6 per cent of the
workers; food and industries, 1 per cent each; and the
remaining 17 per cent of workers accounted for hy mis-
cellaneous industries, such as printing and publishing,
toys, upholstery, etc. The size of the manufacturing
unit in New Hampshire is small as shown by the fact that
78.7 per cent of all industrial establishments in the state
employ fifty or fewer wage earners.
Due to the many requests made for information about
the various products manufactured in New Hampshire, a
booklet entitled ”Made in New Hampshire «!/ has been
printed. This is a directory listing approximately 900
diversified items produced by 875 New Hampshire manufac-
turers. This la classified and cross-indexed in four
sections for ready reference.
l/^Made in New Hampshire , New Hampshire State Planning and
Development Commission. Concord, N. H. (Price #1).
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A few figures taken before the war period (World War
II) will give a little indication of New Hampshire *s place
in Industry in New England,
Industries Gained and Lost in New Hampshire
July 1, 1936 to December 31, 1938













24 2,438 10 474 14 1,964
Leather 31 3,090 18 2,465 13 625
Miscellaneous 20 403 5 149 15 254
Iron and Steel 13 261 3 24 10 237
Pood Products 28 223 5 16 23 207
Wood and Lumber 37 511 14 364 23 147
;Stone and Clay 8 178 4 ,
1
53 4 125
Paper and Pulp 8 107 5
1
86 3 21
Light, Heat, Power 4 15 — 4 15











Net Gain in Employees 2,456 1,141 3,597











Occupational Distribution in 1940
Employed 192,666
Manufacturing, Mechanical Industries 89,303
Agriculture, Forestry, Pishing, Minerals 24,762
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New Industry . Through the efforts of the Industrial
Committee set up in 1955 by the state legislature, the
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following new industries have located or resumed operations
in New Hampshire recently.
Name Address
American Core-Twine Corp. Salmon Falls
American Woolen Company Lebanon
Amoskeag Hamper Company Manchester
Ashland Paper Mills Ashland
Banner Shoe Company Dover
Beebe Bros. Rubber Cong) any Nashua
Chelmsford Shoe Company Derry
Conway Toys, Inc. Conway
E. Cummings & Bro. Leather Company Lebanon
Dover Shoe Company Dover
Greenville Mills Inc. Greenville
Holly Bros. Shoe Company Littleton
Laconia Milling Corp. Laconia
Marks Bros. Dover
Montello Shoe company Suncook
New England Screw Cong)any Keene
Newmarket Distillers Newmarket
Penacook Fibre Company Penacook
Roberts, Hart Shoe Company Keene
Smith, Miller & Hermer Salmon Falls
Tilton Leather Company
(Winslow Brothers & Smith)
Tilton
Tilton Worsted Company Tilton
Atlantic Rayon Co. Manchester
Colonial Mica Corp. Newport
Granite Leather Co. Greenville
Jaffrey Mills Inc. East Jaffrey
O.A. Miller Treeing Machine Corp. Plymouth
Pilgrim Wool Goffstown
Tricnit Hosiery Co. New Ipswich
Winchester Reel Winchester
Massachusetts Mohair Plush Co. Salmon Falls
Cluett-Peabody Co. Concord
William L. Gilbert Clock Corp. Laconia
Granite State Tool Co. Peterborough
Malone Knitting Co. Wolfeboro
New England Houses, Inc. Concord
Phoenix Reed Co. Manchester
Sylvanla Electric Products Co* Dover
United Tanners, Inc. Dover
Esmond Blanket Co. Dover
U.S. Rubber Co. Manchester
A. Hammar Cooperage Co. Newmarket
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New Hampshire's Industrial Problems Wliat Is the.V
outlook for industrial New Hampshire? This is an impor-
tant question, for upon the manner in which it is answered
depends the well-being of quite a large number of people.
In common with other sections of the United States, the
region faces problems of adjustment and adaptation to
rapidly changing social and economic conditions. Backed
by a heritage of unusual achievement and generations of
Yankee skill and ingenuity. New Hampshire looks to the
future with confidence. A necessary first step in the
solution of any problem, however, is an understanding of
the background of the problem and its many ramifications.
The region, along with the rest of New England, was
unquestionably the leader in the nation* s industrial sys-
tem until the 1880* s. Since that time, however, great
national industrial activities have come into being to
modify the relative position of New Hampshire and New
England in the industrial life of the country. Among
these have been the rise of the automobile industry.
Although manufacturing in New Hampshire has advanced
continuously for the last half century, there has been a
continuous recession in its relative position in the
nation* s industrial life, simply because newer sections
1/Adapted from The Role of Industry in New England Life ,
Research Unit. The New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad, Boston. (1945) Pp. 49-51.
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have recently developed and expanded manufacturing acti-
vities. The continuous national expansion in manufacturing
in the last half-century has been at the relative expense
of New Hampshire.
There are numerous indications, however, that this
region will be in a better position to weather storms of
depression that some sections of the United States which
have lately been experiencing industrial boom. New England
has reached a stage of industrial maturity earlier than
other sections, and in the process has been wise enough
to diversify its manufacturing. The great diversifica-
tion of manufacturing explains New Han5)shire's more or
less stable position industrially.
The maintenance of New Hampshire* s industrial position
and its continued growth necessitate a serious considera-
tion of the following conditions:
(1) The region* s dependence on other sections for
raw materials and fuel.
(2) The intensive competition from other areas,
particularly in textiles.
(3) Some managerial inertia in the face of the
decline of some industries.
(4) The development in other areas of new processes
and management methods.
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* The World Book Encyclopedlai^ gives the size
of the State of New Hampshire as having
”a total area of 9304 square miles, of which 280
square miles are Inland water area. New Hampshire
Is forty- third In size among the states. Its area
Is about equal to one- sixth of that of Iowa. Cut
off from the sea by Maine as far south as Portsmouth
Harbor, and by Massachusetts on the southeast, the
state has only eighteen miles of seacoast, which Is
less than that of any other of the Atlantic states.
Vermont is on the west. In his poem ’New Hampshire*
Robert Frost says;
’She’s one of the two best states in the union.
Vermont’s the other •••. and they lie like wedges
Thick end to thin end and thin end to thick end.'
Between them flows the Connecticut River, New Hamp-
shire’s western line, while Canada Is on the nprth,
Maine and the Atlantic Ocean are on the east, and
Massachusetts Is on the south.
^
Location .i/ It is situated between 40° 40° and 45°
16° north latitude, and 70° 35° and 72° 27° longitude west
from Greenwich or 5° 30° and 60° 15° longitude east from
Washington.
Boundaries . In 1938 the Federal Writer’s Project^
gave the following boundary history of the state;
"The shape of New Hampshire suggests a ri^t
triangle with the base of about 75 miles, a perpen-
dicular of 180, and a hypotenuse (in this case not
a straight line but a sinuous line) of 230 miles.
^World Book Encyclopedia, Quarrie Publishing Co. Chicago.
1938. P. 4918.
^Edwln A. Charlton, New Hampshire as It Is . Tracy and
Stanford, Claremont, New Hampshire. 1855. p.85.
^Federal Writer’s Project, New Hampshire. A Guide to
*^e Granite State, Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston. 1938. p.7-8
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•’The boundary between New Hampshire and Canada,
on the north and the northwest was established by
the Webster-Ashburton Treaty, August 9, 1842, Its
total length is 59,9 miles but only 33,3 miles in
direct course between the extreme points as designated
in the treaty;
Commencing at the * Crown Monument' as called
at the Intersection of New Hampshire, Maine
and the Province of Quebec boundaries, *•••
Thence by an irregular line along the divide
to the head of Halls Stream and down the middle
of that stream to • • •
•
the 45th parallel of
latitude.
"The New Hampshire -Vermont line runs from the
above point on the 45th parallel for about one-and-
three-fourths miles to the west bank of the Connec-
ticut River, and then follows the river for 168
miles. The extreme edge of this western boundary
was set at the low water mark on the west bank of
the river by the Supreme Court decision of January
8, 1934.
”The commission of the King in 1737, made the
original survey to establish the eastern boundary
line between Maine and New Hampshire. This survey,
confirmed by the King's Decree of 1740, established
also the southern boundary line separating New
Hampshire from Massachusetts,
”By this original survey, the eastern boundary
line *passed through the mouth of Piscataque Harbor,
and up the Newlchwannock, part of which is now called
Salmon Falls, and through the middle of the same up
to the farthest head thereof and from thence two
degrees westerly until 120 miles be finished from the
mouth of the Plscataqua aforesaid or until it meets
his majesties other governments; and that the divid-
ing line shall part the Isle of Shoals and run
through the middle of the harbor between the islands
to the sea on the southerly side, and that the
southwesterly part of said islands shall lye in and
be accounted part of the province of New Hampshirei"
A second survey was made in 1827. Traces of this
line were lost through the clearing of the forest and the
devastation caused by forest fires, and so in 1858 the
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line was surveyed again, a final survey was made in 1874
Starting at the elevation of 2261 feet, the northern
fifteen miles of the boundary is through forest, largely
primeval. The line continues through virtual wilderness
and over mountains to the more level area south of the
White Mountains. At the southern end it follows the
Salmon, Cocheco, and Piscataqua Rivers to the ocean,
thence out to sea to enclose the three southern islands
of the Isles of Shoals. Eighteen miles of the Atlantic
seacoast form the southern end of the boundary.
"The boundary between Massachusetts and New
Hampshire was also settled under the King*s Decree
of 1740. Both states approved later a survey made
between . 1885 and 1886. Starting from the sea, it
runs in a wavy line for thlhy miles, north of and
roughly paralleling the Merrimac River at a dis-
tance of three miles therefrom, and then follows a
straight, if not absolutely due western, course to
the Connecticut River.
"The state* s greatest width is from Chester-
field to the outer Islands of the isles of Shoals,
about 100 miles. At Colebrook it narrows to 20
miles. Prom the » Crown Mountain* at the point where
Quebec, Maine, and New Hampshire meet, to the south-
west corner of the state is an airline distance of
190 miles. Of New England* s total area. New Hamp-
shire occupies 9341 square miles, or 14 per cent, of
which 310 square miles are water surface. Its popu-
lation of 465,293 (1930) constitutes 5.7 per cent of
New England* s population.
"
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(1) The lowlands of the coast and the southeast.
Including the lowlands of the Merrlmac and
Its tributaries;
(2) the Connecticut Valley;
(3) the Monadnock Highlands and the Southeastern
Uplands which form a major part of the state
and cover most of the southern half, except
for the lowlands areas already mentioned; and
(4) the White Mountains region, forming the whole
northern half of the state.
Variation within these general natural divisions is
great, because the topography is so diverse.
Lowlands . The coastal lowlands end the Merrimac
Valley have winters that are warmer and bring much less
snow than in most of the state. The greater part of the
population is concentrated here. It is the part most
accessible from the rest of the United States and from
overseas. The coastal part has developed recreationally,
and to some extent as a port site at Portsmouth, The
inner lowland, particularly the Merrlmac Valley, forms
the major industrial part of the state,
Connecticut Valley , The part of this region ijdiich
has the "valley" effect on human use of the land is
extremely restricted. Nevertheless, where tributaries
enter it, the Connecticut Valley provides opportunity for
some industrial development of for good agricultural use.
Climatically, the valley in general is subject to
the same modification as the southeastern lowland area.
It is secondary area of population concentration.
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Upland . The Monadnock Highlands and the Southeastern
Uplands— the Monadnock Highlands rise gradually northward
around Mt. Monadnock--from which they are named, and on
the north abut against the White Mountains at an altitude
of 1000 and 2000 feet. They are separated from the some-
what similar Southern Uplands by the Merrimac Valley.
The Uplands lie between the Merrimac and the Piscataqua
Rivers, rising gradually from the Southeastern Lowlands
to the Winnipesaukee area, and east to the central lakes
and then gradually into the White Mountains.
In both these areas, winter begins sooner, lasts
longer, and is more severe than in the lowlands. The
soils are thinner and, in general, poorer. Consequently,
population in these two southern uplands is sparce, with
large tracts of wild forests land between small settle-
ment s
.
The White Mountains . The White Mountains consist of
a series of Monadnocks which rise above the general up-
land level, and culminate in the Presidential Range and
Mt. Washington. The only opportunity for farming is
found in flat stretches, formerly part of the glacial
lakes along the headwaters of the rivers. Otherwise, the
White Mountains provide only for recreation in both winter
sold summer, and for a few nomadic lumbermen. They have
the most scanty population of any part of the state.
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The southeastern mountain transition area lies between
the mountains and the Southeastern Uplands, and subsists
on lumbering, a little agriculture in level spots, and
a growing summer business.
The Western White Mountains is the area north of the
Monadnock Highlands and west of the main mass of the
White Mountains. It continues the upland characteristics
of the highlands but with more of the aspect of the White
Mountains themselves. Consequently, although it presents
an enticing picture to the summer visitor, it is not
attractive to the permanent settler.
The Northern Upland is a region of sparse population
except for the lumbering center at Berlin, but it has a
population that is both energetic and forward looking.
In the upland sectors, the people exist on lumbering, but
in the valleys, there is considerable profitable agricul-
ture. Winters are very severe, the growing season ex-
tremely short, and the area seems cut off from the rest
of the state.
Climate . 1/ "New Hampshire* s climate is of the
northern New England type, marked by somewhat severe
winter temperatures, especially in the northern sec-
tions, and high summer temperatures in the central
and southern sections. Precipitation ranges from
thirty- six to forty-five inches over most of the
state and is well distributed among the four seasons.
A little more than half comes during the period from
^Federal Writer* s Project, New Hampshire, a Guide to the
Grsnlte State . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston7 fl938) p. 11.
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April to September. Snow precipitation varies from
one hundred and fifty Inches in the mountains to
fifty inches along the coast.
’’New Haa^shire*s summer climate is genial and
salutary. In the mountain, lake, and seashore
regions the extremes are tempered to a pleasurable
degree. Summer temperatures range from a mean of
75^ F. in the mountains to 80® P. in the northern
southern sections, with rare extremes of 100® P.
over the state. The average for the year in the
northern part of the state is 41® F. for winter and
66.5^ P. for svimmer. The winter temperature, though
occasionally reaching 35® F. to 38® F. below zero
in the northern and central sections, is relieved
by days of comparative warmth.”
River System .V New Hampshire has five river systems.
Four of these have their sources in the state, while the
fifth, the Androscoggin, is fed by three or four streams
from her northern mountains, and the river Itself flows
about fifty miles through the state until she enters
Maine at Gelead below Shelburne. The city of Berlin and
the prosperous village of Gorham lie on her banks and get
the power for their Industrial prosperity from her water-
falls.
The Saco . This mountain-born stream finds it head-
waters in the heart of the White Hills, flows down the
Crawford Notch, and along the Intervales of Conway into
Pryebury, Maine, and so unto the sea. This river has
witnessed many scenes of peril, of hardships and adventure,
1/g. Waldo Browne and Rllma Marion Browne, The Story of
New Hampshire . Standard Book Company. Manchester, New
Hampshire, 1925, pp. 242-243.
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of power, lost and won, the going of one race aii the
coining of another; but her songs, in a more subdued tone,
are as light today as they were in the years of the fiery
Paugus and his lordly people, the warlike Sokokl*
The Pascataqua * The river which is formed by a union
of the Cocheco and the Salmon Falls streams, does its
work, tells its story, helps to support two cities, Somers-
worth and Dover, and moves on to the sea with an unruffled
bosom, as if it had never known alarm. It has more his-
tory, more tears, more mystery, since the days of John
Smith and Newlchawannock, than any other river according
to its miles.
The River of Broken Waters . Kaskonshadl, “River of
Broken Waters”, the Indians* favorite name for the Merri-
mack, has its sources in the White Mountains, dashes down
the jWe, past the Old Man of the Mountains, through the
Intervales of Lincoln, Woodstock, Campton, Plymouth, and
down to Franklin, where it is lightly joined by the stream
which winds down from "The Smile of the Great Spirit”, the
Indians' and the white man's Lake Winnipesaukee.
The Merrimac and its tributaries, the Penacook, the
Suncook, the Pascatquog, the Nashua, and the lesser streams,
drain the territory of New Hampshire and Massachusetts of
nearly five thousand square miles, and forms one of the
most important water basins in the United States.
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Soils .-jy The soils of New Hampshire are geologically
young, having been developed mainly from recently deposited
glacial debris. As a result, they show many characteris-
tics of their parent material which include large pro-
portions of granites, gneisses, schists and other crystal-
lines. Predominantly non-calcareous, they contain enor-
mous quantities of stone and boulders. The University of
New Hampshire estimates that approximately 95 per cent
of the soil cover consists of sandy loam and sand; this
soil, excellent for forest growth, requires heavy and
continuous fertilization when used for plowed crops. How-
ever, there aie small patches of excellent soil along the
river valleys and in old glacial lake bottoms, but the
total amount is small. The United States Soil Survey
estimates that the state contains 2,339 acres of excellent
soil; 237,212 acres of good soil; 370,462 acres of fair
soil; and 1,671,601 and 3,478,271 acres of poor and
non-arable soil, respectively. Since no conqjlete soil
survey has been made for New Hampshire, the above estimates
must be considered as tentative, but they indicate the
general character of the soil.
Gravels, Sands, Quarries, Mines . 2/ Geological forces
i/state Planning: in New Hampshire . Report of state Plan-
ning and Development Committee, Concord, New Hampshire
(March 1935) p. 24.
2/lbid. p. 35.
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have given New Hampshire relatively large quantities of
gravels, sands, granites, and minerals* Although export
trades in products of quarry and mine have been charac-
terized by large sales of granite, talc, beryl, feldspar,
and mica, millions of cubic yards of sand and gravel
have been used in road construction and the local build-
ing construction* These products come from (a) the exposed
bed rock formations, (b) the heavy layer of glacial debris
that covers the state*
(a) The heavy blanket of glacial debris that covers
the state was broug^ down from Canada during the
recent geologic time* As it spread southward
into southern New England, it carried billions
of tons of rock material which it slowly crushed
and ground into gravel, sand, and clay. As the
glacier retreated, it left in its wake, terminal,
recessional and ground moraines, together with
drumlins, kanesm and eskers* Streams flowing
out from the melting ice front reworked and
sorted the glacial debris into deposits of allu-
vium containing fine gravels, sands, clay, and
mud* Today these various glacial deposits pro-
vide the source of supply for commercial gravels,
sands, and clays.
(b) The bed rock contains inexhaustible formations
of granite; furthermore, the welding up of magmatic
'to ^ JilJlinBUp ©s*i«X ©iJLatqmnfl weH xitr-vig dv»d
dioqx© rlgijoilll;. .-jla'jeulffl Jbns tEQ^Mxia'ig tafcnec telovaTCS
-o<^‘i&iio a&oci avail ©nita bria ^Tiax/p "io actoi/to^u at
«aaqcbl©'l ^olao 'lo BaX'^e ogasX fcesiieif
Xsvo'xg j.no bHBB lo sL'ia^ olclifo "to anoIIXIm tfioXoi bon
-jbXiwd XbooX oxiof biia noivtoa‘id«iioo bao-i' nX boau lived .vVad
boaoqxo ©ibt (b) ino*!*! e.aoo adoiffco-iq &eodV .noldou'iJBaoo ^nl
aX-idsb XaXoaXg to ^£©>raX odd (d) le/ioldBta^o'l tod
.©dade friid e'tevoo darid
p.iavo© dadd al'idab lalj iXg *10 da;:ii33lci y;va3d odT (a)
add ;^iil‘iijb abanaO mo*!*! nwoX tdsxjo'icf as’-’i edade sdd
b-iawridooe baaiq© dX e/' .auld oX8oXo©3 dneoai
enoXIIid boi'i'rao di ^bdalgnS waW n'leildj/oa odaX
bedaino vXwoXb dX doXdiv lBXT:&d»j« •iioo'T: lo anod lo
odd sA .^BLo bn.a tbiiaa .levanig ddni Xxii/Q'Is bna
'1
tlf.nim-iod teJiBW sdX nX dx©I dX tbojaeida-i ‘i©Xo 'Xg
ddXw “laddagod ^aeiiXB'iom bnyoag bna XenoXsaeoo'i
giiXwoi'i aiiiaeidg .‘a'loiiae baa insoxiaji t3nXInu;‘ib
.. /
' >.
biia b93i-rowo'i dnoal eoX gnXdXo^a ©dd mo-il di/o
-bXI.8 'lo pdXaoqab odnX e t^dsb laXoaXg arid badioa
bna t\;QXo tsbnaa tsleva'ig ©nXl gnXnXadnoo nuriv
r
-oag edXaoqt b XsXdbXs saoX'iav eaerid ^aboT .bum
tcXavp-ig IslD'Tsncnoo ‘lol *^0 qo'Ujoz edd oblv
.STjaXo bris tP-bnac
enoXdjstn'io'i ©XdXdex/BdxexiX extiBdaoo bod od'X (d)
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materials into ancient mountains core provided
conditions for slow cooling and gave rise, "by
reason thereof, to the segregation in large
crystals of minerals, such as beryl, feldspar,
and quartz.
(c) In the spring of 1919 production of mine and
quarry was valued at |150,000,000. Due to the
depression, however, the granite industry as the
leading mineral Industry was badly crippled. In
addition, competition with Indiana limestone
made and may continue to make conditions in the
granite Industry precarious.
JDa 5ivo*x 4 0*100 onI«;^njJOin J.iol 01:50 ocfril elftlioitoiiii
^cf < 621*1 &V-33 Dfiij g^ri-tloco ivOXa 'lO'i anolllX'fioo
ea‘iHl noi^Bss-isep. »ri.^ o;t <Xoei 6ri^ noc-eo*i
t'laoRfcXa'} < E'^rtod bo x1oo 3 tfvIsj-ionXra lo BXade'<j'i')
.^J'ljZVp til 3
hxiB onim 'lo acldci't-ojq 0£^£ 'lo sniiqB etid nl (o)
odd od euQ . ,000 <000 <OciX^ Oe beuXav snw ^*i‘iBifp
odd SB Y‘i.-tei;ral a.-tiuB-m ©n'X ^'isvorfod <ttolBBO‘cqeb
nl .b&Xqq.x'To xltfid bbw Y'l'^^ei/bnX Cyienlm gnibjBeX
onocfsom.tX rlJi’V noldxd-oqinoo <noxd.cbLB
odd nl snotdlbnoo o.'Ib;u ol sLfnldnoo ^isb ©bBxa


























Early History and Progress . The first New England
Inhabitants (and the first Americans) were the Indians.
Vi/hen the early settlers of New Han^) shire arrived on these
shores about three hundred years ago, they found strange
looking people with bronze or copper-colored skins and
straight black hair. Living in wigwams, these odd people
spoke a weird language, made pottery and baskets, and
sailed on the rivers and streams in birch bark canoes and
hollow logs. They gathered edible wild products and
practiced agriculture to some extent, but hunting and
fishing were their chief means of subsistence*
The Indians who formerly lived in the immediate vici-
nity of New Hampshire are known generally by the name of
Abnakl (men of the East).
Three years after the Pilgrims landed, David Thompson
and a small group of followers settled near the present
city of Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Prom this early band
of courageous men we can trace the growth of population
in New Hampshire to the present.
At first the increase was slow. By 1650 there were
probably less than 1000 people in the whole state. The
state did enjoy a remarkable growth between the years
1719 to 1676 when the population increased from 12,000 to
52,000. By 1776 this figure had jumped to 82,000. A study
>eli/qoi
biial^'i vvoW d-e/ii*! odT « i:np. ^rtoJalH ^IiaS
. enalbnl 91IJ oaew (anBolTeraA eri;t fonn) sJna.ticfarini
OESi/d' iw bcv' i'ic e‘i.itfi3 orrBH veil 'to e-iolddea v^IrcBa eild fisrUK
GSAB'idB Xuiuo'l %Bci^ b*te 9'^ 99*1 rid dx.orii? sCTionc
luB «ni2ic L)eioXoo-T: 3qqo:) 'lo Oi^ino-icf ridlw ©Iqcaq j-nl^lool
oXqooq bto oeerid lEiUrw^Xv; nl ^nXvXJ .'iXjsri yoi’-Xo' dfigxBTds
biiB ^edojfeficf Ljib \^xeddoq ©baxn ^esxiijgnBl Miew a aiioqE
bn.e r.aonao jf'iBCf donld nX srtuseidE £n/« E'levX'i erid no XeIXsa




Jbaa gfii^Jnjjri decf tdaedx© ©mo.n od 8‘ix/dIi>oI‘i^ja bevio oa*xq
. eonedEiBdjJE ’io snsam Islrio ileild ©tsw gniriell
-ioiv ©dfiibeiiunX orid nl rievil ^I'lem'io'j. oriw enalDnl eriT
‘io OKtari arid \d ^I'won^ gib ©‘lirieqaiBri hbVl Io ^din
.dp.i?.d oril 'io iiofl ) tjiendA
noEqmori^’ XilvaG .X)©X)njBl EEnl'igll’i erid 'tod'l;.? e'lB©^ aa'iriT
diiesoiq orid dBen beXddea EiowoXIo'i Io qno’xs Il^mn b Lna
b/md ^'Inao alrid . ©'ilrip.cxx.xH weM ^ridxfoiii&d'xoq Io "^dlo
m)ldi?Xx/qoq io ridwoig erid eoB'id /tbo ow nem Eifoe^n'Uioo 'io
^ \
.drxese'iq exvd od s'! weH nl
s'lew 8T:&rid 0601 '^d .woXe sb?; sEAsnoni erid denl‘1 dA
exfi .GdadE sXoriw orid nl ©Iqoeq 0001 hbiIJ eboX '^Xcfedo'iq
EiBey, orid neo’AXiacf rici'v/O'xg eXcfii.^l-iBtne'i b \;olria bib edada
od 000 rao'!! faGEno'xonl noldaluqoq erid xiexlw 9VOX od GIVI
Jbjjde A -000 /:8 od tsqflixjr, I'ari ©•rxjgJ'i slrid 0VVX \;d .000 126
of the figures of the time show that the greater part of
this increase went into the wilderness to build new towns
rather than to extend the size of the towns already
founded.
’’Another interesting thing revealed by a study
of the old census figures is that most of the state's
important cities today were then little more than
crossroads. Berlin, as we have seen, was not granted
until 1771 and didn't really begin to grow until the
paper industry was developed much later. Concord
was last on the list of the ten leading towns with
a population of 752. Manchester and Nashua, which
didn' t begin to grow until the factory system was
introduced, were not even Included on the list of
the ten largest towns. Londonderry, the center of
the linen weaving business, was the second largest
town in the state with a population of 2,389 in
1767. Next were Exeter with 1,690; Dover, 1,614;
Epping, 1,410; Hampton Palls, 1,381; Newmarket, 1,231;
Durham, 1,232; Chester, 1,189; Rochester, 984; Con-
cord, 752. ”1/
New Hampshire continued to grow. By 1790, when the
first federal census was taken, the state had grown to
142,000. By 1800, the figure had reached about 200,000.
The population of New Hampshire at the census of
1940 was 491,524, or 54.5 persons to the square mile,
one-fourth greater than the average for the entire United
States, which was 44.2.
"Less than one- seventh are foreign born, chiefly
Prench-Canadian, British-Canadian, Polish, and Greek
although another fifth are children of immigrants,
including many of Irish and Swedish descent. Over
half of the Inhabitants live in the eleven cities in
^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Young Folks
.
The
Sugar Ball Press. Concord, New Hampshire, 1946, p. 76.
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tile state, and tnls does not include large towns
like Lebanon and Claremont, wnose population is
greater tnan some of tne cities* Manchester, with
a population of 77,685, is the largest city and
manufacturing center* Other cities with population
over 10,000 are Nashua, Concord (the capitol),
Berlin, Portimouth, Keene, Dover, Laconia, and
Rocnester* "i/
Growth of ‘r.TPe Towns The map (included in nowarth'
a
report j of distribution of town types illustrates the fact
that these valleys (southeastern lowlands and Merrimack
Valley and Connecticut Valley) and those of all the other
chief rivers are keys to the distribution of town types*
The towns of the highlands and mountains have remained
rural and productively rather unimportant, except where
recreation had entered them* Any development apart from
the rural highland or mountain type has taken place in
towns along river valleys. Tracing the course of any of
the state *s many rlvers--both large and small—and noting
the variations presented by the towns bordering the river,
one finds illustrations of tnls fact* Where side streams
enter, industrial towns have developed; where there are
river flats, better agricultural towns are found; while
in areas where the highlands reach close to tne river,
the narrow valley has little influence and poor rural
country extends practically to tne river*
^The World Book iilncyclopedia, Quarrie Corporation.
Chicago, 1958, Vol* 12, p. 4918*
^Margery Howarth, New Hampshire; A Study of its Cities
and Towns in Relation to their Physical Background* The
New Hampshire Foundation, Concord, N.H*, 1936, pp. 36-37
wnwoct es*i»X obiJlvnl cton eoot) eixlcf bt o ^QaeiB exl^
eX noicJeXifqoq esonv? ^JnoraeisIO tn*?. iiorusdej e:A±L
xi^Xw xiL.onB:^ .atoirflo oxicT lo emoc ruaxla 'ly^ao'xs
&C.IB vinos'! <'.I orict til ,585. tVV 1o noict eixfqoq a
noll'iLi-icoq nJlvi noidXo lexivtO .'lectneo gni'iwiJoft'lirxiiti'
io?iqjBO exivt) i/ioonoo ..Bifrici-sM oii', 000 < L ‘lovo
Jbne tBXnooj^J t'lovoQ exioeX ^ciifironusct'io'i inll'ieS
\X’’
.'^Qvtaen-jou
6 'xld‘i;xv/Ori ni jbaX)X/Ioni: ) qjaxii oxlT lo
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gni;fon bnje--XlBniB bxija ©s'xbX xlc*"ocf-“-E*ievX'i xjxiAiii a*QoBC^8 exld
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t'levl'i sfid^ sfil'isinocf EXiTvOvt exiL^ Jbectn&noiq snoItBl'Xav oxic^
cmBO'ioE sble Q'ledYi .doat slnct to aiioi jBitfcXilXi ebnl'i exio
o'lB &‘X3xW 0‘iexiw tboqoXBv^b ovbxI enwoct Xai'.'xctex/bfil ^'lecfrid
exixi.t ibm.o'x e-ia sn'.vot iB'ixit Ix.toX'x^B ‘i- dtod tedalt i&vX*i
t-ievl'i onJ od ©noXo xloBe^ eb^IBXt'i5^J:xl ©xit e'lori**' ebsib nl
Xb'U/'i 'looq bits eoxiaxfXtv:.!; elitil bbiI \,©XXbv wo'I'Ibxi exit
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.•levt'i enct oJ ’^XXBoxtoxi'^xq abnotxa 'C'^tniioo
.xxoXrtsTOq'ioO Bl't'iBjj;; ^Bib6qolo\,0iiil >1000 JbJtioiw ox^‘I!^^
.eX6t
.q .loV tOSBatxiO
goXoIO s;t.f. to Ybotg A :o'ilxlsumBF •loli ,ri;t*iBwoH ^^i©3'i'C!4\S
»X>au0 'ia:i7)Bcl I/AoIg-iciq iXorfj oct i io ljjpXefi r?I enffOT X-bb
.Vf.-Oo
.
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The southeastern lowlands have had very much the same
Influence upon the type of towns developed as the inter-
vale areas of river valleys. They have provided fairly
level land for agricultural development, with markets in
nearby industrial towns. Along the immediate seacoasts,
the lowlands have established the vacation business,
Tne highlands of the state, away from the river
valleys are notably the areas where farming provides sub-
marginal and causes the retardation of those towns classi-
fied as declining rural. The summer and winter vacation
appeal is now injecting new life into the many of the hill
towns where scenic beauty, lakes, cool summers and winter
sports offer their attractions to the visitor.
The mountainous topography of the transition area
between the Monadnock highlands and the White Mountains
makes it one of the least accessible areas of the state
for permanent settlement, resulting in agricultural dec-
line and depopulation, (Much of it is now in national
and state forest reserves,) Its physical characteristics
do, however, provide an economic base in lumbering, and
What is even more important, its mountainous character,
with cool summer temperatures and heavy winter snow
makes it extremely attractive to the vacationist in both
seasons.
The White Mountains themselves--most rugged area of
all tne state--have never been good for permanent settlement
oxiJ' liojjm berf evexl Rbn.el'^icl n'leizaeiH^oz erfT
-‘lednl ori;i gp. i>©qol6VsL envoi lo feq\;i ©fli noqi/ ©ononUrji:
YlTitel b©blv<yiq ev.qrt ^©xiT 'xevlrt ‘lo esq'ib eXuv
111 eiojiiEfli nilu »inemqoIt>v:l In'U-riliroi'iss tcoI bnel level
tBieftOosee eifilbenifai en'd ^nolA -an^oi Xeirtianbnl YCfiBen
.SiJwnxEnxJ noiiaojetV boxlGildjtjiao eveii a/iniL-XwoI erii
levl'i exii rao^il ^swa ,eiaia erli 'io ebneXfiglrl eni'
-due aeblvorcq eT:eiiw eceia edi '?;Xdaioxx ena a^ellav
-XggbXo enwoi eeorii lo noliBiyieia*! oxii aoeneo Jbria XBnXgrrBm
iioiiBoev Toifiiw Litn lenuT^ns orl'i' .Xa'im: gnlaXXooJb cb boll
XXlfl ©lii lo ©rti cinl o'liL wen gjnlio6(,nl won ai Xsaqqa
*» >
‘loinitf/ bnxj &^eawwc. looo tRe^iBX olneoe e'roxiw sxiwoi
• TOilelv fcil^ oi anolioB'ijiB 'ilorfi *18110 ei'ioqa
B91B nolilana'ii edi lo T^riqaigoqoi eJJonlBJtinoru edx‘
enlainirobil oiiriw ©n'i bne ebriBlrigld ioonbanoM ©ni neewiod
©iBie 6xli lo eso'XB eldlssocoB iaaeX 9di lo ©no il seaisiTi
-00b XB'iJJiijJol'ige nl gn-tiXifeen ^inemeXiise inanemneq nol
XBfioiisn nl won al il lo rioxfM) .noli sXnqoqob bn.s ©niX
BoIiKi*i©ioB‘iBrio Xaolat^q sil ^ .eov^neBeT: iseiol aieie bxts
bnc .gxil'iadrrnX nl enBCf oimonooe n^ ©fclvo-iq ^-laveworf «ob
ft'xaio^^'ifldn anonlainnom eil tinaiioqml ©Tcora n©v© ai iBd?/
^/OOB ‘leinlw ^vaad boe cannifeneqmei 'lemaina Xooo riilw
diod nl JttlnoliBOBV and od ovldoandda y;X©ci©'idxa dl aeiLism
.enoBBOs
lo i36 *ijD baggin deom--E6vI©r.mar{d anljadnnoM edldW -nVy
dnemelJdaB dne/iBrnitaq *iol boog naad naven 0VBd--adBde and XIb
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except In small spots along some of the rivers. The ori-
ginal economic basis of support was lumbering, which
catered to a nomadic population, and lumbering is still
an important factor in the life of the region. When the
supply of lumber drops off in one place, the section Is
abandoned and another occupied.
Most of the mountain towns have capitalized upon
their scenery and built up a renumerative resort business,
with extensive hotel, camp, inn, and tourist developments.
In physical appearance the northern uplands are not
quite so forbidding to permanent settlement as the moun-
tains although they, too, have the disadvantage of rough
topography, difficulty of access and short growing season.
The population in this area has never been large, though
it has not declined to any great degree, but it is still
growing slowly in the more favorable sections. In the
Connecticut Valley section, agriculture is made to pay
because some level land is available, a market is close
by, and the population is energetic. Again, where the
attraction of scenery is dominant, towns show increasing
recreation development, (Good maps showing the above, as
well as other aspects of population, may be found in the
book by Mowarth, already noted,
)
Racial Elements ,!/ Up to one hundred years ago
^Federal Writer* s Project. New Hampshire, A Guide to the
Granite State, Houghton Mifflin Co,, Boston, 1938, pp, 75-77,
“iio erlT . /tevl'i lo omoe c^oqa Iltjme nl cfqeoxo
floiriw x3njt*ieoinuI eaw ^-loqqirs 1o ate'id oiwonoo© lu/ils
Ilicta ci; gnl'iedmrl b£iB ,noXct0jli;qoq oXbBiuon oct Jba'xeJiso
add- norlA .nol^&T: encf 1o ©IXI orl^ nX ctrie^'ioqitLt ne
el nol^oafc ©dct ,ooBlq ono nl llo eqcib ‘xatfrairl lo -^Iqqxie
.£>«lqt;ooo lerilonB bnp, t>©nof)nftO(B
noqif beslIclIqAo ©veri env/od- nlslnuoni ©dl ‘lo ;teom
tBaanlaiJCf 1‘ioee'x ©vlcfaTaniun©*! a q.t; cflxird fons •^''lensoe 'lierlct
. BdnemqoXevol) lalijjol ^^8 .nnl ,X©dod evXsnedx© rijlw
vloa ebnaXqxi ni©iil‘Xon ©dd ©oaaiaaqqa laoleT^iiq nX
-ujjom ©rid es dnemeXddee Jxi©xienn;©q od gxilJbXiri'iol oa ©dli/p
rij^xroo: lo ©sadnsvbijall) ©rid svari ^ood tijsfld ri^iroridle anlad
.noesQB gnlwoig dTOffts baa beooob lo
iigjjorid tOS'iaX need 'loven eeri ne'ia elxld ill noldBXuqoq ©riT
XXlde si dl djLfd dseng xti& od Xanlloeb don aari dl
©xld nl .Bfioddooa ©XJb'iovb'i ©rtora ©rid nl '^XwoXs gnlwoig
f
•V.nq od ©bam b 1 ©‘ixjdXnolngfit tXioldoye y;oXis7 dx^oldyennoO
OBoXo el dejiiQxn a ^eldaXisva b 1 bxueX Xev©X ©moa '©eJJaoed
©xid‘ ©'xo.riw ^^la8A . oldsg'iexio el noldaXBqoq exid fcna ^\;d
gxilaaoToxil woxia sav/od ^dnanlmob ai x'^^en©oa *io xioddoB'Tddij
ea t©voda ©rid gxiiwroxle eqsm Jbool) .dnomqoXovob nolda©'ioc>'i
Oild nl Jbm/o't ©d tnoidaXnqoq lo adooqea 'larido bb IXew
(,£>©don .baeila ^xld^awori iiood
oga arEae^r b^mbnud ©no od qU adn omaXci Lulotij]
orid od a tOtlrirqsicH ^ vl . d o© t. O'!^ a ’ i©5T^W*'X‘ -''i©teX\X
V-cV.qq todcil tHodeoa ^~o0 nlXTilM nodrigooH .©di dc'. 6dlro?'rf)
almost all the people of the state were of British origin
First, an English group came to the coast, then other set
tiers came from the other colonies. Most of the names of
New Hampshire towns when not Indian are derived from Old
England, iucampless Albany, Bath, Bristol, Walpole, Win-
chester, Windsor. The pioneers were a literate group.
Their leaders were familiar with the British technique of
government, and from the first they held elections and
kept written records. They were, moreover, a group in-
terested in ideas; many came because they held strongly
to political and especially to religious doctrines that
had made them unpopular or even persecuted in their home
communities. This English-Yankee stock determined and
still largely determines the institutions and the general
course of events in New Hampshire. There was also an
appreciably large Scotch- Irish group around Manchester
(Derryfield, Londonderry;, and Derry, and a share of the
later Irish immigration to New England reached New Hamp-
shire.
xhe marked drift of foreign-born to the state began
after the Civil War. By lb90, the percentage of foreign-
born reached 19. ki per cent and climbed to 22.4 per cent
by 1910, dropped to 20. b per cent in the next decade,
and fell off to 17.8 per cent in 1950.
The more recent immigration was essentially an
.nlj^x’io ne.LoJt'iti lo o‘io« ©JcoS &ricf lo lix Jeomla
-^oa 'lOflJ’o ^iacoo vciJ^ o:t »m«o qxjo'is rfe.tl8n.d iib .ctB'ir'i
lO 801X13X1 lO' ^EOi.l .CwlnOlOO TOdJO 6X1^ mo'!! eaUJO R x.3l»t
MO IiIOtI: f-i©viadl3 e'l.?. nr.lfcnl d"on neriw anwod- e-TlrfegitteH w«K
-fixW tSloqlfiW tXli.«a t’^xiadlA :eyIqmiiXd: . txifllgn'j
.^xrO'Tg odBi©d±I B Q'letff a'leenoJtq orii' .'taeLniu t^isjeailo
lo exip-Eviiioecf xiel-llia eriJ xiilv/ 'lalXliaal e'l&w e^ieXiusoI tloiiT
Jbne. enolrfoale Mod y; Met js'ill ©fiV xno'i'i JbriB < ^nefcmidvos
-xil qjjo^ig & t'lAvooTom t©*xow ^©xlT temooei neeteti'iw etqod
^IgnG'iJ’e Moil ijexiet ofU»eodc/ ©laso jBBofci; nl Jbe^EOiod"
etttxld^ aeiil'icTooi) eucljjllo'i od Jbxip- iaoietlloq oct
omoxi 'ilfMct nx fcod-uooe'xoq asvo *io TCsXuqoqntf .uon^ ©dani Jbaxl
briB Jbexjj. li'xactob dooete 6321i-.ix-xXui.I9nd Biri'i* .eo.t;t j;nixnii.noo
iB'ionag ©rict i?nc saoi^irjletEni; oiU aonlxiiTtwetob -^Iss-tel Xllete
HE o?,Is 8BVX ©noriT .©TL.trisqffiP.n v^.rW nl 8^nov© lo oonx/oo
'^£*et8©nonj3M X)njjo*XB qx;o«x^ xieX’tl-xloeJoao 09'ifil ^;Ic]£;Xoo'iqqe
©iXrf lo o‘Xsfle B bna t^moG Xne « ^^itobnofcxioj t fcXoXl ^i-i©G)
-qrriBH wepi XionooeT: iinxilj^nd v/©l4 oct noXeta'X^iXjntnX naX'xi ‘Xodal
xiB^od eXaeta exlct oct n'^iod-ngxs'iol lo bei'iBxn oax
-ngie'xol lo ©^BJneo-: oq ©ii3 ,OebI .i«W IIvXO ©d-J tio^Ib
etnoo loq oet boumXXo bnB efneo ‘loq ii.Qi bexlofiG*! xiTiOd
t©£>Boeb eXxen oxlct nl d^nwo rtoq d .02 ol boqqo’ib ,OXGI
.OoiGI £il ouao 'leq d.Vl oet llo XXol Ons
n>3 -^XXBlctneaa© &aw noM JneoQ'J ©'iois’"©xiT
©*xxxic
industrial phenomenon. Before the Civil War, New Hampshire
was definitely an agricultural state; more of its people
were engaged in farming than in manufacturing. But, at
present, factory employees outnumOer farm workers three
to one. The factories in their rapid growth needed more
workers than they could get near by. Young people from
the farms did go into the mills to some extent, especially
where they could do so without leaving home and without
loss of social status; but these were not enough# and
en^jloyers were soon bringing Immigrants from Canada by
families and even by train loads. The flood of French-
Canadian workers from the north was supplemented by a
smaller current from various European coimtries, often by
way of the mill towns of southern New England. Most of
these people became town and city dwellers, giving New
Hampshire mill towns an aspect as polygot as any border
community. About 40 per cent of the present population
is of the original British or Yankee stock; as many more
are native-born but of recent foreign stock, and almost
20 per cent were born outside the United States.
At least fifty countries have contributed to New
Hampshire's population. More than half of the foreign
white stock counts Canada as its country of origin, the
French-Canadian being the largest single element with
45 per cent. Then come the British, Irish, Poles,
»t
e'llxfcqrPBR woM ^-*nrfV IlvlO eri;t' &'io'toii .Lioneaioai^dq LiiLni^Mtnl
T
‘
olqooq EcJJt lo o^ota ;eJe.t« Ifl'xi'Ctlwoi'iyB ats Jinll -jb zmf
ctB tuXia -gnl'Xi/ctor^lxfnem nl narfJ sn.tAriJs'i ni Jbesspne e'low
>f‘irlct- e-te.>('xOV :c'ib‘1 ‘xeniutfn;}jLrt) aas\;oIq.'B© »d’n©86*iq
8-iom Jbo/.>v»€^n q.d*vO‘i^ blap/i 'iJtexlct nl eel'iod'nBl ©dT .oao oj
aio'i'l eXqo©q s^rufoY »^cf T^.sn ^©3 frXuoo r5Bri;t e'iailT:o-.T
YlCsIouqs© t.jne^x© ©mo8 RlXlta ©lU oJnX 03 bib emqal ertd^
oirorid’.tw Jc'HB anoii gn.tvs.jJ. rtuoxlctlw o^. oJb bluoo Yerict e'lenw
J^nxs tr%uon3 oOn 6-i©w .Jud ;airc|-iJp. XeXoos 'to aeol
Yd xibBiiBO liiOTCl s jns'i^iirunX ^nigal'icd nooe 3i©.v eieYoXqttiio
-riona'i'^l lo JbooXl ©xiT .abBOl nlB'ict y^ n©v© JbnB cf,>iIXiaal
B Xd be^JnamtXqqiis bb'v xio'ioa odd raoil e'loii'iow noibBXLGO
nadiO ^sai^Xmtoo nas^qo'iua. p.iJoXisv tro'il dnsviuo ‘TeXIams
Yo aaoM .baalsnSf woPf niedduoa 'to enwoJ IIIm ©rid lo XQfi
woM snlvl^ tr/ioIXevrb y^Xo bap. nwoJ aitLaoed sXqosq 3&oxlj
'lab'^iod aa Jo^Y^oq ea Xoaqsa na anwoJ- LLXnv ©iXcLeumaH
nolXaXjjqoq :JnGee':rq ©drf lo dn©r- 'leq djjodA *Y^Xm;ramoo
e*xora gb nlooia heylnat-^fd&lil'id.^ XanlgXio ©riX ‘5:o ©1
iGomlr. bna ^:l©o.j3 n;^i©'tol jii©o©‘t lo ^i/d mud-f'Vioaii ©‘la
.auvtadR BsdXnq ©rid obladi/o n'lod ©“isvy ^n©o *ieq 0?^
weW od bfedi/diid-noo ©vad Ralidnnoo Y^lXl las©X
n^Xe'iol 9.dj lo Had Jiaxld ©^oaA «noIdaXuqoq , ’ o^ixda imaH
©dd" ^nlglao lo sdX ea abaxiaO edxix/oo ^looXt ©dtiiw
doiw dn©m©X© eIgnXa .tasg'iaX ©dd gxxXed iiBi.i;.axiaO-“-i©na^^i
tEjaloq tdaX'Xl ©dd ©moo n©d'X .dxi©o 'x©q
' n i’ X '
Scandinavians, Italians, Germans, Russians, Austrians,
Czechs and Hungarians, in that order. The census of 1790
listed 15b Negro slaves; in the 19ou census the Negro
population numbered 790.
The French-Canadian group has kept its own culture,
tradition, home ways, and types of recreation longer than
mignt be expected; the French Catholic elementary schools
are conducted in French.
Native stock still cultivates seventy-one per cent
of the farms in New Hampshire and there is little indica-
tion of any tendency among foreign groups to supplant
it. Of the foreign-born engaged in agriculture, fifty- six
per cent are from Canada, twenty-four per cent being
French. The number of those from other countries who are
engaged in farming is almost negligible, the largest
group being the isnglish who compose eight per cent of
that total.
In Manchester, where the largest foreign ethnic groups
are concentrated, the French-Canadian comprise one- third
of the city’s population. No other foreign group approxi-
mates their number, since the Irish, their nearest rivals,
can muster only 9.1 per cent. in Nashua, the Greeks
occupy second place behind the French-Canadians; in
Concord, the British, including English, Scotch, Welch,





tBn8i‘iJsi»A .'-iaomT:6f) tSxioilBoI < enaIv.oni;i;niiOc^
0«YI lo BifCiiao ©rlT .‘xeJb'io cJb/U al »8XX8±T:B;3fiuH I)iib edoosO
O'XgoW t>*iJ ciisnoo Uc.GI add- nx jssVbXs OT:30iI bdX i:)©cj'clX
>^b it>cfitu/n iioidBljjqoq
tO'iXjJ'XiJo nwx> e^i ^qeii «ail auo'i^ ©/IT
nj3d^ ‘is^nol noXd^BSios-i seqvd' bns ©ifion <noXd'lXjitj‘x;t
Gloorioe oXiorivlBO fione'i'5 exl^ jfoe^ooqxw ©d itri^Xx
. .ouo‘1'^ nX co:}ojj£»noo o'ig
ita&o 'i^q ano-TCdftovsB e©d?v.t:^XLro IXicts stoods aviJail
-'•jolLni alctXil si ©“iQ/fd- £-rio ©'ilricqmsH >v^H ni ain:e‘i eri;d “lo
cJiiGXqqjJa on squo-ig xi^ie-roi 3riofnfl ^oaednel "lo noxJ
^eiullx/oiasp, nl ts^jagn© i-.tod-nsXa'iol ©ri^ 10 .II
311X90 I.CI90 ‘leq 'luo’i- j^lnewct ^3bpae0 mo-Tl o*ij3 Inoo Tubq
©••IB odvv aeX'ilnifOo Tcerilo nio‘x'1 ©eodi lo -ladimin odT . iona'i'i
la 93*161 c/fvt ^oXdXsXXjen leoaXa eX snimifi'l nX besag/io
‘io Ineo isq Ixi^l© oao^iinoo ori# aeXIanai sdl gnXed q/jo*r5
. XB IO I dB/(I
equc'is oXitdle nj^ ts*:©! laog'ijiX ©xll o-'iful.? ^-x©op,©donaM nl
biXiil-bao 0p.X*xqffiioo xi>?Xban.80-dDno‘i'55 ©xll ,.b©lB*iIneonoo ©*xb
-Xxoiqqs qjJO*i3 nsXs-'xol *i3riIo oil .noXIaioqoq s’^IXo axil To
tRiavX'x leo'XBGii *1X9x11 ,xlal*xl ©ril aortXa t«i©c£raun *1X0111 sslaiii
p.jlae-xO ©rid .ex/rir.ai! lU .dooo *xaq X.G ^Xnc ‘lodeoni npo
nX ^siXBibjtiaBO-doxio'iq ©xid bxiXxlad oooXq .bxiooae ijquooo
,doX©V, ^dodooS -flEiIsn;!i snXbx/XonX tXleidX*i8 ©rid tb*ioonoO
*i&xldO£L9 sX nII*i9S il^xjorfd £jfc , bnooos 3lne*i xleXiI nrcoridTioi! bite
bi-llngual city with a large group of French-Canadians,
Its Norwegian settlement Is worthy of note. Members of
this group were pioneers In winter sports activities In
the North Country and founders of the celebrated Nason
Ski Club.
As the racial groups became established In New Han?)-
shlre, they began to set up tnelr own newspapers and
clubs. The first French-Canadian newspaper printed In
New Hampshire was called "La Volx du Peuple" and flourished
for a few months In 1869 at Manchester, The leading French-
Canadlan journal Is the Manchester daily, *'L* Avenir National'll
it shares the field with "L* Impartial*’, a Nashua tri-weekly.
The Greeks have two newspapers, the Manchester **Ergatis**
(Worker), a tri-weekly, and the “Athena", a Nashua weekly.
In the field of politics, French-Canadian 3 have
played an Increasingly Important part. Members of this
group were elected to the Manchester city council And to
the state legislature as early as 1880, and the last four
mayors of Manchester (19o8) have been French-Canadian
stock. Other cities of the state have also chosen execu-
tives and legislators of other than English extraction.
A final word is in order regarding the attitude of
the original Anglo-Saxon Inhabitants to the new comers.
At first there were some who regretted what they considered
the 'dilution" of the early stock; a doleful writer in
ItaniilbBnjaO-rioiife'i'? 7o qjJO'ig ©i^'isl 8 d^tw ^ctla iRL'gnll-id
to a'l&Qitioffi .Qioa to ^:idrrow r.l Ja©jffid£t^9e HBisowioW ecH
ni eeiilvitofi qd-rroqe ‘letaiw ni: R’^ieenolq o'lew quo^ig etrirf
rioeaVI bad'B'xCtelao eilt to aioibnaot fene '^'iJ’nc.roO xit'iojd Qd3
-q'TiBri wt7M nJt LoilstXcl ',dao enueoed Kqao'ig IbIob^ ©xld sA
JbaB B'loqBqRwen iiwo qu dse. od aegeo .9-ilac
111 DoJnlnq 'ieg«qawea n-iIbrniBO-xlonea'i da'll:! ©xiT .adulo
beriel'ijjolt bna "©Iqirot sj£> xloV aJ" beIXao 'iB.t o-'.XuEoiiisH woH
-xionoT^ ^nXb.^el e/lT .'i&dGanoni’.M djs 9ddl xiX axldnom ^y©t a aot
^“Xsnoldis^l aXnevs'J" ledsodrnoJi ©dd ai Xaiin'or nsXbp.asO
/
.
v;X?ioow-J;'id ajjaejeM a ^"Xald'iAqxal ’ J“ ddXw bXoXt eric; se-iBcle dl
'’eXuBg^d" ladaerCoasM edd ^aioqaq8;f8a O'Vd evert a^ioeiX) ertT
.^Xsleev ax/rteart & t"Bn©rtdA" edj biiB ,A(;I>i9dw-X‘id a ^ ( 'leii.-iow)
I*
^ ovBrt enaibaaBO-rtoaei'^ tsoldlloq to bXeit ©rtd nl
p.Xrtci to 8‘iearneM .d-iaq da.-jd'ioqini ^XgalRBO'Tonl hb bo^alq
• od bnfl IXonixoo '^dlo 'isdaertonaM ©rtd od bedoeXs s‘iew qaoqg
•luot daaX ©iXd bna tOBdX ee ^X'la© aa Q'li/daXaxgeX ddade ond
iiBXbanaO-rtone'iX aeod overt ^bot;X) 'lodeertonaM to
-//oax6 nse.oxio oaXa ovad ©dada ©dd to acidio •lortdO .>Iooda
.noidoaqdxs deiXgnd nedd ‘xarijo to a'lodalaiseX Las aavXd
to obxidXdda odd gnlX/irigbi 'laXao a£ eX b-iow’ Xanlt A
.a'isiaoo w©fi odd od adiisdXcffidnX £ioxa8-oXgnA XoaXglio ©dd
Oa'xebXr.r.oo Y®rtd dedv/ jbeddo'ige'i odv7 ©race ©aow ©qodd da'iXt dA
nX 'isdX'i# Xxftolob e ;xooda '^I'le© odd to ’’xioiduIXJtf' odd
rtuio Xaa
Fogg's Statistical Gazetteer prophesied in lb74,
"In a half century not a vi stage of pure, original
New Hampshire blood will be left." While this attitude
still is occasionally encountered, the new stock's adapt-




nl Jbelaeilcto^q leectd’ssaO leoJtcteJtd’s.tS e
Xan.tglio tSTi/q lo Q^&ielv a ^on <j'Xij;Jn0D> IXerl a nl"
8i/1J eliifW ”.;Tl6X ecJ XIXw booXcf oildaqraaH W6K
-JqsXia B’?f-oo^R won eri^t ,5e'iactn0oon© \^lXanolaeooo eX XXX^e
xXiaq deom orl;t tcoI teerl a«aX>X XBfioX.'tXbaTi oi
. dxxaxuc^naee'i XXa X-evtjsqlaaXJb
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POPULATION STATISTICS
Growth In Population Density of Population
1900 411,588 1900 45.6
1910 420,572 1910 47.7
1920 443,083 1920 49.1
1930 465,293 1930 51.5
1940 491,524 1940 54.5
Rate of Growth A^e Group s
1890 1930
1800 29.6 % 0- 4 8.1 “§74
1900 9.3 % 5-19 26.3 26.7
1910 4.6 % 20-29 18.2 14.3
1920 2.9 % 30-44 20.2 20.2
1930 5.0 % 45-54 10.5 11.8
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General Admlniatratlon , New Hampshire since 1855
has been working toward a unified supervisory system in
the public schools* Effective steps in legislation making
this possible were taken in 1899 and 1919* The general
administration of education and teacher training rests
with the 8tate Board of Education which employs a Commis-
sioner of Education as Its chief executive officer, but
to a very large extent the local school districts of the
towns and cities determine the local facilities, particu-
larly as to plans and personnel* The curriculum is normally
prescribed by the Etate Board of Education for all elemen-
tary schools, and any high school to be recognized by the
state must have its educational program approved by the
State Board of Education* Generally, each town or city
constitutes a school district, there being only eigjit
school districts which overlap beyond town boundaries*
At present, there is a total of 244 districts*
Supervisory Unions * To provide supervision to the
schools in the most efficient and economical manner,
school districts are permitted to combine into supervisory
unions and engage a superintendent jointly* By this
method about 60 per cent of the children in the rural
areas have the same advantages of a high standard of
supervision as have generally the urban school population.
These superintendents, approximately sixty in number, are
. V
f3'.8£ MiiiE O'llrieqmBlI c.'©?^ . r
£
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fix luectB'^B vrcoexvi. :cjf.ra jf>©l‘ilnjj ij f/isv/oct gnlJi'icw ne©cf safi
*.'fil>{sni fio.t:^3Xni;LjoI nl eqeXa 8vxdr)©*ll; .sloorlns oJtIcfiiq cxlct
I;.*/i6fi©8 .GX^'I bflB 9981 ni ©'lew aldlsaoq p.lrict
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'’d o.r*idcXf. :^J^S lo ladod - ?.l ©^Torid ^daaeo-xq d/>
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paid jointly by the local district and the state board.
Buildings . Throughout the state the physical plant
of the public school system includes 962 buildings used
for elementary schools and 34 buildings used for secondary
schools. In the elementary group 537 of the buildings
are one-room schools. There is a growing number of con-
solidated schools wherein greater service is rendered to
the school population and at a correspondingly lower cost.
Cost of Schools . The cost of the schools and related
services is borne by the state and by the local school
districts and constitutes about one-third of the tax burden.
The cost of general administration in the State Board
of Education is relatively low (about .8 per cent of all
public school expenditures), for in the organization of
the supervisory unions the superintendent is made respon-
sible for a considerable amount of administration which
ordinarily would fall to a central administration office.
Equalization of State Aid . New Hampshire has had in
operation since 1919 a plan of equalization of state aid.
The plan provides assistance toward the current expenses
of elementary schools in certain districts from a state
appropriation but does not apply to nigh schools. This
amount of state aid is based first upon school costs as
determined by the atate Board, and second on the district*
s
capacity to pay as indicated by its equalized valuation.
.b*i30d ©.tocta bn.y IrooX oclcf y;d T^Ii^ntof, bisq
ctneXq XaoI.8Y.iq ©rli ©iais oxli iL/or^gJL’o^^^T , aa^-Xi^Xli/S
jb©ejj a^ntbllLidi aeXjxrXoni moos^e Xoorloa otXcfuq ©di io
Yiai:>noooc ‘loi beau B^iilLX.l:ucf bri.3 p.Xoodop.
BsaXdllucf fcrio lo qyc'ia .eXoorloe
-rfoo io lodrawn b ai eifedT reXoofioa tnoorL-jno ©la
oi £'.©*iQJbn©'i si ©oIv'iqs nie'iori'flf Bloodoa JbedaDlIoe
.isoo *x&v70l 0 ^1*10 0 a io i'fiB noiieXwqoq loorioa ©rli
b9iBl©‘i bna aXoofioo ©rfct lo ;jboo ©rlT , sloodoC lo icoQ
Xoorioe laooX ©di ©ctais ©dd' en'iod ai aeoivies
netxXfd XB^ odd lo .b*'iixld~©no inocfa Ewiniiip.noo taa adol'iiaib
X’''I303 ©ioia ©di nl noiiB*xieIniisii)c Xa^iexteQ 'lo ieoo ©di'
XXa lo ctiieo 'loq 8. Ji/odo; woX noliaoif/ba lo
lo noXioslnasio ©di ni -lol ^ v soT^dilbnaqx© Xoodoe oilolrq
'-noqaed ©Jbam ai inabn© Jii.lo: 'qua ©ni anoxfuj ^rcoelv-iequa ©Hi
doidw noiia'iiainlmba lo iniro-ia eldlB’ieblanoo a *iol sXd.ta
.©oillo noiXeiialninibe laoinoo a oi XXal bXjJOw
ni ooil sad Giidaq/ttaH \7©K . faiA ©iaig lo noi JosIIax/pa
<
‘^Xa ©isis lo noiiBsiXanp© lo riaXq a QXv.'I ©oxils aoiiBT;aqo
e.oanoqx© inoi'iuo ©xiJ biawui ©onaJalBsa eoJbxvo^xq nnXq ©dT
oiaJa a mo'll gOoi'iieXb ni.^iieo ni aXoodoa Y‘^’®^d©m©I© lo
p.inT ,eX'^)Orios xl3 td oi 8*©ob ix/cT noliai’^iqo'iqqB
Eo odsoo looxioe noqi/ ctet:!! doRod si bia ©isle lo innona
t. ’ioi'i .J r ib 8xii no ixiooee bnc tbiao8 sioia ©fii b©nira7.oi6b
,noiiBx/Xov besIXanp© ail y<^ deisoibni eb Y'^-^daqao
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Scb.ool Transportation # TJie local district school
boards are required by law to furnish transportation to
all pupils below the ninth grade who live more than two
milos from the school to which assigned and to furnish
transportatioh to other pupils when directed to do so by
the State Commissioner of Education.
Teacher Training . The state maintains two Normal
Schools for teacher training, Plymouth Normal and Keene
Normal, established in 1870 and 1908. These institutions
are about 50 per cent self-supporting and have student
enrollment of 267 and 566, respectively, in normal times.
The board is responsible for the training of teachers at
state expense and has entire control over the normal schools.
School Health . The state board is given authority
by law to examine and care for the health of pupils and
employs a state school Supervisor of Health. All school
districts which have not adopted medical inspection must
employ a school physician or school nurse for the medical
inspection of the children, and superintendents must include
physical exercise in the program of all elementary schools.
The University of New Hampshire . A bill introduced
into Congress by Justin s. Morrell of Vermont and signed
by President Lincoln signalized the beginning of education
at the New Hampshire University at Durham. It provided
"Federal Aid" for agricultural education in all the states.
loodoa laooX eriH , nol^s\‘Ji'iOQf.nirv£ looxioa
oct oo.tu/jX'ioqexiB'id- xlclnii/l oX wel Jbe'ilifpo'i o^i^ efciBod
OfrJ iisuJ ©'XQift ©vXI odw eba‘i^. ridnXn ftdd wolecf alJtqxrq IXii
fia.tn'ii.fl od- X)ni3 ten^leaw .do.triw od loonoe ©rid lao'i'i
y;d oe oJb od redos'iid nedisr eXiqi/q ‘lexldo od noddsd'ioqBna'id
.xfo.t lo ‘lenoleexnufloO ©dad8 ©rid
lamoi/l owd erxljpdnxaoi e.Viede ©dT *iOi.;j3©T
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anoldirdXdcnl ©aorlT , 80(?I Lns O'vBX /li. i-ensiidadB© ^XiianoM
dfiaXr/ds ©vsrl bna gnldioqqjjE-'iXsfr da©o ^oq OS dxfode ©'ib
. sfemXd iBiTiior* xil t 'jXevXdodqsdd 4666 £>fiu V6-J lo dn©fliXIO‘in©
da B'ledoaad ‘io gninldid ©dd 10I eXdXaxioqa&'i ex insod ©xlT
GXoorioe ismion ©dd ‘xevo Xo'idnoo ©dXdno sod dns ©eaeqx© ©dsda
^dX'ioxtdiXB novlg sX X'laod ©Jade ©riX' . ddlBijil Xoodo8
cno EXiqtrq lo ddXaed ©dd 'xo'l ©-ibo fariB ©nXmxiX© od wbX
Xoodo© XIi\ .cldXsaH lo ‘ioaiv‘i©qxj8 Xoodo8 ©dads ^ s^oXqm©
dexfia iioldoeqexxi Isoldera dedqods don evad doldw edxiXidaXJb
XiiolXettu Gild 'lol esix/ii Xoodo© 10 nx!;XoXe^r[q Xoodoe b ^oX<^©
oX.aioxiX daifcfi ©dxiGdfxednX'iGqira bna t/i^ToXXdo end lo noldoaqanl
.aXoodoB '\j;*iBdnGifloX© XXs lo xfisdsc/iq odd al eaio'xexe Isoxe^dq
iJOGXJxxi'idxiX XlXd A . ©‘tixiagmsd veH lo ^dXe'ievXdO ©xiT
dongxa baa daofii'isV lo IXe^'roLi .8 nXdei/G ©Re'ignoo odni
noidsot/X© lo gnlnnlgod odd Xssilsagxs xiXoodXJ Jiiodlseil "^d
doJbivoiq jI .nxnd’ixxa ds ^dieiovXnD C'iXxip.cpnBH wen ©dd ds
.sadBde odd XXb xjX noldBoxfb© X.3'ii/dXi;oX'igB nol "JblA Xsdsde'u*'
TJie State of New Hampshire accepted tiie provisions and
received ^5,000 for a nest egg to a small school at
Hanover. This was named the New Hampshire ’’College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts". This was 1868.
For the remainder of the story I quote from the
1938-39 Bulletin of the University of New Hampshire
"When in 1890 Benjamin Thompson of Durham died,
he left a large bequest to the state on condition
for certain educational purposes. The Thompson
Estate then amounted to $300,000, but this was to
lie untouched at compound interest for a period of
twenty years. When at last in 191k; it first became
available, it amounted to approximately $800,000.
"In tne meantime, the state began its career as
a sponsor of nigher education, erecting a cow bam
in Durham, and the enthusiastic senior class of the
college came down from Hanover and had its commence-
ment exercises before the first cattle were installed.
AS rapidly as possible after this, the state erected
four other buildings; Thompson Hall, Conant Hall,
Nlsmlth Hall, and a building for the college shops*
All these are still in use. The first named, little
changed, still houses the office of the president and
other administrative offices, though the others have
been enlarged and remodeled out of all recognition.
“The most marked effect of ..the new environment
was an increased enrollement and in 1893, when the
new buildings became ready for occupancy, there were
64 students, 10 of whom were women. There had been
but one woman student in all previous years of the
College existence. The class of 1893 held its com-
mencement in the new Thompson Hall, and from then
on all classes were held at Durham. It was soon
apparent that most of the women students and a good
many of the men could not be actually listed in
either of the categories which the name of the
i/The Builetin"of the University of New Hampshire , The
University of New Hsunpshire, Durham, N. H., (1938-39 )
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institution suggested. When, then, in 1914, constant
expansion made some administrative division essen-
tial, the college was divided into three divisions;
Agriculture, Engineering, and Arts and Science, and
the hitherto unclassified group was assigned to the
Arts and Science division, wnlch from then on grew
much more rapidly than the other two,
"Moved by its alumni since 1910 to follow the
example set in other states, and feeling that by now
with its many courses and its now more than 1000
students, another name would more nearly describe
the fact than the one originally adopted for the
institution, the Legislature in 192o renamed the col-
lege <The University of New Hampshire* and reorganized
it, creating within it the three colleges of Agricul-
ture, Technology, and Liberal Arts. It followed this
action in 1925 by providing permanently for its sup-
port in granting it an annual income amounting to
one mill for each dollar of the assessed valuation
of all the taxable property in the state, a sum
which in the year lyov, amounted to approximately
$548,000.
"Today, in addition to the college in Durham,
there are also an agricultural experimentation sta-
tion and an agricultural extension service which
reaches every town in the state; an engineering
experiment station, a summer school, a graduate
school, a summer school for zoological study on the
Isle of Shoals, and a permanent forestry camp with
buildings and four hundred acres of land in the
White Mountains.
•*The University enrollment, thou^ rigidly res-
tricted to those in the upper three-fourths of the
graduating classes of the hi^ schools of the state
and to some others of high standing from schools
outside the state, now amounts to more than 1700.
^his figure has been greatly increased as a result
of the veterans of World War I^"
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Government
The government of New Hampshire up to July of 1774
was that of a dependent province, existing by the favor
of the mother country. In May of the year Governor Went-
worth left suddenly and abruptly. This left the govern-
ment of the state without a responsible head. At this
time the House Representatives voted:
"That the Honorable John Wentworth, Esq*, Speaker
of the House, Samuel Cutts, Esq*, Josl^ Bartlet,
Esq., John Gldding, Esq., Mr. Henry Prescott and
John Pickering, Esq*, be a Committee of this House
to correspond as occasion may require with the
Committees that are or may be appointed by the
several Houses of Representatives in our sister
Colonies, and to exhibit in the House an account
of their proceedings when required."
From this Committee, known as the Committee of Safety,
developed step by step our state government.
On the fifth of January 1776 the committee sent to
Congress a temporary constitution for the set-up of a
civil government. This was the first frame of government
adopted by the colonies, and it served as a model for many.
This consitutlon, however, was not submitted to the
people but rather went into effect upon its adoption by
the convention, the members of which had been given Just
such power.
AS an outgrowth of this, the House of Representatives
in June 1776, elected a committee to act Jointly with this
Committee of Safety to make a draft of a declaration of
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Independence of tJae united colonies from Great Britain.
In September 1V92 the fourth state constitutional
convention was held for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of the constitution of 1784, namely, that after
a period of seven years, if the people voted in favor of
it, the general courts should call a convention for the
purpose of revision, it is interesting to note that since
that revision, in the period of over a century, there
have been only 2l changes made in the constitution.
In all, eight constitutional conventions have been
held. The finished product of these meetings is the
present constitution of the atate of New Hampshire,
New Hampshire Seal . Adopted in 1784 and confirmed
in 1785, New Hampshire *s seal was redescrlbed in 19ol when
a new seal press was made from a drawing by Pierre de
Chaignon la Rose, The design has been basically unchanged
for more than 160 years.
In the spring of 1945 the New Hampshire House of
Representatives adopted a measure which would have changed
the seal materially, but the State Senate, by a small
margin, preserved the historic design.
The sun rises behind a broadside view of the frigate
"Raleigh" on the stocks. The United States flag "as
authorized by Congress on June 14, 1777" flies from an
ensign staff at the stern. Pennants fly from the jury
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'led'iB dwrid ^^evi 'lo noldndldanoo ©ad "lO enolsdvo^iq
lo 'loval nl oedov alqosq end li. »8‘1jo©y nevee lo Xoiieq m
edj *101 noldiiovaoo s IXbo binoria ed'xuoo Xa'ieiiag exid tdl
Qyflls derld ©don od jjxii.jco'xednl si di .nolr.lvo'x lo csoq^uq
0 ‘iarld t^rurdneo s Tevo lo bol^ioq arid nl ^noiaivei daxld
. ^loidx/didenoo a/ld nl edam segxtBrXo. X2 ijlno need ovad
need ©vari ftnoxdnevnoo lenoidxrdiaranoo axial© ,IXb nl
©rid 81 8anld9©Li ©a arid lo doi/bO'xq berloinil ©xlT . cXaxi
. ©‘ildp.qiaail wok. lo ©dado exld lo noidudidanoo dnaeo'iq
lieranillaoo Jaxis i>8VX ni: X>©dqoXA . le'efl eglrteamBH wen
xiedw Xo6X xiJ; becfl^xoeeberL bsw Ib©© b ' ©'xlflaqiasH w©W td8VI nl
oX) ©a'leil i^iwsnb s mO‘il ©ban suw eao'xq Xeos vwa b
Lognjsrionjj itllBoIsscl n©©d aaxl ngiseb ©xlT .ogoR ©I nongxaxiO
y ; .s’lse^ OdX naild o‘iom *iol
lo 03X.011 8T;xxlaqitt?iH v/aM ©rid lo gnl'iqa exld xrl
I
negnsxlo ovr5Xl J:Ixjow rioiriw 9*ix/8iie:Ti a bsdqooa sevxcradneefnqT)/.
Ilsina B X<i tOdaxiod Bdsda ©rid dnd t^-tX© C‘i©d3ffl Xaoe orid
.n-^iaob ©i'lodairi sxid tovnaeeiq ^nlg'iBiu
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Y/itrl ©rid aionl •'jll edrtanxiol .n^ieds ©rid da Hade ngXen©
staff on the mainmast and foremast. The ’’Raleigh" was one
of the first thirteen vessels ordered for the American
Navy; she was built at Portsmouth in 177o.
in 1945 the Legislature adopted a state "emblem*’
showing a view of the Old Man of the Mountains. Tnis de-
vice is planned for the use on publications and stationery;
it should not be confused with the state seal design, used
for the same purpose for man years, ‘ihe seal is two
Inches in diameter.i/
1/The National Geographic Magazine , "Seals of Our Nation,
States, and Territories." Elizabeth W. King. Volume XC,
No. 1, pp. 2U-Si2.
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Banks In New Hampshire There are 94 state banks
in New Hampshire at the present time. Of these, 34
are Mutual Savings Banks, 10 are Guarantee Savings Banks,
28 are Building and Loan Associations, 12 are Trust
Companies, 9 are Credit Unions, and one is a Morris Plan
Bank. Directors are mostly reliable citizens.
In these banks there was on deposit at a recent date
1201,200,647.42, represented by 310,065 depositors, which
means that more than half of the state*
s
population of
about 5,000,000 have savings in these state banks. These
state banks have organized a mutual protective associa-
tion which serves as a guarantee to the depositors.
In the Nations Banks within the state on September
28, 1938, there was a total of Jij)70,906,000. Both the
Savings Banks and the Nations Banks show large Increases
in deposits since 1933.
The first Banking Act in the state was passed in
1837 creating a Board of three commissioners, namely,
Jonathan Harvey of Sutton, John Chadwick of Middletown,
and James Clark of Franklin. From then on to the
present, we find many prominent names among these
commissioners.
j^John Henry Bartlett, A Synoptic History of the Granite
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1
New Hampshire banks were probably less disturbed by
the depression than those of any other state.
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Supreme Court Justices ”One life-long resident
of New Hampshire served on the Supreme Court of the
United States# and that was Levi Woodbury* He was
born in Prance stown on December 22# 1789# the year
when the United States Government itself was born.
In the Dartmouth College Class of 1809 he took his
degree at the age of 20 and at once began to practice
law in that small town parish. At the age of 27 we
find him Clerk of the State Senate# and at the age
of 28 he was appointed to the Supreme Court of New
Hampshire. Two years later he moved to Portsmouth
(1819). When he was 34 years old# he was elected
governor of the state, and two years later entered
the United States Senate. There he became known as
the *Rock of New England Democracy*. After one
term in the Senate he was made Secretary of the
Navy (1831-34)# then Secretary of the Treasury
(1834-41). Then he was again sent to the senate
to remain until 1846# when he was placed upon the
highest bench in the nation. There he served with
distinction until his death at 62 on September 4#
1851. There is evidence that his early decease
prevented his becoming president, ne was much dis-
cussed in that connection, but strangely enough,
this exalted office went to another son of New
Hfiunpshire. — Franklin Pierce. Levi Woodbury*s old
colonial homestead still stands in Portsmouth.
•‘Three justices of the Supreme Courts of the
united Spates were appointed as residents of other
states but were born in New Hampshire. They were
Salmon P. Chase, Nathan Clifford# and Harlan Fiske
Stone. President Lincoln appointed Chase to be
Chief Justice. Me was a native of the very wee
town of comlsh, born January 13# 1808# or 19 years
after Justice woodbury. Graduated at Dartmouth in
1826# he studied law in Washington# D.C*# and began
to practice law in Cincinnati in 1829 when only 21
years of age. ne was elected to the united States
Senate and served from March 4, 1849, to March 13,
1855# when he became a Free Soil Governor of Ohio#
only to be re-elected to the united States Senate
again, only to resign the next day after March 4,
i860, to become President Lincoln* s Secretary of the
^John Henry Bartlett, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State . M. A. Donohue and Company. Chicago, 1939, pp.l65-
167.
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Treasury, which he held until July 1, 1864. He had
been a candidate, at least had been strongly con-
sidered, for the presidency instead of Lincoln, But
on December b, 18b4, he was appointed Chief Justice
and served until his death May 7, 1873,
"Nathan Clifford was born in Rxunney, August 18,
1803, Rumney was a tiny town. At the age of 24 he
went to York County, Maine, to practice law. He
attended Dartmouth. The old Pine Tree atate made
him Attorney General from 1834-1838, and then gave
him two terms in Congress as a Democrat. President
Buchanan took a fancy to his talents and asked him
to accept a cabinet position as Attorney General,
and he served from October 17, 1846 to March 17, 1848.
Mr. Clifford negotiated the Treaty of Mexico to con-
clude the war. Then he was appointed to the High
Bench by President Buchanan, serving until he died,
July 25, 1881, at the age of 78.
"After Justice Clifford* s decease in 1881, New
Hampshire waited nearly half a century before Harlan
Stone was appointed a Justice of the united States
Supreme Court by New England* s President Coolldge
in January 1925. Like the others, he was born in a
small town in New Hampshire—Chesterfield, as was
also his talented wife, Agnes Harvey. Unlike his
three New Hampshire predecessors on the Supreme
Court, Justice Stone was educated at Amherst College,
graduating in 1894, His next move was to study law
at Columbia Law School from which he received the
degree of L.L.D. in 189b. Thereupon, he was admitted
to practice law in the state of New York, and he be-
came a member of the law firm of Wilmer and Canfield,
later of atterlee, Canfield and Stone, and later
Sullivan and Cromwell. Justice Stone was a lecturer
on law at Columbia Law school from 1898-1903, adjunct
professor of Law in 1903, professor of Law and Dean
of the same school from 1910-1923. He was drafted
into the cabinet of President Coolldge as Attorney
General in 1924. While there, his organizing talent
prompted him to set up the J. Edgar Hoover units,
and he alone deserves the credit of discovering the
talents of this young man, buried deep among thousands
of Civil Service employees. Since serving on the
Supreme Court, his written opinions, both dissenting
and majority have put the spotlight on his judicial
mind, much the same as it was on that of the late
Justice Holmes whom he so greatly admired.
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"Justice Stone’s written opinion on the 'Miniraum
Wage Law’ was so humane and so convincing that it
became history making,
"justice and Mrs, Stone had two sons—Marshall
H, Stone, now practicing law in New York City and
Lawson H, Stone, a Professor of Mathematics at
Harvard, and an author of a mathematics textbook.
As an author. Justice Stone himself has written the
following: ’Law and Its Administration*, Public In-
fluence of the Bar’, and ’The Common Law in the United
States* • **
New Hampshire’s Authors ,1/ "Robert Frost of Franconia
is New Han5)shlre * s greatest contribution to the
poetry of America, ranking as he does, at the top
of all American poets today, in the opinion of the
critics and vying with the historic poets of New
England, We here mention but two of his poems, ’North
of Boston’ and ’New Hampshire*.
"Going backward in point of time, we here men-
tion two other poets of fame—Sam Waiter Foss and
Richard Harvy.
"However brief our list of authors is to be, it
must Include Thomas Bailey Aldrich, whose writings
will always entertain boys, although perhaps no more
than Henry A. Shute*s', ’A Real Diary of a Real Boy*,
"No writer's name will ever live longer than
that of Mary Baker Eddy, and no book will be more
read by more generations than ’Science and Health*.
"Winston Churchill was a resident and citizen
of New Hampshire for several years, and here he
found material for and wrote his famous ’Conniston’.
"Edna Dean Proctor, born at Heniker, made a
place among our poets by her ’song of the Ancient
People’, a story of the Pueblo Indians.
"Mrs. Larz Anderson, nee Isabel Perkins, daughter
of Commodore h. Perkins, wrote many books, among them
the ’Great Sea House’ and ’Every Boy and Other Chil-
dren’s Plays’,"
^John Henry Bartlet, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State . M.A. Donohue, Chicago, 1938, pp. 172-173.
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"Frances Parkinson Keyes of North Haverhill has
become recognized as one of the first line writers
of today by her *Letters Prom A Senator's Wife', her
novels, 'Senator Marlowe's Daughter*, 'Hour Bright',
and her recent 'Washington Kaleidoscope* and 'Parts
Unknown'
•
‘''Greorge Waldo Brown of Manchester contributed
many good books relating to New Hampshire and its
legends, among them 'The Hero of the Hills'*
"Celia Thaxter of Portsmouth left a book of
fascinating poems centered around the ‘Isle of Shoals*.
“Bleanor Lattimore of Hanover has recently be-
come well known throu^ cnlld stories, among them
being 'Little Pear and His Family*.
"All New Hampshire attorneys own a copy of Louis
Q. Hoyt's book on Probate Practice. Philip S. Marden,
publisher of 'Lowell (Mass.) Courier* and author of
books for travel, and a son of George A. Marden, is
another writer of whom New Haapshire is proud.
"If we were to include our summer guests in the
list of authors, we would name Tom Druier, Cornelius
Weygandt, uidwln Arlington Robinson, Erie Kelly,
Kenneth Roberts, Ernest Poole, Eleanor Porter, Herbert
Welch, Samuel Growther, John Q. Tisson, and many
others.
"
Painters of New Hampshire.^
1. Abbot Thayer
a. Lived and worked, largely in Southwestern
New Hampshire
b. Best painting "Monodnock” at Metropolitan
Museum, wew York.
c. Work in regard to protective coloration-basic
idea used in camouflage.
2. Maxfleld Parrish
a. Capable painter and illustrator
b. jaducated at narvard and Pennsylvania Academy
of Pine Arts.
^Adapted from F.C. Roberts, "how to Present to Normal
School Students the Resources of and Development of a State
Using New Hampshire as a Type Study." Thesis: Boston
University, 1928.
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Mother Goose in Prose
The Golden Age
Knickerbocker’s History of New York
(Z) Calendar paintings
Showing history of Li^t
(4) Separate paintings
Enchantment
A Venetian Lamplighter snd others.
d. honors awarded
Elected to American Artist Society (1897)
honorable mention at Paris (1900)
Silver medal at Buffalo in 1910
Recognized as an outstanding American Artist
3. George DePorest Brusn
a. Born in South (Tennessee) but has spent his
life in Cornish, New Hampshire
b* works
(1) The Moose hunt
(2) Mother and Child
(3) The Artist
(4) The Aztec King and the Sculptor
c. Work recognized as being of merit.
4« Alfred Cornelius howland
a. born in Walpole, New Hampdiire, 1838*
b. Studied art at Dusseldorf and Paris
c. Painted in New York and Paris and Berlin
d. Works
(1) Fourth of July Parade
(2) The Yale Fence (Now owned by Yale Unlv.
)
(3) Driving a Bargain
(4) The Pot Boiler
(5) Morning on the River Banks
(b) The Village Band
(7) On the Hoosac
5* Ulysses Dow Tenney (1B26-I9u3) New Hampshire*
s
portrait painter
a. born at Hanover and secured art education
under private instructors
b. Works
(1) Pull length portrait of President Franklin
Pierce and John P. Hale (At State House,
Concord)
(2) Painted many others found in state House.
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b, Joseph Ames (1816-1872)
a. Born In Roxhury; ec3u.cated himself In art
t>, A portrait painter of note
c. Did most of his work in Boston
d. works
(1) Portrait of Pope Plus IX (painted in Rome)
(2) Noted as the portrait painter of Daniel
Webster




The Death of Webster
7. John Rollins Tilton (1833-1888)
a. Born in London
b. Student of Venetian School and most of his
paintings depict foreign scenes
c • Works
(1) The Palace of Thebes
(2) Como
(3) Lagoon of Venice
(4) Venetian Fishing Boats
(5) Rome from Mt. Aventlne
8, Others
a, Stephen Parrish (1846)
b, Edward M, Nichols (1820-1871)
c, Albert G, Holt (1809-1871)
d* Morse Shurtllff (1838)
e. Alma Teeny (1810-1900)
f. Elizabeth G. Boxighereau (1837-1920)
Sculptors of New Hampshire
1, Larkin G. Mead (1835-1890)
a. Educated first in America but later in life
studied in Italy
b* First recognition came from the Saxon Angel
c. Other works
(1) Statue of Vermont (for State House at
Montpelier)
(2) Ethan Allen
(3) The Returned Soldier
(4) Abraham Lincoln
(5) Cavalry, Infantry, Artillery
(6) Return of Proserpine to the Realms of Plutc
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2. David Chester Funch
a. Born in Exeter, N.H., moved to Cambridge, Mass,
early in life
b. Received first training in clay modeling from
Amy Alcott, sister of Louise Alcott, the writer,
c. Studied at Massachusetts Institute of Techno-
logy, in studios in Boston and later In Florence
d* Works
(1) The Minute Man (first important woik and
his best, unveiled at Concord Bridge, 1875)
(2) John Howard
(3) General Grant (at Philadelphia)
(4) General Hooker (State House grounds, Boston,
(5) Statue of Lincoln at Washington Republic
(Sixty feet high for World* s Fair, Chicago)
3. Augustus Saint-Gaudens (1848-1907)
a. Life
(1) Born in Dublin, Ireland, but came to this
country early in life.
(2) At 13 was apprenticed to a cameo cutter,
studied nights at the Cooper Union and
Academy of Design in paris and Rome
(3) Much Influenced by Civil War, the Franco-
Prussian War and other historical happenings
of his day
(4) Did some work in Cornidi, N. H#
b. Works
(1) Medallions of High Order, e.g., the
medallion of Peter Cooper
(2) Panels^'or bas-reliefs
The Children of Jacob Shift





The Seated Lincoln at Chicago (was modeled
in Cornish)
The Standing Lincoln at Chicago
The Robert Gould Shaw Memorial
The Phillips Brooks Memorial (Trinity
Church, Boston)
General Sherman
Alligorical groups for the Boston Public
Library
(4) Recognition
a. He was much sought for private work
b. Early recognized as an outstanding
sculptor, now called America* s finest.
c. Honorary degrees-Harvard, Yale, Princeton.
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4* The Cornish Colony
a. Cornish— a delightful and picturesque town
h, Eome of many outstanding artists, sculptors,
and writers
c* The Augustus Saint-Gaudens Memorial
(1) Located at the Saint-Gaudens estate
(2) Purpose
(a) TO make available either in replica
or original the works of Saint-Gaudens
(b) TO aid, encourage, and assist young
sculptors of promise
(c) To bring together collections.
Musicians of New Hampshire . 1/
1, Walter Kittredge
a. Born in Merrlmac
b. Wrote several Civil War songs of which "Tent-
ing on the Old Campground" is best known
2« The Hutchinson Quartet
a. All born in Melford—four of the thirteen
children of Levette Hutchenson
b* Toured in the Northern States in interest
of temperance and anti-slavery
c* Composed songs
d. Gave 11,000 concerts and made 'Renting on the
Old Camp Ground” famous.
3, Martha Dana Shepard
a. Born at New Hampton
b. Showed great ability In her early life; made
her debut at the age of 15.
c* Always popular with her audiences as a pianist









H, A. A. Beach (Amy Marcy Cheney)
Born in Henniker
Is considered the greatest living musician
of New Hanpshlre
First public appearance was in Boston at
age of 10
Possesses a thorough music education
Compositions largely of a classical nature
Best known
(1) Rose of Avantown
(2) Galic Symphony
(3) The Minstral and the King
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(4) Operetta ”The Year's at the Spring" from
Browning's poem "Pippa Passes" is consi-
dered her best
(5) Also has written Cantatas# anthems# songs#
sonatas for piano and violin,
5, Edward Alexander MacDowell (1861-1907)
a. Considered New Hampshire's greatest musician
b. Born in New York City
c. Received the best musical education that this
country and Europe can give
d. Ability early recognized and appreciated in
the United States
e. In later life retired to Peterboro, N,H«#
to compose music and rest




(4) New England Idyls
g. Macdowell's influence on American music
(1) Favored the Aboriginal music of the Red
Men as the music for America
(2) Disapproved of the idea that American
music should be ta^cen from the Negro.
He sensed the coming evolution of jazz
from the Negro music.
h. MacDowell was also a poet and artiatof ability,
6, The MacDowell Colony
a, A memorial established by Mrs, MacDowell in
memory of her husband at Peterboro
b. The puipose is to encourage the study and
production of creative music
c, A beautiful estate with little studios for
the study of music
d. Many noted musicians have studied there.
Writers of New Hampshire .
1, Historians of the State
a, Belnap
b, Stackpole (probably the best)
c, Sanborn
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a. Edmiind M. Blunt
Wrote "The American Coast Pilot" that passed
thirty editions,
b. Starr King
Wrote "The White Hills and their Legends”*
After fifty years this is still considered
the best work on the white mountains,
c* George Bartlett Prescott
Wrote extensively on electrical subjects,
d. Albert P. Blaesdell
Wrote on philosophy and hygiene.
Did much to popularize hygiene.
3. Religious writers and teachers
a. James Freeman Clark
Wrote "Ten Great Religions”, "Common Sense
in Religion.
”
b. Mary Baker Eddy




c. Constance F. Woolson
(The works of the above-named authors were
Important in their day but are largely for-
gotten today)
d. Charles Carlton Coffin
Both a novelist and a popular writer of history
Was correspondent at the front for the Boston
Journal during the Civil War—his best-
known work deals with this period
e. Winston Churchill
Member of Cornish Colony
f. Henry Augustus Shute
Popular writer, especially for boys
Wrote "A Real Diary of a Real Boy,” "Real Boys”
5. The Poets
a. Robert Frost
Poems describe the country of New England
b. Cecil ThaJiter
Poems mirror the life of the author on the
isle of Shoals.
c. Thomas Bailey Aldrich, poet, editor, novelist
Best known
Marjorie Daw
The Story of a Bad Boy
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Wrote "Doom of the Whioe Hills"
6. Playwrights
a. Many local plays and pageants have been
written, especially in connection with old
Home Week.
b, Percy MacKaye




Editor of Tribune--a great Intellectual force
in journalism
Anti-slavery agitator
b. Charles Anderson Danna
Assistant editor of Tribune
secretary of War for a time
Fame came as editor of the New York Sun.
8. Miscellaneous Writers
a. John Graham Brooks
Writer of social subjects
b* Manley Bacon Townsend
Nature lover and writer of books dealing with
nature
c* Eleanor Porter
Best known for her Pollyanna books
d. Joseph Emerson Worcester
A voluminous writer
He brought out the "Universal Dictionary in
1846. This was first dictionary to use
illustrations. For a long time it rivaled
Webster* s unabridged dictionary.
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Recreatlon-
Playground of New England . New Hampshire might well
merit the title, “Playground of New England”. Each year
millions of vacationists from the densely populated
metropolitan centers of northern Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, and other states, gravitate toward
tne more rugged and open country of New England, and each
year their numbers register a decided increase. With the
continued development of Dor- saving machinery and the
consequent Increase in leisure time and a decrease In
number of people employed, prob lems of recreation become
dominant.
New Hampshire is bountifully supplied with natural
features tnat lend themselves to outdoor enjoyment. The
mountains, rolling hills and valleys, her innumerable lakes
ponds and streams, and her vast acreages of wild and rocky
areas provide the raw materials upon which a sound public
recreational policy can be based. These multitudinous
topographic features offer an admirable setting for year
round open air activities.
Furthermore, the New Hampshire landscape has a dis-
tinctive flavor of its own. Settled at an early date in
our national history, three hundred years of ever changing
3/Adapted from “State Planning and Development Report,
Concord, New Hampshire, 1935, March.
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generations have left cultural imprints on the never chang-
ing surface* nere a hit of old England with its architec-
tural flavoring, there a hit of old new England with its
long rambling, connected farm homesteads, etched in the
green landscape hy narrow redangular rihhons of artistically
and solidly huilt stone walls*
The climate itself gives New Hampshire a continuous
panorama from i os vivid greens of summer and Ils hrilliant
reds, yellows, and hrowns of fall; through its dazzling
white of winter, to its tenuous grays of spring—a sym-
phony of color and melody--a land of recreation.
And New Hampshire has nou failed to utilize these
assets, unfortunately, in some cases, prohahly too
often, the people of the state as a whole have not recog-
nized the full possihllitles of their gift* Certain anti-
social practices have crept in, hut they represent grow-
ing pains rather than chronic ills* Already the society
for the prevention of New Hamp^ire forest fires has ahly
seconded the efforts of the state and federal governments
in developing these features in a manner that would operate
to the maximum benefit of the greater number.
Existing Recreational Facilities * Recreational
resources are located without very definite relationship
to human demands. Furthermore, it is next to impossible
to measure recreational requirements in terms of land
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because different types of recreation have entirely
different space requirements and because most areas of
land have or may have some recreational utility either as
a primary use or as a by-product.
It is possible to classify recreational facilities
as to seasonal intensity, and this classification has been
used below in describing briefly the various types of
recreational facilities:
Summer Recreational Facilities. Summer recreational
facilities include opportunity for picnicking, hiking,
mountain climbing, swimming, camping, hunting, fishing,
and nature study.
Juvenile camps have come steadily into prominence.
In fact. New Hampshire now ranks third in the national
set-up for recreation of this form. These camps offer
organized courses in educational, social, and religious
fields, and provide ideal summer vacation activities for
thousands of boys and girls, 81 per cent of whom come
from out of the state.
Winter sports Facilities. Winter sports, in general,
are more strenuous than summer activities. The cold, pierc-
ing air compels action; violent action that sends the blood
coursing through the body developing zest and energy.
Many communities have developed definite programs of win-
ter sports. Snow trains bring thousands of week-end
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lo seq\,d ex/oX‘iBV dxfd YX'iGiicf gxt id I'lOBtX) oX v/oXacf bo-iU
leeXdlXioa'i X.iiiuIdBO‘ia&*i
XanoXdB ©'106*1 •lai.'iiiLjjM . "l eXdXX Xop-'-I iBnoldBe'iooF 'laxuoxrX:
tgniiflii tjniiioXnoiq ‘lol ^Jin>d'ioqqo ©buXofiX BoXdXXXoa'l
^gnirteil ^gnXdmfii .^pn.iqiaBO igniioinlwe ^r^nXClnXCo nlsdfiuou
.’^bifda e'lx'dsn brui
. aoxienXmo'iq odnX einoo ©vaxl aqituao oXinG^Bx/I.
.Lcnoiden ©rid nl b-iidd sj-Inao: won ©‘iixlBqiriBH w©>I ^dos'l nl
‘lello eqxiflo ©sexll' .xu'io'i aldd lo noldaQ'tos'i -lol ci'-doa
cjjolgIX©T[ dxiB <Xaloo8 ^Xino idBoubo nX Boa-xaoy XosXnas’io
'lol seldivXdoB xioXdsoBV 'leinmua Io©t>X t>i./Xvo‘iq bxiB teXIeXl
0uioo uiOii;v Xo dxieo -xeq X8 ^eXilg bns e-'^^od Xo ebnaanoxld
.edBda or'd Xo dno mo-xX
tlj3xsxi©3 ill ^ Go *10 06 ‘ledfiXW . seXdX-XioB'^ adxoq^ xednxA’
-onalq ^t’Loo gxIX .aeXdlvldOB -roi-.anxjK naxid ejjxix.xxexde ©‘lom ©*tb
booXu add adxiee d^rld noXdoB diieXoiv ;noxJo.p. eX.%.qi)Too ^1b gxiX
,'^^'t6A6 biiB daos j^niqoXsvdJb ^bod ©xld xig>.ro‘ir£}’ gxixexxrc^y
-xilw Xo e.iiiQ'igo'iq ©dlni'xab boqoXevab ovbxI p.eXdXnmanoo •^naM
biis-iioow Xo 8Xn33i/OiTd gxixxcf GitXnid won8 .ad'ioqR -led
visitors to the ice carnivals, tournaments, dog-team compe-
titions, toboggan and ski races,
All-Season Facilities , Although there is a definite
seasonal coloring to outdoor activities of certain types,
it must not be assumed that all recreational facilities
in New Hampshire are merely seasonal in character. On
the contrary, provisions have been made both by private
and public agencies to provide opportunities for continu-
ous all-season entertainment. An increasing number of
hotels, taverns, inns, tea rooms, museums and antique
shops are remaining open the entire year. Meals are served,
guests sheltered, and social functions encouraged. Many
communities have developed special programs of cultural
and entertaining character. Many hostelries emphasize the
attractiveness of their fireside chats, where little groups
can get together in cozy corners, or spend the evenings
in a quiet nook with a well-chosen book, or loimge
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Electric Utilities * Water power gave New Hampshire
its industrial start. Water power will do much to sustain
New Hampshire »s Industrial activity. During colonial
times falling water created power to turn crude water
wheels, and saw and grist mills clustered around the natural
dams. Later, as the impact of the industrial revolution
reached New Hampshire, demands for continuous water power
gave Impetus to large-scale power development a This
Increasing demand was too great for the carrying capacity
of the actual water fall—hydro-electric power was, of
course, unknown, the first plant having been built in
Appleton, Wisconsin, in lB9u—and coal soon began to be a
supplement and finally suipass water power as a prime mover.
During the next quarter century, technological develop-
ments in electrical engineering made hydro-electric power
a reality. Generating stations were built on the most
Important water sites and improvements in technical skill
made this new energy available for domestic and industrial
uses. Today many industrial plants use elctricily instead
of steam, and domestic cons\imption has increased almost in
geometrical ratios.
”One of the great problems of electricity is
distribution, that is, the high cost of building
power lines in country areas where houses are far
apart. That has been partially solved in New
aeolv'ieS oiXcTi:r'i
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Hampshire by cooperation all around and with the help
of the federal government iwhich financed some of the
rural lines. Today New Hampshire leads the nation
in the proportion of farm houses having electricity,
and lines are still being extended.
“An interesting fact about New Hampshire electri-
city is that most of it, 80 per cent, is produced by
water power. This should provide cheap electric
power since once the cost of the dam is written off,
the water itself costs nothing. In many parts of the
country electricity must be generated from coal or
oil. But water power may become exhausted, just as
coal or oil, if it is not conserved. And the princi-
pal method of guarding water power is to protect the
forests which grow along the heads of streams so that
water is held in the ground and released slowly during
the year, a second methoa of conserving water is
through a flood-control system. This consists of
reservoirs on streams i^hich feed the larger rivers.
These reservoirs can be closed in periods of hlgja
water and the water kept in storage until dry periods
when it is needed.
'“The biggest and most famous electric generating
plant in New England is also located partly in New
Hampshire at Fifteen Mile Falls on the Connecticut
River, This stretch of wild water was the despair
of the river boatman In the old days who were not
able to get througih it, and canal builders shook their
heads at the job of building locks around it. But one
canal man is reported to have said that while the
rapids made an obstacle for river traffic, they would
some day be a boon to mankind because of their power.
A hu^ dam and electtlc power plant was completed in
1930, known as the Comerford plant, and the alctrlclty
generated there is used in several states. "i/
Water_Supply
.
With approximately lki90 lakes and ponds
of varying sizes, and Innumerable sureams. New Hampshire
has an abundant natural water supply. Less than half of
the communities, however, have organized water supply
systems.
^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Young Folks . The
Sugar Ball Press. Concord, N. H., 194b, pp. 199-200,
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While those systems in existence are adequate in
supplying water for general purposes, in the matter of
organization for fire protection they are, for the most
part, inadequate. Only 84 of the communities in the
state have some form of fire protection, and the equ:l^ment
in these cases varies widely from obsolete pumpers to the
best modern types.
Of the Iki'/' systems, 5b are privately owned. The
trend has been toward public ownership and will undoubtedly
cont inue so
.
Sewage and Waste Disposal . The lack of adequate
sewage and waste disposal plants throu^out the state is
one of the most serious problems confronting it. it con-
stitutes a serious health menace, and is materially
affecting the recreational values of many communities.
Only 66 towns in the state have organized sewage disposal
systems. Not too great satisfaction may be gained from
even this small amount when it is realized that all but
seven, which report treatment plants, finally dispose of
their waste into streams or lakes. All industrial waste
disposed of through the town syst©n, except one, was so
reported. In the matter of waste and garbage disposal,
only two communities in the state reported incinerators,
and it can be assumed that this waste and garbage was
either dumped into a lake or stream, or found its way to
a town duD^.
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Early History * The history of transportation in New
Hampshire offers a highly interesting and refreshing
story* Three centuries ago, the early pioneers penetrated
that “part of the mainland or New jingland between the
Merrimac and Plscataqua Rivers" by means of canoe, raft
and boat* Others chose Indian trails and carried their
belongings on their backs* atlll others came in over the
snow, as in the case of Captain Joseph Pinkham, who har-
nessed the family hog, his only animal, to the family
sled on which was carried provisions, furniture, and
clothing*
For a century after the first settlement at Portsmouth,
the people of New Hampshire depended for land transporta-
tion blazed trails through the wilderness* suen roads as
did exist in the early days were not only rough, but were
tortuous, following brooks and rivers through wasteful
miles of curves and windings* Road building was not con-
sidered important by the colonists since the first settle-
ments were made on the coast, and communication was more
ea^y maintained by water.
It took the Revolutionary War to make the people
realize the need for adequate transportation* At this
time, roads were built by private coiqpanies and incorporated
under acts passed by the state Legislatures. Called
nolo KCt*ioqFiiiA:.iT
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turnpikes, these roads were built and supported by tolls
collected by those wno had supplied the money. Gates were
erected at ten-mile intervals with large signs indicating
the fees to be paid by those who wished to travel over
the highways. Three types of individuals were exempt from
the tolls: person on his way to church, the person engaged
in military duty, the farmer on his way to and from his
fields. If the toll collector, however, were not present
to collect the tolls, the gate iud to be left open and
everyone was permitted to pass without paying.
New Hampshire had granted as many as twenty-six
charters to turnpike companies by 1800. The most important
of these operated a road from Portsmouth to Concord. The
Mount Washington Carriage Road in New Hampshire is still
a toll road, operating under its charter of 1853.
The turnpikes stimulated travel. Many stagecoach
lines came into being. During the years of 1800 to 1840,
we find an improved stagecoach being built. Drawn by six
horses, it seated nine passengers. Baggage was carried
on the roof and leather braces added to traveling comfort.
A widely used type of coach was called* the "Concord" so
named because many were built in Concord, New Hampshire.
A phase of development that passed quickly was-'/the
canal era, which came into being largely because the
stagecoach couldn‘t handle the freight business. In
I
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New Hampsiiire six canals were constructed, but here, as
in the otner New England states, they lost their importance
soon after being built.
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Railroads . "Until 1858 there was not a single
mile of railroad track in New Hampshire. It was
still the day of the stagecoach which seemed to
represent the ultimate in speed and comfort. One
of the stated* newspapers asked editorially, 'What
can be more palpably absurd and ridiculous than the
prospects held out for locomotives going twice as
fast as stagecoaches'? In June, 1935 the first rail-
road--the Nashua and Lowell—was chartered by the
State Legislature, but because of financial difficul-
ties, the road was not completed. and the first train
operated until October 8, 1938 ."•=^
"Other railroads were built in New Hampshire
very quickly. In 1841 a line from Boston into Maine
was completed, running through Portsmouth. The
Northern Railroad Co. built a line in 1846 from
Concord to Franklin, and two years later this line
had been extended to reach Lebanon and the Connec-
ticut River. Keene had a railroad coming in from the
south in 1849 and Exeter was linked with Haverhill,
Massachusetts, by rail the same year. A year later
the Exeter line had been pushed north to Dover. Mean-
while, the Boston, Concord and Montreal Railroad was
pushing north reaching Tilton in 184b, Meredith in
1849, Plymouth the next year, Warren in 1851 and
Woodsville in 1853."
"The new railroads not only carried freight,
but they also carried passengers and soon took over
the job of carrying mail and express. And with
improved mall service the publication of newspapers
and magazines began to spread. By the middle of the
century, a few years before the Civil War, most of
the larger cities of New Hampshire had their own
newspapers and several national magazines had been
established, and copies were found in New Hampshire
^
.
homes as a result of the extension of the railroad."^
1/Research Unit: The Role of Trade and Transportation in
New England . New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Co.
Boston, Mass. (1945) p. 24.
^Frances Ann Johnson, New Hampshire for Young Folks . The
Sugar Ball Press. Concord, N. H., 1946, pp. 138-139.
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"The Boston and Maine Railroad consists almost
entirely of a consolidation of small railroads formerly
independent of the Boston and Maine and of each other.
By IbBO the road controlled only 200 miles of track.
The expansion of its facilities had been greatly
handicapped hy competition from the Eastern and Boston
and Lowell Railroads, In 1884 the Eastern Railroad
leased to the Boston and Maine and six years later
was absorbed by the latter company, in 1885, the
Worcester, Nashua and Rochester Railroad was leased,
and in 1887 the Boston and Lowell Railroad was leased
by the Boston and Maine, The Boston and Maine then
leased the Concord and Montreal Railroad in 1895.
The Boston and Maine equipment includes 432 locomo-
tives. ^he last statement has been changed recently
by the addition of several new diesel locomotive
New Hampshire now has about 1,002 miles of trackage
of which the Boston and Maine operates more than
half, ^his is about 15 per cent of the total mile-
age for New England^">=^
Airways . The air service is beginning to find a
foothold in New Hampshire. Blnce 19o4 there have been
two commercial air lines operated in the state by the Bos-
ton and Maine Airways, inc., associated with the National
Airways, Inc. The line of major Importance to people of
New Hampshire operates from Boston via Manchester, Concord,
and White River Junction to Montreal, The second line,
Boston to Bangor makes no scheduled stops in the state
but at Portsmouth, Ground facilities of varying character
for aircraft have been constructed and more is being
undertaken at the present. The war stimulated the growth
of the number of landing fields as well as the service
initiated.
^Research Unit: The Role of Trade and Transportation in
New England . New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Co.
Boston, Massachusetts, (1945) p. 26,
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Because of the impending developments in aviation,
wide Interest and the need for exchanging Information and
ideas, an Aviation Conference was sponsored jointly by
the New Hampshire Aeronautics Commission, the State Plan-
ning and Development Commission and the State Midway
Department in May 1944* The keynote was that New Hampshire
must be prepared to take full advantage of aviation devel-
opment with an adequate system of airports and landing
fields, with proper regulatory laws, and with a high degree
of understanding on the part of the general public* The
conference brought into focus all phases of aviation
development. Representatives from air lines, base opera-
tors, and various local, state, and regional agencies
presented a series of papers which were well received.
In spite of the fact that this report is out of date,
much valuable information is contained in it for study.
Motor Bus , Motor buses have supplanted almost en-
tirely electric railways in urban and interurban fields
in New Hampshire. Six such railways remain in operation
(1935) but they no longer figure in transportation com-
petition. The motor bus has introduced a service which
is convenient, flexible, rapid and has low costs of opera-
tion. The mileage in operation is practically Identical
with that of the railroads, but is increasing as more
short-line busses are added.
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Motor Truck Express . The motor trucl^ common carriers
or property operate on regular routes on nearly all of the
principal highways of New Hampshire and are a rapidly
developing means of transporting express and freight, hoth
interstate and intrastete, particularly between Boston and
Portland, Nashua, Manchester, and Concoi*d.
Even a greater volume of traffic is transported by
contract carriers on nearly all of the regular routes for
industrial and commercial companies. Tnis group includes
trucks carrying milk, bread, chain-store stock, wool,
cotton, and numberless other types of goods.
Recommendations for Physical Development of
highways . ±/
(a) Development of a plan for a comprehensive system
of secondary roads for the whole of the state
which will indicate the location, width of the
right of way, width of the roadway, type of pave-
ment, and standards of landscape architecture in
design and planning of the right of way and atut-
tlng property.
(bj Development of ways and means for securing the
cooperation of abutting property owners to main-
tain and improve the landscape features of the
roadside in rural areas, particularly throu^
forest areas and pasture lands where careless
timber cutting and the establishment of signs
and billboards can definitely destroy values
of property owners. If effective means cannot
be secured through education and cooperative
measures, which will protect the majority of land
and of the owners, then legislation should be
enacted to accomplish this end and to protect
investment.
1/State Planning in New Hampshire , Report for March, 19o5,
of the State Planning and Development Commission, Concord,
New Hampshire, (1935;.
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(c) In the further development of the trunk highway
systems, a program should be prepared for the
eventual elimination or efficient protection of
all railroad-crossings in the state and for
traffic-flow organization or separation of grades
at the Intere sections of high density trunk lines.
The importance of this need is emphasized by the
facts, there being 207 railroad grade crossings
on the trunk highway system of the state.
(d) As industrial and recreational activity increase,
attention should be given to the practicability
of separation of commercial traffic from the
passenger traffic now carried on certain of the
principal highways. This is important in the
Merrimack Valley and in the southeast section of
the state, the Portsmouth area.
(e) Bridges count greatly in bringing safety and
attractiveness to highways, vihether they be trunk
highways, secondary or country roads. At all
times they should be attractively designed in
harmony with their surroundings, and of course
completely suitable to their traffic requirements,
both as to materials, construction, and approaches.
(f; With the development of a comprehensive plan for
all highway circulation of the state, there should
be a program of expenditure to Oe tied in with the
permanent Public Works Program, which should be
maintained and advanced annually to cover contin-
ually a six-year period.
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suggestejl) activities for the children
This chapter contains a number of suggested
activities for the children, tjuch things as in-
terests of the children, past experiences of the
class, age and maturity of those taking an active
part, and the material available at the time will
determine largely the number of activities that
any one group will engage in. Therefore, it should
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1, Write your own local and state history by filling the





Origin of Community nomes
iiarly Leaders




2, Explain why the cities of New Hampsnire are in the
southern part.
3, Draw a sketch map, locating historical and scenic places,
such as the birthplace of Daniel Webster, Dartmouth
College, The White Mountains, The Old Man of the
Mountains
.
4, Write a paragraph on the relations of New Hampshire and
Massachusetts.
5, Using your history books and reference books, find all
you can about the part played by New Hampshire in the
Revolution.
6, Prom a town history find the ^origin of the name of
your town* Prom that go on to find the origin of the
name of the state, if this activity proves interesting
enough, it might serve as a hobby, that of collecting
names of interest throughout the study and finding
their origin.
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7. Use the histories of early New Hampshire that are
available and locate the information needed in the
iMi
following blanks:
a. Capt. John Mason and sir Ferdinand Gorges were






b. Sir Ferdinand Gorges was granted the land between
the ^ and the Rivers
in the same year.
c. A settlement was made near the mouth of the
River in New Hampshire in the year
.
d. Other settlements made at about the same time were
and
.
e. During its early history New Hampshire came under
the control of but finally became a
separate province in the year
.








h. New Hampshire declared her Independence of Great
in the year
________
and was the first
state to adopt a constitution.
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8. Give a talk to the class using a collection of picture
post cards and snapshots of historic places in New
Hampshire. (Collect the pictures yourself*
j
9. Show pictures of New Hampshire on a reflectoscope if
one is available.
10. At the public library find the program of the pageant
parade—The Ninth State—which was held in Concord,
New Hampshire, in June 1938. Find parts of interest
historically, and read them to the class.
11. Write an imaginary newspaper that might have been printed
following any one of the important events that happened
in the early history of the state. Include names,
places, and events that would interest people who might
have been reading it at that early date. Follow the
make up of a present day paper in so far as possible.
12. Construct models of early towns.
13. Make and dress dolls in the costumes of the early set-
tlers.
14. Make a diorama, showing life in an early New Hampshire
village, Portsmouth, for exan^le.
15. Write an Imaginary diary of the accounts of a soldier
from New Hampshire in the Revolutionary War.
16. Draw a map of the state and locate the early towns and
give the date of each.
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17, Start a "VVlio* s Who" of New Hampshire people connected
with the early history.
18. Add to your time line.
19. Plan an assembly program. Show New Hamsphire Then and
Now.
20, Make a list of words that you come across in this study
that you do not know. Add them to your vocabulary.
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Agriculture
1* Prepare a paper which explains the effects of climate
on the agriculture of the state of New Hampslalre, and
your cominunity in particular,
2 » Make a list of products grown in your community.
3. Make an individual study of some crop grown in tne
state in your area.
4. Write a brief paper to show why farm cooperatives have
been organized.
5. Write to the Agricultural Experiment Station at the
University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire,
and secure Information about their work.
6. Conqpare farming methods in New Hampshire with those
in the Middle West.
7. Write an imaginary diary of a New Hampshire general
farmer. Tell what he does during one week.
8. Describe some of the sources of information that is
available on New Hampshire farm products.
9. Visit a group of typical farms in the community and
report your observations.
10.
Discuss the difference between general farming and
specialized faimlng and the proper place of each
type.
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12. Make an agricultural products map of New Hampshire,
using clippings from magazine photographs to represent
>
the various products. These may he pasted on the out-
line map.
13. Make a series of graphs illustrating the production
of various farm products in the state and in the
community.
14. On an outline map of New Hampshire mark the specialized
areas of the state.
15. Make a graph comparing the daily wage of a farm hand
in the state with workers in four other industries.
16. Build a model of a typical New Hampshire farm. Plan
to show buildings, equipment, crop areas, and farm
animals.
17. Make a collection of pictures which illustrate agricul-
tural activities of New Hampshire.
18. Prepare a school exhibit of agricultural products
grown in the community and in the state.
19. Show some of the films listed as suitable for this
unit and base discussion on them.
20. Investigate the activities and publications of the
state department of agriculture,
21. Use the “Agricultural Index" in order to make a list
of recent articles about New Han^shire agriculture.
22. Find out where the agricultural products commonly
used in your home are produced.
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23. Invite speakers from farm agencies, farm organizations,
the state college of agriculture, farmer* s cooperatives
and county agents.
24. Secure from the U.S. Department of Agriculture reports
on the soils of your community.
25. Write a short history of agriculture in your own com-
munity. Find as much information as you can from
the farmers of the community.
26. Make your own community and state survey by finding
the following information about both:




Farm Labor Kinds of Machinery
Conveniences--elec tricity, gas, telephone, etc.
27. Make charts similar to the following which show facts
about New Hampshire agriculture.
Agricultural Acreage Rank Among
1
Part of State in !
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1, Discussion—Conditions in New Hampshire ?dilch are
favorable or unfavorable to manufacturing,
2, Name the three leading industries of New Hampshire.
(a) Prom a list of 25 Industries taken from a
census report classify types of manufacturing
as textiles, woodworking, etc.
3, Make a map showing distribution and kinds of manufac-
turing. Use colors.
4, Make an illustrated booklet of some one industry in
which you have a special interest.
5, Visit a factory in your nel^borhood in order that
the class may have first-hand information about
manufacturing methods,
6, Visit your local Chamber of Commerce and secure Informa-
tion about local Industries.
7, Write the New England Council', Statler Building, Boston,
and secure a list of the industries of your state.
8, Ask the public relations officer of some large manu-
facturing concern to visit the class and describe the
work of his company.
9, Organize the class into committees and report on the
several types of manufacturing carried on in your
community.
. Discuss the sources of raw material and fuels needed
for the carrying-on of one of the large industries
10
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of your state,
• Study the sources of supplies used in your school
room and compare the number of products manufactured
in New Hampshire with the niimber whose raw materials
are produced in the region.
12, Prepare a paper on the availability of markets for
the products of local industries and the location of
the major markets for New Hampshire manufacturing
concerns,
13. On a map of the United States designate the center of
population, the center of manufacturing, and the
geographical center of the country. Show distances
from New Hampshire.
14, Display pictures of local Industries, their products,
methods of production, raw materials used, and equip-
ment needed in the factories.
15. On an outline map of New Hampshire mark the manufac-
turing centers.
16. On a map of the United States mark the sections of
the country which furnish the major raw materials
for the industries of your community.
17, Make a chart showing the foreign countries from which
materials are imported for the industries of New
Hampshire,
. Make a collection of pictures of articles produced
by factories in your community.
18
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19, Show films of manufacturing concerns of New England
and of your own state if they are available,
20, Prepare an exhibit of magazine advertisements display-
ing articles produced in New Hampshire.
21, Secure from some large factory in your neighborhood
some samples of the raw materials used in producing
the finished product.
22, Write an ”ij,arly History” of industry in the community.
23, List the specific industries of the community and
give the following information:
Types and Niunber Location
Number of En^loyees Conditions of Work
Wages Standards of Living
Unemployment Distribution of Product
24, Secure information to fill in the following chart:
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25. Look in old magazines for advertisements of articles
made in New Hampshire. Cut the advertisement from




26. Make a booklet on some phase of New Hampshire indus-
try. Example: "Shoeing People" (A study of the hoot
and shoe industry) "Paper from Trees", "The Eternal
Rock" (Granite), or New Hampshire *s V/hlte Coal.
27. Choose a committee to write a short play that can be
given by members of your group. The characters may
be people engaged in each of the Important occupations
of colonial New Hampshire who meet in a tavern and
tell interesting happenings in connection with their
work. A fur trader may have had an interesting
experience with the Indians. A whaler may have had
a narrow escape while out in a boat, and the other
stories may be just as interesting. Questions should
be asked the story tellerlby the actors who are
listening.
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1* Have the children make a list of interesting facts
about New Hampshire that people should know,
2, On an outline map of the state locate and print the
names of the noted mountain peaks,
3, Prepare and present an oral book report based on the
physical background of the state,
4, Have children draw an outline map of New Hampshire,
This may be done by tracing an authentic map or by
enlarging by squares from a smaller map,>
5, Invite a guide to the class to tell of his experiences
in the deep woods,
6, Write an essay on your trip to the White Mountains or
some other noted part of the state,
7, Have a group of boys plan a canoe trip on One of the
rivers. Have this planned to every possible detail,
such as, cost of provisions, equipment, hiring a guide,
number of days to take, and possible dangers to avoid,
8, On an outline map, draw the principal rivers of the
state. Print the names carefully,
9, Illustrate by colors the physical contours of New
Hampshire,
10,
On the same map as activity 8 (or if the teacher
desires, on another map) locate the Important towns
along the rivers.
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11* Have one of the class tell about some trip he or she
has made to distant parts of the state,
12, Have students tell of experiences at children* s camps,
13, Find the information necessary to fill in the follow-
ing blanks;
I. Location
(a) Section of the United States
Name the group of states
Location in the group
















(a) Area in square miles
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(t») Using the scale of miles on the map -
Find the greatest distance north and south
Find the greatest distance east and west
(c) Compare New Hampshire in size with -
Massachusetts - Texas- Nevada - Arizona
(Class may choose other states)
(d) How does New Hampshire rate in area among the
forty-eight states?
III. Topography
1. An upland belt extends and
______
throughout the state.
2. On the west side is the valley
3. On the eastern side is a lowland
4. The name
____
Mountains is applied to the
upland belt.
5. The highest part of this upland is the
Range
.
6. The highest peak is Mt,
«
7. This peak has an elevation of feet.





an Isolated peak in






near the central part of
the state, rises feet above sea level.
11. Three deep passes in northern New Hampshire
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12. The most southern of these passes has been formed
by the River and the
________
River.
13. The next pass is formed by the
;
and the Rivers.
14. The most northern pass is formed by the
and the Rivers.
Map Work - Use Colors
(a) On an outline map draw in the three regions
described in this exercise.
(b) Indicate the courses of rivers vdiich form the
passes.
Suggestion; Talk to some friend about your study and
invite him to show pictures of local and
state views to the class.
Rivers and Lakes (Sources of Power)
1. The and the
unite at to form the Merrimack
River.
2. The and the
unite to form the Piscataqua River.
3. Tributaries of the Merrimack River which furnish
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4. Some of the tributaries of the Connecticut are
(name at least four)
a. d*
b, e.
c • f •
5. The River drains Lake Sunapee*
6. The Winnipesaukee River forms the outlet of
Lake
.
7. The Connecticut River rises in the
Lakes.
8. Squam Lake finds an outlet through
River.
9. River is the outlet
of Newfound Lake.
10. Our only harbor is at on the
River.
11. For many years Portsmouth was the
city of the state.
12. The development of waterpower on the
River enabled the cities of that valley to
surpass Portsmouth.
Map Work - Use Outline Map
(a) Draw in lakes and rivers named.
(b) Show only the largest tributaries in each
river system.
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V. Climate
After consulting an atlas or climate map of the
region fill in these blanks.
1. New Hampshire has winters and
summers. The winters in the north are
severe because of the and •
The summers than in the southern
part. The length of the growing season varies
from days in the northern part
to days along the coast. The average
rainfall for the state is inches.
The rainfall is distributed through
the seasons.
*’Our climate is conducive to skilled workmanship.”
What is meant?
Map Work - Outline Map - Colors
(a) Draw isotherms for winter and summer.
(b) Draw isobars for winter and summer.
14. Write an essay about a camping trip at one of New
Haii5)ahire ' s many lakes.
15. Construct a model of clayy paper mache, or sand,
showing the topography of New Hampshire.
16. Send to the ”State Survey”, Concord, New Hampshire,
at the State House and request copies of contour
maps of your area.
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County County seat Miles Population Population
Belknap Laconia 397 22,623 24,328
Carroll Ossipee 955 14,277 15,589
Cheshire Keene 728 33,685 34,953
Coos Lancaster 1798 38,959 39,274
Grafton Woodsville 1729 42,816 44,645
Hillsborough Nashua 895 140,165 144,888
Merrimack Concord 932 56,152 60,710
Rockin^am Exeter 691 53,750 58,142
Strafford Dover 379 38,580 43,553
Sullivan Newport 527 24,286 25,442
A* 1. Arrange the names of the counties in order of
their area.
2. Give the rank of your own county in area*
3* Now arrange the list in order of their population.
4. Give the rank of your own county in population.
5* On your map locate each county seat. Be prepared
to tell the class about the importance of a
county seat in the state government. Look up
(a) Shire town, (b) county system of government
in the South and West.
6. Remember the area of your own county. Its
population. Writing these facts on your work
sheet will help you to remember the numbers.
7. Remember the area of your own home state and its
population. Find the population per square mile.
Write these facts on your work sheet.
B. 1. Compare the figures of the 1940 Census with the
1930 Census figures to find
(a) total gain (b) per cent gain for each
county
2. Make a bargraph with the results of B 1
(a) total gain (b) gain per cent
noictisXijqO'I
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C* Be able to name and locate each county on the wall
map*
2. Organize a current events committee to keep the class
informed about news which concerns New Hampshire
people.
3. Trace the history and growth of the development of
your city or town. The whole class may cooperate on
this.
4. Explain either orally or by writing the manner in which
people are distributed througjaout New Han^dilre, citing
the areas of dense population.
5. Explain how the New Hampdiire tradition reveals itself
in political affairs.
6. Prepare a panel discussion on the topic# **How New
Hampshire Can Attract More People to the Region**.
7. Draw a cartoon which shows New Hampshire *s racial
diversity.
8. Draw a cartoon which shows the difference between a
seacoast town and a mountain hamlet in New Hampshire.
9. Use the following figures to help you solve the follow-
ing problems:
XXjow no \,^nwoo rloc© ocJsooX tns eaien aXdu ©a .0
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1, Arrange cities in order according to population*
2* How does your home city rate in population with
the other cities? If you live in a town, how does
It rate with the smallest city in population?
3. (a) Compare the figures of the 1940 Census with
the Census of 1930.
(h) Discover Khere the changes in population have
been noticeable. Write names on your work sheet.
(c) How many cities are there of 10,000 Inhabitants
or more? Less?
(d) Conclusions.
(e) Consult 1940 U.S. Census report to find names
of other places listed as urban towns.
4. Find the percent of gain or loss in population for
each city. Can you account for the noticeable gain
or loss? If not, make inquiries.
5. Using the figures assembled for No. 3 and for No. 4.
(a) Make a bar graph of the total gain or loss in
population for all cities.
10. On an outline map make stars showing the areas of dense
population.
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New Hampshire population,
12, Using the 16th census report. Inform your classmates
of facts about New Hampshire* s population,
13, Investigate the activities of various groups ^ich are
concerned with the development of the state.
14, Visit the foreign section of your town and write a
report.
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1, Make a list of private schools and colleges and try to
find out when each was founded,
2, Write to colleges, both in the state and out, requesting
infomation about their school which usually is the
college bulletin which describes the college, gives
entrance requirements and courses offered.
3, Invite an alumnus of a nearby college to your class-
room to speak about his college,
4, Ask your principal to visit your room and let him give
you information about the standards of your school and
of the courses best to take.
5, Visit a college in your vicinity. Maybe they will
hold a special day at which time they will really give
you a preview of college life, both on the canpus and
in the classroom,
6, Hold a forum and discuss the benefits of a Liberal Arts
college,
7, Invite a student from the college to speak to you about
social life at college,
8, Visit your guidance director and outline a course of
study which will allow you to meet the requirements
for the college you wish to attend.
9, See the New Hampshire Register for a complete list of
schools of New Hampshire as well as the administrative
i.
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10. Find out what efforts are being made in the state to
equalize educational opportunities.
11* Make a scrapbook which contains pictures and drawings
to illustrate old and new architectural designs of
school houses in the state*
12, Make a graph to show the increase in school attendance
in the state.
13, Read accoimts of school in the early days of New
Hampshire and report to the class.
14, Discuss the benefits of schools as we have them today
as compared with early days.
15, Draw cartoons to show the history of education in the
state
.
16, Draw a map of your community and locate all school
houses.
17, Make a survey of your school to find how much extra
curricular activity opportunity there is and then
make a chart to show how many students take advantage
of it.
18, Invite the superintendent of schools to your room to
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1* If possible, visit Concord and the State House and
see the original copies of the Constitution.
2. Dramatize the presentation of the temporary constitu-
tion by the Committee of the Fifth Constitutional
Convention to the State Congress. This would require
preparation for oral reading.
3. Make a study of some local government service. The
annual town or city reports will furnish much of the
information.
4. Secure information about some career in public ser-
vice either through an interview with a public official
by a member of the class, or through a talk to the
class by some person in government work.
5. Make a map of the state showing the counties.
6. Make a study of the record of some local official of
long standing in the community.
7. Make a bar graph showing how the tax dollar is spent
in your community.
8. Invite a member of the local budget committee to meet
with the class to present local financial problems.
9. Organize a budget committee and appoint town officers
to meet the committee to present the needs of their
departments; make a workable budget from this meet-
ing.
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10, Visit the local town meeting or appoint a delegate of
the class to do so, and report upon the procedure to
the class*
11* Visit the office of the town clerk and selectmen when
they are available to explain their duties*
12* Make a chart showing how the local school dollar is
spent*
13* Have the superintendent of schools or the chairman of
the school board explain the details of school manage-
ment*
14* Have the class list the features of their cwn school
system they like best; then list the improvements.
15* Construct a table showing the titles, names, manner
of election and duties of county officers*
16* Make a map of ycur county, show the towns included
in the county, the location of the county seat and the
county farm*
17* If possible, conduct the class to the court house or
the county farm to note the operation of these institu-
tions.
18* Write and dramatize a sketch showing the county com-
missioners at a monthly business meeting*
19. Prepare a bill for the consideration by the Legislature*
Your representative will gladly furnish a specimen bill*
20. Dramatize a hearing on a bill before the legislative
committee.
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21* Have a lawyer address the class or school assembly
on the duties and procedure of a court*
22* Organize the class as a Superior Court and hold a
mock trial, possibly as an assembly program.
23* Write a summary of all the steps taken In the case of
a tramp accused of setting fire to an abandoned build-
ing from the time of his arrest to his commitment to
prison If guilty.
24* Select a set of election officials from the class and
conduct an election In accordance with all the regula-
tions*
25* Have an experienced election official explain the
problems that arise at elections*
26* Arrange a debate on the question of whether the state
government activities should be expanded or restricted.
27* Hold an assembly program devoted to the activities
of state government.
28* See moving picture, **Ninth State**.
29* Make a collection of ballots to study*
30. Compile a word list of words that one needs to be
familiar withlln order to understand this unit*
31* Ilustrate the articles of the constitution with pic-
tures and cartoons.
32. Read stories about the early constitutional conven-
tions*
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Make a circle graph showing the number of banks In
New Hampshire, Divide the circle Into Savings Banks,
National Banks^ and Trust Companies.
Prepare a sheet of statistics based on the facts that
you can find about banks In the state. Give such
things as total deposits, total number of depositors,
etc.
Visit a local bank and find out first hand how the
bank takes care of the affairs of the community.
Invite a bank official to the classroom to ansiner
questions*
Make a collection of blotters given away by banks*
Place these on the bulletin board.
Use the encyclopedia and write a short story of the
history of banking from earliest times to the present
Give a talk to the class in liUch you explain National
Banks and State Banks.
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Leaders
1. Read “The Great Stone Face" by Nathaniel Hawthorne
and discuss it in class.
2. Make a booklet of Daniel Webster (or some otiier equally
famous man of New Hampshire). Write stories, articles,
and reports about the events in his life, and in his
history; collect pictures, sketches, and clippings
about him.
3. Write an essay on the benefits of which have been
received from the foreign bom people who have settled
in New Hanpsliire. Write an essay on the disadvantages.
4. Read and then write a report on a book written by a
New Hampshire author.
5. Make a map picture of New Hamp^ire and her writers.
Locate on the map the places written about, homes of
authors, or sections of the country made famous by
ttie writing.
6. Compile a bibliography of New Hampshire’s authors that
live in your section of the state.
7. Invite a New Hampshire author to the classroom to talk
about his or her books.
8. Visit the birthplace or home of a famous person of
the state.
9. Prepare and give an oral report on the life of some










Visit one of the artist colonies or music centers of
the state. Make inquiries about how they are run.
Draw up a list of interesting places in your section
of the state that should be seen by visitors. These
should refer to places of leaders of the state.
Name five famous citizens of the state and report
briefly to the ciass on their work.
Write an account of the contributions of New Hampshire
musicians to the music of the country.
Collect newspaper clippings about New Hampshire that
refer to men and women in the state i»4io have been
leaders or who are at this time leaders.
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1, Plan a summer vacation in New Hampsh.ire for someone
from another state. Draw a map for him and mark on
it a good route for a motor trip of the state. Plan
a winter vacation for the same person,
2, Find out about the summer camps for boys and girls
that are located in the state and prepare a table
showing name and location as well as capacity,
3, Collect pictures of the state and arrange an exhibit
for your classroom,
4, Investigate the fish and game laws and give the
opening and closing dates for the various kinds of
fish in your community,
5, Write a composition on the subject, ’’New Hampshire,
the State for your Vacation”,
6, Name several locations that are centers for the
tourist Industry,
7, Locate on an outline map the centers listed in No, 6.
8, Find how New Hampshire rates with other states in the
tourist Industry,
9, Collect pictures of the natural features of the state
that attract people. Place them attractively on the
bulletin board,
10,
Send to the planning and Development Commission in
Concord and request the "Recreational Calendar" which
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gives the dates of various functions in the state as
well as the accommodations list.
11. Find out about the Monadnock region foliage tours and
report to class.
12. Model birds and animals of New Hampshire from masses
of clay. Form the clay into a shape bearing the
general characteristics of the form desired. For
example, round objects ^ould be started from a ball
shape; birds are most easily formed from an oval shape;
animals in upright position will be formed from a
vertical oval or rectangular form.
13. Paint and decorate paper plates and trays with scenes
of New Hampdaire landscape.
14. Go to the mountains on a ski train. Make this a class
outing.
15. Secure from the Boston and Maine Transportation com-
pany their folder on scenic tours by bus through New
England and select one that is mostly in New Hampshire,
Make a report to the class as to time it will take,
cost of the trip, and the places that will be visited.
16. Write to the various region associations in the state
for their booklets depicting the particular attractions.
Keep these on file in the classroom,
17. If possible. Invite a travel agent from one of the
transportation lines serving the state to come to the
classroom and tell what one may see and do as a result
-
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1. Write a composition in which you show the relative
merits of water power and coal to the state of New
Hampshire
.
2. Make a chart showing the comparison and distribution
of proposed expenditures by state and local governments
for the years 1921 to 1946.
3. Visit an electric pov/er station if there is one near-
by, Find out just how electricity is made.
4. Invite a lineman to visit the class and tell of his
experiences in”keeping the electricity coming" to
our homes in spite of storms and general troubles.
5. Make a study of the biggest electric plan in New
England which is located at Fifteen Mile Falls on
the Connecticut River in New Hampshire.
6. Draw a map of New England and show how power from this
large plant is distributed.
7. Make a study of the local water supply.
8. Construct a model of the local water supply and use
glass tubes to show that water seeks its own level;
so the supply must be higher than the highest buildings.
9. Make a bar graph to show how many water systems are
privately owned and how many are publicly owned.
10.
Visit the garbage disposal section of the city govern-
ment and find out how waste is disposed of in a large
a3'>iv'r5c.
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city. Report to the class.
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Transportation
!• Discuss—How railways and highways help to develop
the commercial and industrial life of the state.
2. Locate routes on a state highway map.
a. Write the names of the three main highways leading
north and south in the state.
h. Three extending east and west.
3. On a large map of the state trace the routes of the
principal highways and locate the principal towns and
cities along the routes.
4. Invite a state highway official to the school to tell
how a state hi^way is built* If at the right season
place visit a road under construction.
5* Make a booklet on transportation in the state. Include
such things as a brief sketch of the history of each
kind, pictures of the equipment, and its position in
state today.
6. Visit a local terminal of the railroad or bus company
to see how incoming and outgoing passengers are taken
care of.
7* Collect advertisements put out by the various travel
companies of the state. Keep them in the classroom
for reference.
8. Plan a trip from your home to New York City. Make a
comparison of the time and expense involved for travel
by air, water, and highway.
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Organize the class into committees to investigate and
report on the following topics:
a. Railroad transportation in your community.
b. Local transportation types in your community.
c. The nearest air service facilities.
d. How goods manufactured in your community or a near-
by center are shipped to their destination.
e. Development of your community or the nearest large
shopping center as a commercial area.
f. Methods of travel used by the nearest college or
university for its athletic teams.
Display pictures of transportation facilities that
serve the members of your class.
Investigate the plans for the development of the
highways in your community.
Make a study of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the part that it plays in control of the trans-
portation systems of the state.
Exhibit railroad moving pictures and slide films de-
picting New England life.
Display photographs showing the evolution of trans-
portation in New Han?) shire.
Make a model of the Concord Stagecoach.
Prepare for the bulletin board an exhibit of newspaper
and magazine clippings on transportation in the state.
On £in outline map of the state trace the lines of air
service that are available.
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Bartlet, John Henry, A Synoptic History of the Qranlf
State , M* A* Donahue and Co*, Chicago, 193^
•
A synoptic history stressing the strong men of
New Hampshire. The •beautiful summits and valleys
of our history" have been scanned for the benefit
of youth, newcomers, and visitors*




Historians consider this book one of the classics
in American history. Written shortly after the
Revolution, it presents a wealth of useful material
and is enjoyable reading.
Charlton, Edwin A., Hew Hampshire As It Is , Tracy and
Sanford, Claremont, New Hamp^ire, 1855.
Davies, Julia E., Colonial New Hampshire, (Mrs. R. L.
Sescoe, 2900 Vernon Pi., Cincinnati, 1932.)
Throu^ the cooperation of the Colonial Dames of
Ohio this story of New Hampshire in colonial
times was prepared for school use. All who wish a
short account of the period will find it useful.
Federal Writer’s Project, New Hampshire, A Guide to the
Granite State , Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1^38.
The purpose of the Guide is to give a fresh revela-
tion of the manifold charms of the state to its
residents and to the myriads of visitors who are
ever increasing in number.
Parmer, John and Moore, Jacob B., Gazeteer of New Hampshire ,
Concord, New Haxr^jshire, 1812.
Forbes, Esther, Paul Revere and the World in Which He
Lived , Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 194^.
An excellent account of the world of this time in
New England.
Pry, William H. , New Hampshire as a Royal Province , Colum-
bia University, New York, 1908.
A fine interpretation of provincial New Hampshire.
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Johnson, Frances Ann, New Hampshire for Young Folks , The
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, New Han?)shire, 194^.
One of the best accounts of New Hampshire, written
interestingly for both adults and children,
Knowlton, Daniel
€•> When We Were Colonies , American Book
Co,, New York, 1934 , '
Marshall, G. W, , Indian Stream Republic and Indian Stream
War , the author. Box 494, Qroveton, New Hair5)shlre,
T^5,
This gives a good account of that part of the history.
Mayo, Lawrence, John Wentworth, governor of New Hampshire ,
1767~1775
, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1921.
Page, Edwin George Washington in New Hampshire ,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1932,
Parshley, Edward J,, New Heunpshire; A Historical Sketch,
New Hampshire State planning and Development CommTs-
sion. Concord, New Hampshire, (1942).
' A brief fourteen page account of New Hampshire*
s
history.
Plllsbury, Hobart, New Hampshire, Resources, Attractions,
and its People
, Lewis Historical Publishing Co,,
Concord, New Hampshire, 1927.
Four Volume ss Colonial Period. Statehood, 1784-1898.
New Hampshre in the 20th Century. Education, Chiirch,
Economic Life, Racial Groups.
Potter, col. Chandler, Military History of New Hampshire ,
New Hampshire, Adjutant General, Concord, liew Hamp-
shire (1866-1868).
During the 1860»s the adjutant general of New Hamp-
shire wrote and publidaed in three successive annual
reports a military history of the state covering^
the years 1623-1866. It is a very helpful source
book on New Hampshire* s military activities.
Southworth, Mrs. Gertrude Van Duyn and John Van Duyn,
Thirteen American colonies. Iroquois, New York,
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Stackpole, E. Histoiy of New Hampshire, New York,
1917 (5 Vol.).
Willey, George Franklin, State Builders , New Hampshire
Publishing Co., Manchester, New Hampshire, 1903.
Upton, Richard Francis, Revolutionary New Hynpshlre ,
Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 19^6.
Ah account of the social and political forces
underlying the transition from a royal province
to the American Commonwealth.
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List of Publications , Extension Service, University
of New Hampshire, Durinam, New Hampshire (May 1946)
Adams, J. 0. (Comp.) Centennial Papers . (One hundred years
rural progress and addresses relative to the centen-
nial ejdilhition of 1876), Dover Public Library, Dover,
New Hampshire.
Bachelder, Nahum Josiah, •*Agriculture in Mew Hampshire,**
State Builders, (Willey) Manchester, New Hampdilre,
Johnson, prances Aun, New Hampshire for Yoimg Folks , The
Sugar Ball press. Concord, New Hampshire, l9^S.
Metcalf, Henry Harrison, New Hampshire Agriculture, Repub-
lican press Association, Concord, New Hampshire (1897)
Personal and farm sketches.
^
,
New Hampshire Farming , State Planning
and Development Commission, Concord, New Hampshire
(1940).
9 New Hampdilre Register , Fred H.
Towers Companies, ^^5 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine.
Potter, G. P. , **Opportunities for Apple Orcharding in New
Hampshire**, Farming in New Hampshire , State Publicity
Bureau, Concord, New HaD^sbire (1935).
,
Role of Agriculture , Research Unit,
New York, New Haven and ilartford Railroad, Boston,
Massachusetts (1946).
,
State Planning in New Hampshire ,
Report ot the State planning and Development Coia^s-
slon. Concord, New Hampshire (March 1935)
Thompson, Edward Hermon, Agricultural Survey of Four Town-
ships in Southern New Hampshire , U. S. Deparment of
Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Circular No.
75, Washington, D. C*
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, U. S* Bureau of Education, School
Supervision of Gardening In New Hampshire , Leaflet
No, 93, Washington, D. C.
,
University of New Hampshire Bulletin
Agriculture Experiment Station, Universitv of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire (Monthly).
Walker, Joseph, B. "Twenty Years with New Hampshire Board
of Agriculture," Manchester, New Hampshire. (In the
collection of addresses collected by N. H. Clarke,
1890, p. 28).
Webster, Herbert, "Potato Raising", Farming in New Hamp»
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Tr935).
,
U. S. Census Report with State
Abstract, Government printing, Washington, D. C«
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)
>
Yearbook of Department of Agriculture.
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,
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At Work—Men and Machines in New
Hampshire
, State Planning and Development Commission,
Concord, New Hampshire (1939).
A review of the industrial assets of the state, pre-
senting a picture of growth, present conditions, and
opportunities for development.
, Sixteenth Census of the United States ,
Bureau of Census, Washington, D. C. (l94l).
See pages for New Hampshire
Cline, Albert Collins, The Marketing of Lumber in New Hamp-
shire , Harvard Forest Bulletin no. 10, Petersham,
Massachusetts, 1935.
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Johnson, Prances Ann, New Hampshire for Young Folks , The
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, New Hampshire, 194b,
, Made In New Hampshire, State Planning and
Development Commission, Concord, New Hampshire*
A directory listing products manufactured in the
state and an alphabetical list of manufacturers*
New iiingland Council, Statler Building, Boston, Massachusetts.
A regional council of business men which publishes
many pamphlets and much literature on New England
manufacturers*
, State Planniy;: in New Hampshire * Report
of the state ^^lanning and DeveiopmentConu^salon.
Concord, New Hampshire (1935)*
Biennial reports of the State Planning and Development
Commission, ^Concord, New Han^shire*
Most of these reports carry excellent material on the
Industrial progress of the state.
State of New Han5)shlre, Forestry Department, John H* Poster,
State Forester, Concord, New Hampdiire.
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Bolles, Prank, At the North of the Bearcamp Water, Houghton
Mifflin Co«, Boston, Massachusetts, 1893*
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> Biological survey of the Androscoggin *
Saco an5~ CoaTBal Watersned , state Msh and Game
Department, Concord, New Hampshire, survey Report
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No. 2 (1930). I
Canby, Henry S*, Thoreau , houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, i
Massachusetts,
Life of the naturalist with hew facts and a fresh
jInterpretation.
Charlton, ii^iwln a.. New Hampshire As It is , Tracy and
j
Stanford, Clearmont, New Hampshire, 1856.
I
I
, New Hampshire: A flfttlde to the Granite State
Houston Aiffiin Co., Boston, Massachusetts, 1938.
(Federal Writers* Project)
Poster, John H*, Trees and Shrubs of New Hamn^lre , State I
Forestry Commission, Concord, New Hampshire (1931). |
I
A comprehensive technical study prepared as an appen- i|
dlx In the New Hampshire Forestry Commission Biennial '
Report published 1930.
^
Goldwait, James Walter, The Geology of New Hampshire , F. H.
|
Foster, Claremont, New Hampshire, 1^25.
Howarth, Margery D. , New Hampshire: A Study of Its Cities
and Towns In Relation to their Physical Backgrovmd ,
The New Han^jshlre Foundation, concord. New Han5)s!hire,
1936.
Hooper, Marian, Life Along the Connecticut River, Stephen
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Hampshire, Boston society of Natural History, Boston,
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Phillips, John C* and Cabot, Thomas D*, Quick Water and
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A canoeist* s guide of New England Rivers.
Robinson, Mabel L. , Runner of the Mountain Tops , (The life
of Louis Agassiz, a great naturalist^ Random House,
New York, 1939.
,
New Hampshire Minerals and Mines , New
Hampsbii^State Planning and Development Commission,
Concord, New Hampshire Tl941).
A directory of known minerals and places of occurrence
In New Hampshire.
, New Hampshire Resources Survey, New
Hampshire state >iannrng and Development commission.
Concord, New Hampshire (1941).
The result of a reconnaissance survey of the mineral
resources of the state.
- state Planning in New Hampshire . State
Planning and Development Commission, Concord, New
Han^snlre (1935).
Torrey, Bradford, Footing it in Franconia. Houston Mifflin
Co., Boston, Massachusetts, 190l.
infomal essays on bird and plant life in and near
Franconia Notch.
,
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, World Book Encyclopedia , Quarrie Publishing
Co., Chicago, Illinois, 19^.
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sixteenth Census of the United States,
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Howarth, Margery, New Hampshire; A Study of its Cities and
Towns In Relation to their Physical Backgroimd , New
Hampshire Foundation, Concord, New Hampshire, 1956.
, "I'opulatlon", New Hampshire , Report of
Staie f^lannlng and Development Commlssl^on, Concord,
New Hampshire, 1956-1937.
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, New
Hampshire:
Population and Area of Counties and Minor Civil Divi-
sions in New Hampshire*! Compiled from ^he 1§40 U*S«
Census figures (1945)
•
Numerical growth . Date for each town and city and
imlncorporated place, 1767-1930,
Composition of Population * Age groups, sex groups,
marital status, f^lllesT
Hlrth and Death Rates . Foreign born population.
Migration of Population . Data by towns and cities
showing population (^a^es due to migration of people
to and from towns and cities and factors that influence
movement.
Future Growth cf State Population .
, ygbrld Book Encyclopedia. Quarrle Corpora-
tion, Chicago, Illinois, section on the State of New
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Bishop, Eugene Alfred, The Development of a State School
System in New Hamp^lre , Columbia university Teaciiers
College Contribution to ijiducation. New York City,
1930 (No. 391).
Bush, George Gary, History of Education In New Hampshire,
U. S* Bureau of Education Circular of Ini*ormation
No* 5, Washington D* C. 1898.
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Dewart, Donald, Educational Institutions of New England »
Belman Publishing Company, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts,
pp. 208-220*
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and colleges, both academic and vocational plus an
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schools offering those courses*
Temple, Earl Spencer, An Evaluation of State Aid In New
Hampshire
, The s1s, Boston University School of Edu-
cation, Boston, Massachusetts, 1940.
Government
Bouton, Nathaniel, Constitutional Conventions in New Hamp-
shire , 1778-1783, State Library, Concord, New
Hampshire (1785)*
Brown, Leonard B*, Biographical aketchea of the Delegates
of the New Hampanlre constitutional ConveniTon, The
Compiler, concord. New Hampsiilre (l8§9> *
Colby, James Ifeirbaita^ Maiual of the constitution <f tha
State of New Hampshire (compiled from official sourc e
s
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Concord, New Hampshire (1905).
Harley, C* Francis, The Key to the Constitution of the
United States , National mstiiute of ^blie Relations
,
Chicago, Illinois ( 1940 )
*
Kalljarvl, Thorsten and Chaidserlaln, william C «, The
Government of New Hampshire . The University of New
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King, Elizabeth W*, **Seals of Our Nation, States and Terri-
tories”, The National Geographic Magazine * National
Geographic Society, Washi^ton, D* C*, Vol* XC No. 1
p* 20*
Morrison, Leonard, The Government of New Hampshire, The
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Sanborn^ Franklin B*, New Hampshire. AQ Epitome of Popu-
lar Government j Houston Mifflin Co., Boston, Massa-
cbusetts, 1^04
.
Much attention has been paid to New Hampshire's early
history and only a few writers have given us accounts
of the later periods. The entire period from the
beginning of New Hampshire history to the 2 0th cen-
tury is covered concisely and interestingly in this
volume
.
, statistical Summary of the State of New
Hampshire, 1^5^
, Hakin, Commission for Promotion of
Wealth and income of the People of New Hampshire,
Concord, New Hampshire.
Finance
Bartlet, John Henry, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State , M. A. Donohue and Co., Chicago, Illinois,
T535T
Lyford, James Otis, "New Hampshire Savings Banks*', State
Builders , Willey, Manchester, New Hampshire, l50^,
pp. 172-181.
, "state Finances", New Hampshire , Biennial
Report 6f~the State Planning and Development Commis-
sion, Concord, New Hampshire (1936-1937).
, Statistical Summary of the State of New
Hampshire , iSSb, Hak in. Commission for the J'romotion
of Wealth and income of tne People of New Hampshire,
Concord, New Hampshire (1936)«
Leaders
i
Bartlett, John Henry, A Synoptic History of the granite ,Sfaatei
M. A* Donahue, Chicago, liTinois, 19367 ~
;
Concise but complete. ii
Brown, Leonard, Biographical Sketches of the Delegates to
the New Hamp ire Constitutional Conveintlon for l6s^,
l‘he compiler. Concord, New Hampshire, 1899.
Roberts, Franklin C., how to Present to Normal School Stu-
dents the Resources of and the Development of a State
Using New Hampshire as a Type Study. Thesis, Boston
University, 1928.
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See Material for Ciiildren of this paper for a complete list
of references on this topic.
Recreation
Atkinson, J. Brooks, Skytime Promenades , Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., New York, 1926#
A journey of two weeks tramp over the Sandwich and
Presidential Ranges.
Baffield, Charles W. and Crowell, Melton F., Fishing and
Hunting guide to New Hampshire , Banfield and Crowell,
Meredlik, New HampshIre , .
Detailed guide to waters and regions.
Coggswell, John F., "New Home Town”, Satui*day evening
Post , February 14, 1942.
About the town of Hill
Currier, Mary M., A Summer in New Hampshire , Rumford Press,
Concord, N«w Hampshire, 19^)4.
Out-of-door songs for all who love the Granite State.
Poems by well-known poets.
Frost, Francis M., Woman of the karth , Houg^iton Mifflin
Co., Boston, Massachusetts, 19o4.
A narrative poem of a woman* s life against a back-
ground of a mountain farm,
Goodson, Wilber C.# Dark Music , Falmouth Publishing House,
Portland, Maine, 1940.
Short lyrics reflecting life of the hills.
Marshall, Margarette M., None But the Brave , Doubleday,
Doran Co., New York, 15o4.
—
—
Story of a New York editor who lost his job and
started a tourist camp in New Haa^shire.
Marshall, Margarette M. , The Salt of the Harth , Doubleday,
Doran Co., New York, i9oo.
Sequel to None But the Brave.
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Poole, Jirnest, “Inns and Hostelries", The Great White Hills
of New Hampshire , Double Day and Company, Garden
City, New York, 194b.
Putnam, Harold (Editor), The Darmouth Book of Winter Sports ,
A* S* Barns and Co*, New York (l9o97)
Omnibook on skiing, skating, and other winter sports;
also information of the famous carnival*
“Recreation, “ New Hampshire , state Plan-
ning and iJevelopment Commission, Concord, New Hamp-
shire (19ob-19o7)
, ’'imports and Recreation, ” New Hampshire ;
A Guide to the Granite atate. Federal writers^ pro-
ject, Houghton Mifflin Co*, Boston, Massachusetts,
(1938)*
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, New
Han^shire*
The commission has a wealth of material.
New Hampshire Recreational Areas
Public Recreation in New Hampshire
Recreation Data




“Water, ** New Hampshire , Report of state
Planning and Development Committee, Concord, New Hamp-
shire (1936-1937).
Wyler, Rose and McSpadden, Warren W*, Electricity Comes
to the United States ^ Grosaet and Dunlap Co* T937*
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N* H*
Various Public Service Companies serving the state.
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Trangp ortatlon
Churchill, Winston, Mr, Growers Career , Macmillan Compainy,
Boston, Massachusetts, 196b.
Political story of the struggle between the owners
of a New iingland Railroad and reform political
leaders.
, New Hampshire by Motor , New Hampshire
State Board of Publicity, Cone ord. New Hampshire,
, Role of Trade and Transportation, Research
Unit, nW fork. New Haven and Hartford Railroad,
Boston, Massachusetts (1945),
State Planning and Development Commission, concord. New
Hampshire
,
Public Passenger Carriers in New Hampshire . Rail-
roads, electric railways, motor busses, iaxicabs,
contract carriers, and star mail routes.
Preliminary Report of Advisory committee on Air
Transportation , a suggested state-wide program for
the development of air navigation facilities in the
state
,
Potential Use of the port of Portsmouth, New Hampshire
A report su Omitted to the U.S. Maritime Commission by
the state Planning and Development Commission, May 4,
19o8.
Roadside Improvement , Report of the Advisory Committee
on Roadside Development, 1938,
, “Transportation, ** New Hampshire ^ Report
of state Planning aid Development Commission, Concord,
New Hampshire (1936-1937),
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CHAPTER V
materials for the children
In order to create a workshop atmosphere in
which activity is encouraged, richness and variety
of available materials are essential. There are
many sources, and the following is an attempt to
line up a few that may be used with the children
of New Hampshire. This is by no means a complete
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Barrows, N.A., Blow All Ballast , Dodd, Mead Co,, Inc,,
New York, 1940.
Story of the submarine Squalus disaster off Portsmouth.
Bartlett, John H., A Synoptic History of the Granite State ,
M.A. Donahue and Co., Chicago, li1inol s , 19
.
Good reference to leaders of New Hampshire, and many
pictures are Included.
Blair, Eliza N,, Llsbeth Wilson, A Daughter of New Hampshire
Hills , Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Co., Boston, l6^5V
Of Interest for Its description of dally life In New
Hampshire In the days of quilting. (Novel)
Bowles, Ella S,, Children of the Border, A Story of New
Hampshire Pioneers
,
Llpplncott Co«, Philadelphia, 1929.
An exciting tale of early life in the State, Foot-
notes make clear unusual names and explain historical
references. Grade VI.
Bowles, Ella S,, New Hampshire, Its History, Settlement ,
and ProvlnclaT periods
.
New Hampshire Board of Educa-
tion, Concord, New Hampshire, 1938.
Browne, G. Waldo, and Rilma, M,
,
The Story of New Hampshire ,
Standard Book Co., Manchester, New Hampshire, 1925.
Browne, George W., Legends of New England, Standard Book
Co,, Manchester, New Hampshire, 1925.
Familiar legends of New England briefly retold, include
"Bride of the White Canoe", "Farewell of Passaconaway",
and other New Hampshire tales. Grade VII.
Browne, George W., Real Legends of New England , Whitman
Publishing Co., Poughkeepsie, New York, 1930,
Several New Hampshire legends are included In this
collection of legends from colonial times througln
Industrial times. Grade VII.
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Chase, Francis, Gathered Sketches from the Early History
of New Hampshire and Vermont^ the Author, Claremont,
New Hamp shi re , 1856
.
Churchill, Winston, Coniston, Macmillan Co*, Boston, Mass.,
1906.
A story of love and politics, 1860-187Q, with much
of the scene in the capitol.
Davies, Julia E., Colonial New Hampshire , Mrs. R.L. Resco,
2900 Vernon place, Cincinnati, 1932.
See teacher's reference for annotation.
Dean, Leon W., Stark of the North country , Farrar and
Rinehart, Inc., New York, 1941.
Story about John Stark's boyhood and his military
career during the Revolution. Grade VIII.
Dudley, Albertus T., King's Powder, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard
Co., Boston, 1923.
The exciting story of the Fort William. Grade VII*
Earle, Alice M. , Colonial Life in New Hampshire , Ginn and
Co., Boston, 1903.
Fairbanks, Janet, Bright Land, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
1932.
Historical novel of early life in New Hampshire during
the Jackson Presidency and that of McKinley.
Fassett, James H., Colonial Life in New Hampshire , Ginn and
Co., Boston, 1899.
social life and customs.
Jennings, John F., Shadow and the Glory
, Reynal & Hitchcock,
New York, 1943.
Historical novel of the American Revolution beginning
with the assault on the British fort at Portsmouth.
Jewett, Sarah 0., The Tory Lover , Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, 1901.
Historical novel of the Revolution with the scene laid
around Portsmouth and Berwick, Maine.
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Johneon, Frances Ann, New Hampshire for Young Folks , The
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, New Hampshire, 1946,
Gore, E. K., and Speare, E. A. > New Hampshire Folk Tales ,
Mrs. G. E. Speare, 200 High Street, Plymouth, New
Hampshire, 1946.
Collection of folk lore of the "Crystal Hill"
gathered from tales of old settlers and records of
historical societies and town libraries.
Leland, Charles G., The Algonquin Legends of New England ^
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1939.
Myths of the Abanakis gathered by the author from the
descendants of the tribe that once inhabited our state.
Lenski, Lois, Ocean Born Mary, Frederick A. Stokes Co.,
Philadelphia, 1939.
The legend furnishes the background for this picture
of Portsmouth in the colonial days. Grade VIII.
Meader, Stephen W., Red Horse Hill , Harcourt Brace Co.,
New York, 1930.
A horse story with an interesting background of New
Hampshire life. Grade V.
Meader, Stephen W., Who Rides in the Dark? , Harcourt Brace
Co,, New York, 1937.
A full-flavored tale of early New Han5)shlre, not long
after the War of 1812. Grade VIII.
Scribner, I. W., Eozella of Laconia , Samuel French, Inc.,
New York, 1857.
Throughout this story of Rozella Lanfdell and her
companions are a multitude of folk tales of New
Hamp shire.
Wilson, Harold F., The Hill Country of Northern New Enp;land ,
Col\xmbia University Press, New York, 1936.
The economic and social life of Vermont and New
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2, Audio Visual
Atlas of the State of New Hampshire , Comstock and Cline,
New York*
Topographical work under the direction of H. E. Wallingj




Unpublished, but available for reference at the
State planning and Development Commission, concord, N.H.
Locating approximately 700,000 acres of state, federal,
town and semi-public owned lands of the state. Maps
partially complete, but they show all national forest
lands, state reservations and lands of the Society
for the Preservation of New Hampshire Forests. Partial
information on town forests, state and country institu-
tional area, military reservations, water supply lands,
proposed flood control dam locations with potential
inundated areas, and similar lands. (U. S. Geological
Survey maps, one inch equaling one mile, are used as
bases for the atlas.
Maps
Many and various types are needed. These include wall
maps, a blackboard stencil map, textbook maps, and
individual outline maps. The following are a few
sources:
American Map Co., New York.
Clear type county outline maps of New Hampshire.
Map No. 527. 20 3/8" x 16 1/2". 9.09 mi. 1 inch.
Brown and Parson, Hartford, Conn.
Map of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
14" X 19^". 16i miles « 1 inch.
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N.H,
Topographical map showing contour lines.
30" X 52". 4 miles s 1 inch.
Regional Base Maps of New Hampshire. Outlines the
boundaries of the six regions of New Hampshire.
Includes names of towns, cities and unincorporated
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Region Base Map. Outline maps of each of the six
regions of New Hampshire, county and town lines, high-
ways, railroads, airports, state recreational areas,
principal streams and all water bodies over 10 acres,




1. Cut from publications, mounted and documented.
2. When films are available, teacher may take snapshots
of places and activities that suit her needs.
3. Postcards. A large collection of postcards, con-
taining pictures of places of Interest within the
state
.
4. Pictures from State Publications such as State
Planning and Development Commission and the six
Regional Associations of the State.
Motion Pictures
Ninth State, 22 minutes, 16 mm. sound, color, Emerson
York Studios, New York City.
The historical reason for the title of this state is
that New Han?)shire was the necessary ninth state to
ratify the Constitution. Colonial houses and doorways
are shown first followed by a trip to the Isle of
Shoals and quaint Gosport Church. The State House of
Concord is shown with the statues of Daniel Webster,
General John Stark, and Franklin Pierce. The parade
is shown which washeld to commemorate the ratification
of the Constitution.
These background scenes are followed by others to show
some of the industries and advantages of New Hampshire
as a state: its water power for generating electricity,
to use in trsmsforming pulpwood into paper; the use
of its granite in many of the public buildings in
Washington, D.C.; its hi^ schools, state university,
and Dartmouth College; its popularity as a summer
playground for adults and for (4:flldren*s camps; the
beauties of the white Mountains; fun in fishing in
well-stocked streams; the summer theatre; the Mt.
Washington and the Fume, also the aerial tramway.
The concluding scenesshow New Hampshire *s agriculture,
dairy and poultry farming; the fun to be had in winter
sports of skiing, skating and dog sleds.
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Bowles, Ella S., Children of the Border . (See History, Mate-
ilal for Children)
Cooke, Tolosa, Corn-Unit Study Book No. 507, American
Education Press, Inc., New York, 1935.
Creve, Anna M«, Soll> Its Sources and Uses , Unit Study
No. 454, The American Education Press, Columbus, Ohio,
1935.
Farming
, State Planning and Development Commission, Concord,
New Hampshire, 193b.
Howard, Ethel K*, How We Get Our Food , Harcourt Brace & Co*
New York, 19oS).
,
“Land", New Hampshire , Report of the Planning
and Development Commission, Concord, New Hampshire,
1936-1937.
Mclntire, Alta, The Story of Milk, Follett Publishing Co.
1936.
Melrose, Mary; undernill, Orra E. ; Kambly, Paul E., and
Janssen, Raymond, Nature »s Bank— the soil. National
Wildlife Federation, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1942.
Poole, Ernest, “Hill Farms, Old and New", The Great White
Hills of New Hampshire, Doubleday and Company, Inc.,
Garden City, 1946, New York.
2, Audio-visual
Atlas , See History-Materials for Children.
Maps , See History-Materials for Children
Land Use Maps
,
State Planning and Development Commlssicn,
Concord, New Bampshire.
Urban residential areas, rural residences, industrial
areas, tilled land, orchard land, woodland and water
areas; data shown in color on U.S. Geological Survey
maps, one inch equals one mile. Based upon photographic
survey during 1926-1931.
^ Most of the references under Teacher's Background Refer-
ences will furnish research material for the children.
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» See His tory-Material For Children.
Motion Pictures .




1 reel, 16 mm. New York University Film
Library, New York.
The interdependence of farm and city.
Harvest for Tomorrow, 33 minutes, 16mm. Visual Service,
University of New H^pshire, Durham, N.H.
Has its roots directly in the soil of New England.
Contains panoramas of the New England countryside.
The Land - To Have and To Hold , 1 reel, 16 mm. United
States Department of Agriculture, Wadiington, D.C.
Northeastern States, 11 minutes, 16mm. Encyclopedia
Britannica Films, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
An interpretation of historical progress in the devel-
opment of resources in this area.
Salt of the Earth , 2 reels, 16 mm. Visual Education
Service, l31 Clarendon Street, Boston.
The importance of farms and farmers to civilization.
Film Strips
Many of the above are accompanied by film strips.
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At Work ~ Men and Machines In New Hampshire , State Planning
and Development Committee, Concord, N. H. 1939.
A review of the industrial assets of the state, pre-
senting a picture of growth, present conditions, and
opportuiJfcies for development.
Bowles, Ella Shannon, "Valleys of Industry", Let Me ^ow
You New Hampshire , Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1941,
pp. 283-289.
Botany Worsted Mills, A Wool Primer, Botany Worsted Mills,
Passaic, New Jersey, 1943.
Child, Richard Washhume, Jim Hands , Macmillan Co., New
York, 1910.
Factory life in a small town.
Cote, Phyllis N., Rabbit-Go-Lucky , Doubleday Doran Co., Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1944.
An eleven-year- old learns the old art of weaving during
her vacation in Hew Hampshire. Grade VI.




Gray, Elizabeth J., Sandy, Viking Press# New York, 1945.
|
A seventeen-year-old girl spends her summer as a
[,
waitress in a New Hampshire inn. Grade IX.
i!
Hands that Built New Hampshire. New Hampshire Writers
Program, Stephen Day Press, concord. New Hampshire, 194C'.
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, From Trees to Printing Presses ,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, New York, 1944.
Klaussen, Doris D., Your Shoes and Your Feet (Unit of Study
No. 201) American Education Press, Inc., N.Y. , 1934.
Made in New Hampshire
, State Planning and Development Com-
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Marble, Thomas Littlefield, Product of the Mill , Bruce
Humphries, Inc., Boston, 1$35.
A tale of the paper-making industry.
Marks, Sally B., Cotton (Unit of Study No, 506) American
Education Press, Inc., New York, 1942,
McCrory, Mae, Clothes (Unit of Study No. 506) American
Education Press, Inc., New York, 1934,
Meader, Stephen, W„ Lumber Jack , Harcourt Brace and Co.,
Inc,, New York, 19S4.
Lumbering in New Hampshire, giving a real sense of




, State Planning and Development Com-
mission. Concord, New Han?)shire.
Petersham, Maud and Ml ska. The Story of Cotton, The John
C. Winston Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1939.
The Same, The Story of Rayon ,
The Same, The Story of Wool ,
Smith, Nila B. and Dawson, Mildred A,, Fl^ and Wool , Sup-
plementary Pamphlet No, 259, Silver Burdett Co,, New
York, 1939.
The Same, Rubber and Rayon , Pamphlet No, 252.
Tappan, Eva M,, Makers of Many Things , Houston Mifflin Co,,
Boston, Mass,, 1929.
Wheeler, Marlon S., Story of Paper (Unit Study Book No, 306)
The American Education Press, Inc,, New York,
2, Audio Visual Aids
Atlas
, See History-Material For Children,
Maps , See History-Material For Children.
Pic tures
.
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New England , 12 minutes, 16 mm., sound. Apply
March of I'ime, 369 Lexington Ave*, New York.
Not only gives the New Englsnd background, but also
examines the New England of toc3^; New England's
industrial economy Includes diversified, top
technological industries, plastics, radio, radar,
and rubber.
New Hampshire's Heritage , 18 minutes, 16 mm., sound.
Savings Banks Association of New Hampshire!, 4 Park St.,
Concord, New Han^ shire.
Presents the story of New Hampshire characters and the
part it has played in industrial progress and the
creation of homes for our people. It depicts the neigh*
borly functions of a savings bank in the community.
Ninth State , See History-Material For Children.
Northeastern States , See Agriculture- Material For
Children.
From Visual Education Service, Boston University,
Boston, Mass.
Behind the Scenes in the Machine Age
From Mountain To Cement
Story of Leather
The Story d* My Life by Mr. Shoe
Harvesting the Deep (Fish)
The Conquest of the Forests






Lumbering in coos County , 1 reel, 7 minutes, silent.
Visual Service, University of New Hampshire, Durham, N.I .
Filmstrip
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Albee, Helen B., Mountain Playmate
s
» Houghton Mifflin, Co.,
Boston, 1900.
A chronical of country life in New Hanp shire.
Bailey, Carolyn S., Country- Stop, Viking Press, New York, 1942.
Year* s experiences of a girl in Hillsborough, N.H.
Grade V.
Bailey, Carolyn S., Home-Spun Playdays . Viking Press, New
York, 1941.
Beals, Charles E., Pasaaconaway in The White Mountains ,
Badger, 1915.
Description of the mountains Interspersed with legends.
Biological Survey of the Rivers, State Fish and Game Associ-
ation, Concord, New Hainpshire.
Merrimack Watershed, Report No. 3 (1938)
Connecticut Report No, 4 (1939)




River of Broken Waters ; The Merrimack ,
New England River Series, Manchester, N. H., 1918.
Cannon, LeGrand Jr,, Look to the Mountain , Henry Holt &
Company, Inc., New York, 1942.
Pioneer life in Tamworth, near Mt, Chocorua.
Chamberlain, Samuel, Portsmouth, N, H, , Hastings House,
New York, 194u.
,
Down to the Sea , Manchester City Library, Federal
Art Project, Concord, New Hampshire, 1939.
Dreier, Thomas, Sunny Meadows, The Stratford Co,, Boston, '
1933.
Description of rural New Hampshire and the joy of a
country life.
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Farrar, Charles A.> Through the Wilds , Estes and Laurlet,
Boston, 1892.
A fictitious narrative of sport and adventure in the
forests of New Hanq^ahire and Maine.
Placcus, Kimball, Avalanche of April s Scribner and Sons,
New York, 1954.
A description of early spring in New Hampshire.
Pish and Game Department, Biennial Reports , Concord, N.H.
Geographical Materials, Large city. Chambers of Commerce.
Harper, Wilhelmina, For Love of country , E. P. Dutton &
Co., Inc., New York, 1942.
Stories of young patriots.
Hildrith, H., A Book for New Hampshire Children in Familiar
Letters from A Father , Exeter Grant, Exeter, N. H.,1825.
Locklin, Anne L., Tidewater Tales, Viking Press, N. Y. , 1942.
Actual boy*s adventures along the Swampscott River
which have been recoimted to the author by her father.
Grade VIII.
Maloy, Mrs# Louis, Star Wish , Scribner and Sons, N.Y. , 1940.
A wholesome family story which imparts a real feeling
for the country and reveals the kindliness and neigh-
borllness of its people. Grade VIII.
Meader, Stephen W., Boy with a Pack , HarcourtBrace Co#,
New York, 1939.
How 17-year Bill Crawford bou^t a trunk of Yankee
notions and set out on foot from New Hampshire for
the Ohio country. Grade IX.
Moore, William, A Tramp Across Three States , The Marking
Press, New York, 1911.
A story of a young man* s tranp across the states of
New Han^shlre, Vermont, and New York.
Rose, Mrs. Grace Norton, Ports of the Past
,
Harcourt Brace
Co., New York, 1941.
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state Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N. H*
Water Bodies in New Hampshire
Water Supplies
Reports on Floods and Damages
Your Home Town
Planning and Zoning Data
Report of the New Hampshire Council on Postwar Planning
and Rehabilitation.
Shore and Beach preservation and Development Commission,
Biennial Repor t, Concord, N. H.
Thonpson, Denman, The Old Homestead , Walter Baker Co,,
Boston, 1927.
Water Resources Board, Biennial Report , Concord, N. H*
White, Eliza 0., When Abigail was Seven , Houghton Mifflin
Co,, Boston, 1931.
Abigail, who lived in New Hampshire, was seven in 1828
when she made a visit to Salem, Grade IV.
Wilder, Thornton N., Our Town , Coward-McCann, Inc,, N.Y. , 1929,
Life in a small New Hampshire village early in the 1900‘s.
Willy, George F., Solitaire, Manchester Publishing Corp,,
Manchester, N. H,, 1902,




See History-Material For Children.
1^s. See History-Material For Children.
Land Use Maps , See Agriculture, Material for Children,
picture Map Geography of the United States , Vernon Quinn
Stokes, N. Y., 1931.
Views and Maps , Thomas Jackson, Thurston, Torry Co,, Boston,
Pictures
,
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Motion Pictures
New Hainpsblre^s Heritage ^ See Indus try-Material For
Ciiildren.
New Hampshire's Four Seasons ^ 1 reel, 15 minutes,
silent. University of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H.
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Bureau of Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States ,
Bureau of Census, Washington, D. C. 1941 (New Han^) shire
Section)
Coji5Dton*s Pictured Encyclopedia, F, E. Coi»5)ton and Co,,
Chicago, Illinois*
Federal Writer* s Project, New Hampshire, A Guide to the
Granite State , Houghton Mifflin Co*, Boston, Mass* 1938*
Finch, Grant E*, NewEngland , Rand, McNally Co*, N.Y*, 1933*
''Population”, New Hampshire , Report of Planning and
Development Commission, Concord, N* H*, 1936-1937*
,
World Book Encyclopedia, Quarrle Corporation,
Chicago, Illinois, New Hau^shlre section*
2* Audio-Visual
Atlas , See History-Material For Children
Maps , See History-Material For (JiILdren.
Pictures
, See History-Material For Children.
Motion Pictures *
French Canadian Children , 1 reel, 16 mm*, sound. Visual
Aids Department, Boston University, Boston, Mass*
It is for primary grades, but might possibly be of
value as it shows the home, customs, and gives the
language of the people.
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Bowles, Ella stiannon, "Books In Circulation", Let Me Show
You New Hampdaire , Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1941,
pp • 244-250.
Blodget, Harold, Samson Occom, Dartmouth College Press,
Hanover, N. H*, 1935.
Deals with the most important non-combatant Indian
of the ei^teenth century.
Federal Writer's Project, New Hampshire; A Guide to the
Granite State , Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1938.
Finch, Grant E. , New England , Rand, McNally Co., N.Y. 1935.
New Han5)shlre treated in a short manner.
Meyer, J. G*, and Hamer, 0. Stuart, "VAiat Were Early Schools
Like?", The New World and Its Growth , Follett Pub-
lishing Company, Chicago, 1941, p. 145.
Poole, Ernest, "Mountain Schools", The Great White Hills
of New Hampshire , Doubleday and Company, Inc. , Garden
City, New York, 1946.
Pier, Arthur Stanwood, St. Paul's School
,
1853-1934, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1934.
Complete history of the oldest American church boarding
school at Concord.
Quent, W. D. , The Story of Daitaiouth , Little Brown and
Company, Boston, 1914.
Brief history of that famous college.
McCallum, James D., Eleazar Wheelock, Founder of Dartmouth
College
,





See History-Material For Children.
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Brown, Leonard B.» Biographical sketches of the Delegates
to the New Hampshire Constitutional Convention , The
Conquer, Concord, New Han^shlre, 1889.
This book contains brief and enll^tenlng accounts
of the men of that day.
,
Constitution of the State of New Hampshire ,
Student Handbook, with explanltory notes by Burton
L. Bruce, Transcript Co., Main Street, Peterborough,
N. H., 1937.
Cannon, Cornelia J., Heirs, Little Brown and Co., Boston,
Mass., 1930.
A story of a small Industrial community where mill
owners and Immigrants mingle and solve mutual problems.
Hammond, Otis, History of the Seal and Flag of the State of
New Hampshire, New Hampshire Governor and Council,
Concord, N. H*, 1916.
An account of the official Insignia of the state.
Harley, Francis, The Key to the Condhtutlon of the United
States
,
National Institute of Public Relations,
Chicago, Illinois, 1940.
In this book will be found many suggestions for making
the constitution colorful, such as suggested pictures
to illustrate the various articles.
Gault, John and Spaulding, Fred L., The Cons 1 1 tutIon of
New Hampsh ire as Amended In 190^ (with historical
and explanatory notes). Gault and Spaulding, Manches-
ter, N. H., 1904.
This book is outdated and not very Interesting, but
is about the only text for the children.
Kalijarvi, Thorsten V. and Chamberlain, William C., The
Government of New Hampshire
, Univ. of New Hampshire, 1939.
An account of the organization and function of state,
coimty, and local governments written objectively
and with many references to the statutes.
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King, Elizabeth, "Seals of Our Nation, States, and Terrltori|
The National Geographic Magazine , Vol, XC, No. 1, p. 20
,
Legislative Synopsis and Digest of State Legis-
lation. Secretary of State, Concord, New Hampshire.
Morrison, Leonard, The Government of New Hampshire , The
Sugar Ball Press, Concord, Jl'I. H., 1943.
"It is the purpose of this book to present only the
information needed by the average citizen in order
that he may perform his duties as a citizen and tsdte
his place and advantage of his rights and power and
have a reasonable understanding of the processes of
orderly government." (Preface)
Poole, Ernest, "Mountain Politics", The great White Hills
of New Hampshire
,
Doubleday aid Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1946.
2. Audio-Visual
Chart , "state Government 1939" An organization chart of




See History-Material For Children.
County Map of New Hampshire, The National Survey Co.,
Chester, Vermont. 17" x 22" and 8" x 7".
Motion Pictures .
Ninth State , See History-Material For Children.
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Bartlet, John Henry, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State
, M. A. Donohue and Co., Chicago, 1939.
Lyford, James Otis, "New Hampshire Savings Banks," Willey,
State Builders , Manchester, N. H., 1903.
,
"state Finances," New Hampshire Biennial
Report of state Planning and Development Commission,
Concord, N. H., 1936-1937.
,
Statistical Summary of the State of New Hamp-
shire
, 1926, Bakin, Commls^lonfor Promotion of
Wealth and Income of the People of New Hampshire,
Concord, N. H., 1936*
2, Audio-Visual
Pictures
, See History-Material For Children.
Motion Pictures , See Industry-Material For Children.
New England , 12 minutes, sound. Rice Film Co.,
Manchester, N. H.
March of Time. Brief resume of New England*
s
sources of income, scenes of famous historical
spots, an examination of the solution that the
people of Manchester, New Hampshire, found for
the problem created when the Amoskeag Mills folded
during the depression of the I9o0^s. Film touches
on the general economy of the state.
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Leaders
1, Reading
Aldrich, Thomas B,, Story of a Bad Boy, Houghton Mifflin
Co., Boston, 1923.
Autobiography of a Portsmouth lad slightly concealed
by changing names and places. Grade VII.
Amory, Thomas C.> Life of Ma.1or»General Sullivan,
Wlggin and Lunt, Albany, New York, 1668.
The Sullivan Papers edited by Otis G. Hammond and
this biography are our chief sources of information
about this Revolutionary general.
Bartlett, John Henry, A Synoptic History of the Granite
State
, M. A. Donahue, Chicago, 1938.
Bell, Charles H., John Wheelwright , Houghton Mifflin Co*,
Boston, 1875.
Benet, Stephen V., The Devil and Daniel Webster , Farrar,
Rinehart and Co., Boston, 1937.
Brown, Leonard, Biographical Sketches of the Delegates to
the New Hampshire Constitutional Convention for
The Compiler, concord, N. H.7 I88'9.'
Brown, Leonard, BlograT±ilcal Sketches of the Governor ,
Councillors and Members of the Senate and House of
^presentatlves of the Legislature of 1881-1882 , The
Compiler, Concord, N. H., 1899*
Carter, George C*, Samuel Morey, Rumford Press, Concord,
N. H., 1943.
In the early years of the 19th century Otford was the
home of a busy inventor of many useful articles.
Vermont and New Hampshire claim this man, whose steam-
boat predated Fulton* s invention.
Champney, Benjamin, Sixty Years* Memories of Art and Artists
Wallace and Andrews, Manchester, N. H*, 1900.
The memoirs of a New Hampshire born artist who, for
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Cochrane, Clark B«, Volcesof the Granite Hllla , Bruce Hum-
phries, Inc., Boston, 1935.
Songs of an appreciative son of the State,
Coming, Charles R., Amoa Tuck , News Letter Press, Concord,
N, H., 1902.
A life of the Exeter Lawyer and leader of the Repub-
lican Party during the middle part of the 19th century
who may have suggested the name for the party and
called its first meeting.
Cortissoz, Royal, Augustus Saint Gaudins, Houghton Miffli n
Co., 1907.
An intimate biography of New H£impshire*s noted sculptor.




Dodd, Loring H., The Golden Age of American Scu^t ure ,
Chapman and Grims, Boston, 1936.
An account of sculpture in the second half of the
nineteenth century including work of Salht Gaudins,
Daniel French, andJohn Rogers.
Piske, Annie Wilson, ”The Women of New Hampshire in the





Forte, John F., Edward MacDowell, A Great American , E. ?•
Dutton Co,,“n. Y. , 1922.
Biography written just after the death of this noted
poet.
’
Puess, Claude M., Daniel Webster. Little Brown and Co,,
Boston, 1930.
Gorges, Raymond, Ernest Harold Baynes , Samid. French, Inc,,
New York, 1857,
^
Naturalist, writer and lecturer, Mr. Baynes was the
moving spirit in founding the Meriden Bird Sanctuary.
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Greenslet, Perris, Tlie Life of Thomas Bailey Aldrich ,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, l90S^
A Portsmouth bo^ood was one of the major Influences
on the writings of this poet, editor and story teller.
Heard, John Jr., John Wheelwright , 1592-1679, Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston, l9307
A founder of Exeter and one time minister at Hampton,
this friend of OllverCromwell believed in religious
freedom of a sort that was not possible until two
centuries later.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Tales of the Vilhite Hills , Houston
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1869.
The Great Stone Face and other famous stories by
Hawthorne are included in this selection.
Legrand, Cannon, A Mighty Fortress , Farrar and Rinehart
New York, 1937.
A bucolic novel of a New Hampshire farm boy who
becomes a minister during the stirring days of 1845-
1860.
___**Leaders, “ Some Things about New Hampshire , Otis
Hammond, New Han^ shire Historical Society, Concord,
N. H., 1930.
Mayo, Lawrence, John Langdon of New Hampshire , The Rumford
Press, Concord, N. H., 1937.
A sketch of one of the most remarkable men in New
Hampshire history.
Mayo, Lawrence, John Wentworth, Governor of New Hampshire^
1767-1775, Harvard University Press]! Cambridge, Mass*im:
—
Metcalf, Henry H., New Hampshire Women , New Hampshire Pub-
lishing Co., Concord, N. H., 1895.
A collection of portraits and biographical sketches
of daughters and residents of the Granite state#
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Metcalf, Henry H., One Thousand New Hampshire Notables ,
Rumford Printing Co,7 Concord, N. H., 1^19.
Brief biographical sketchesof New Hampshire men and
women, native and resident, prominent in public,
professional, business, educational, fraternal or
benevolent work,
Munson, Gorham B., Robert Frost , Doran and Co,, N, Y, , 1927,







Pierce and his achievemefitB are presented in true per-
spective which could not be done by a friend and a
contemporary.
Pattern, Matthew, The Diary of Matthew Pattern of Bedford ,
N, H,, 1754-l'788, Rumford Press. Concord, New Hampshire#
1903,
This is a record of one man*s life, and the activities
of the town in \Rhich he lived and as such is an
excellent picture of life in many New Hampshire towns
prior to the Revolution,
Plumer, William Jr,, Life of William Plumer, Phillips
San^son Co,, Boston,
Governor, congressman, man of letters, all of these
appelatlons belong to William Plumer, who contributed
much to the development of this state.
Powell, Lyman P,, Mary Baker Eddy , Macmillan Co,, N. Y. 1930,
An authorized biography of the founder of Christian
Science,
Reed, Merldeth, Skylark , Thomas Y, Crowell Co,, N, Y, 1933.
A tale of a young opera singer bred in a small New
Hampshire village who forsakes her career to tsike care
of her invalid father.
Richardson, Leon Burr, William E, Chandler, Republican ,
Dodd, Mead and Co.,^N. Y., 1940.
Biography of a native son, famous political figure in
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Roberts, Kenneth, Northwest Passage , Doubleday Doran Co,,
1937.
Portsmouth, Dunbarton, and towns along the Connecticut
River figure in this historical novel of Rogers*
Rangers.
Roth, Edward, Chris tus Judex , Cupples, Boston, 1892.
The story of an Italian painter who sought a face to
represent "a Christian* s idea of God of Justice,” and
after years of searching found the model in the Old
Man of the Mountain.
Wheeler, Opal, Edward MacDowell and His Cabin In the Pines ,
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., N. Y. , 1940.
Biography of the musician who spent much of this life
in Peterborough. Grade V.
Stark, Caleb, Memoirs and Official Correspondence of General
John Stark , Eastman Co., New York,




See History-Material For Children.
Pic t\u?es
.
See History-Material For Children
Motion Pictures .
The Devil and Daniel Webster
,
full length, sound.
Rice Film Company, Manchester, N. H.
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Longmans, Green & Co., Inc.,
N. Y., 1936.
Girl*s story about New Hampshire and Dartmouth Carnival.
Grade VIII.
Atkinson, J. Brooks, Skytime Promenades , Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., N.Y., 1925.
A journey of two weeks* tramp over the Sandwich and
Presidential Ranges.
Baffield, Charles W. and Crowell, Melton F., Fishing and
Hunting Guide to New Hampshire , Banfield and Crowell,
Meredith, N. H., 1934.
Detailed guide to waters and regions.
Coggswell, John F., **New Home Town,” Saturday Evening Post ,
February 14, 1942.
About the town of Hill.
Currier, Mary M. , A Su^er in New Hampshire , Rumford Press,
Concord, N. H.7 lSo4.
Out-of-door songs for all who love the Granite State.
Poems by well-known poets.
Frost, Francis M., Woman of the Earth , Houghton Mifflin
Co., Boston, 1934.
A narrative poem of a woman’s life against a background
of a moimtain farm,
Goodson, Wilber C., Dark Music , Falmouth Publishing House,
Portland, Maine, 1940.
Short lyrics reflecting life of the hills.
Gray, Elizabeth J., Meredith’s Ann , Sun Dial Press, Inc.,
Garden City, New York, 1927.
A summer vacation with fun and excitement and the unravel-
ing of a mystery in the mountains of New England# Grade VII.
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Marshall, Margarette M. , None hut the Brave , Doubleday,
Doran Co,, N, Y.
,
1934.
Story of a New York editor who lost his job and
started a tourist camp in New Hampshire,
Marshall, Margarette M., The Salt of the Earth , Doubleday
Doran Co., N. Y. , 1935.
I
Sequel to None But the Brave .
McCue, James W, , Ski Lure , P.O. Address, North Plymouth, Mass.
Poole, Ernest, "Inns and Hostelries," The Great White Hills
of New Hampshire, Doubleday and Company, Garden City,
N. Y., 1946.
Putnam, Harold (editor) The Dartmouth Book of Winter Sports ,
A. S. Barns and Co., N. Y,, 1§39.
Omnibook on skiing, skating and other winter sports,
also information of the famous carnival,
"Recreation", New Hampshire , State Planning and
and Development Commission, Concord, N, H., 1936-1937.
, "Sports and Recreation," New Hampshire, A Guide
To the Granite State . Federal Writer* s Project,
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1938.
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N. H.
The commission has a wealth of Material,
New Han^shire Recreational Areas
Public Recreation in New Hampshire
Recreation Data
List of New Hampshire Winter Advertising literature.
From the various regional associations.
Whiteney, Elinor, Timothy and the Blue Cart , Frederick A. Stoke
Con^jany, Philadelphia, 1930.
Three children enjoy the summer in New Hampshire all
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See History-Material for Children,
Poster, State planning and Development Commission, Concord,
N. H.
Summer Scene by Maxfleld Parrish
Winter Scene by Guy Shorey
Ski Racer by L. Hechenburger
Skier by Edgar Hunter
Motion Pictures
Winter in New Hampshire , 30 minutes, 16 mm,, silent,
color. Visual Service, Univer;^ ty of New Hampshire,
Durham, N, H.
A color film showing typical New Hampshire winter sce-
nery and winter sports. Outstanding ski areas. Win-
ter motoring, road conditions, lowing snow plows and







New Hampshire Ski Trails
Richard Taft Ski Trails
Tennis for Beginners
Water Carnival
White Mountain Region of New Hampdiire
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Let’s Go Fishing , 19 minutes, sound. Department of






"Water, " New Hampshire
,
Report of State Planning
and Development Committee, Concord, N. E., 1936-1937,
Wyler, Rose and McSpadden, Warren W,, Electricity Comes
To The United States * Gosset and Dunlop Co., 1937.
State Planning and Development Commission, Concord, N. H*
Reports and Investigations.
2. Audio-Visual
Maps , See History-Material For Children
Maps Included In State Planning New Hampshire , State
Planning and Development Committee, Concord, N. H.> 193l>.
Major Drainage Basins
Water Supply and Sewage Disposal
Systems of Cities and Towns
Electric Utilities In New Hampshire
Pictures , See- History-Material for Children.
Motion Pictures
power and the Land , 1 reel, 45 minutes, 16mm., soimd.
Visual Service, University of New Hampshire, Durham,
N. H.
From Horse Sense to Horse Power , 1 reel, 15 minutes,
silent. Visual Service, University of New Hampshire,
Durham, N. H.
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1Transportation
1. Reading
Churchill, Winston, Mr« Crew’s Career , Macmillan Co*, Boston,
1908.
Political story of the struggle between the owners of
a New England railroad and reform political leaders*
,
New Hampshire By Motor , New Hampshire State Board
of Publicity, concord, K. H*
New Hampshire Tramway Commission, The Cannon Mountain Aerial
Passenger Tramway, The New Hampshire Tramway Commlssionj
Franconia, N. H* !
|l
,
"Main Street and Village Green,’* New Hampshire , '
A guide to the Granite State, Federal Writers Project,
Houghton Mifflin Co*, 193^7”
Wood, Frederic J*, The Turnpikes of New England, Marshall
Jones, Boston, 1919*
An excellent account, well illustrated, of the history
of Various roads of New England and more especially
of New Hampshire*
,
"Transportation,” New Hampshire , Report of State
planning and Development Committee, Concord, N. H*,
1936-1957*
2* Audio-Visual
Maps , See History-Material For Children.




3 reels, 16mm., sound. Visual Aids Dept*
Boston University, Boston, Mass*
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